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Abstract 

Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) have been suggested to have the potential to support 

learning for children. While several tangible reading systems have been developed for 

children, no systems have been designed that explicitly target early reading acquisition 

of English at the level of phonological awareness (i.e., the ability to manipulate sounds in 

speech) and the alphabetic principle (i.e., a set of rules that explain how graphemes are 

associated with phonemes) that are important for children with or at-risk for dyslexia (i.e., 

a specific difficulty in language acquisition skills) and children who learn English as a 

foreign language (EFL). By grounding on the theories of reading and reading instructions 

for dyslexia and EFL, best multisensory training practices, and existing research on TUIs 

that support learning to read for children, I worked as a design lead to present a tangible 

reading system called PhonoBlocks that uses embedded dynamic colour cues and 3D 

tangible letters to support children learning the alphabetic principle in English. 

In my dissertation, I explore the use of PhonoBlocks through two mixed-methods case 

studies—one with eight at-risk monolingual English-speaking children in Canada and the 

other with 10 Mandarin-speaking children who learn English as a foreign language in 

China. My findings show that both groups of children achieved significant learning gains 

after PhonoBlocks instruction and the at-risk children also maintained their progress one 

month later after post-test. The results also point to design features of our system that 

enabled behaviours that are correlated with learning. I also compare similarities and 

differences between the results of the two studies, identifying the common and unique 

behaviours for the two groups of children. I conclude by suggesting a set of 

recommendations and guidelines for designing the tangible reading systems for both at-

risk and EFL children.  

Keywords:  Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs); Children at-risk for dyslexia; EFL 
children; Dynamic colour cues; 3D tangible letters; Early reading 
acquisition 
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Glossary 

Dyslexia 
 

A specific learning difficulty that impacts individuals’ language 
acquisition skills such as learning to read and spell (Reid, 
2009).  

English language 
learner (ELL) /English 
as a foreign language 
(EFL) 

ELL refers to Individuals studying English in English-speaking 
countries but speaking a language other than English at home 
(Gunderson, 2009); EFL refers to Individuals studying English 
in their own countries, usually non-English-speaking countries 
(Tang, 2001). 

Morphosyllabic 
language  

A language in which each character represents a morpheme 
and a syllable (McBride-Chang & Suk-Han Ho, 2005) 

Matthew effects  The phenomenon that better readers get even better and 
poorer readers become relative poorer over time due to the 
accumulated and reciprocal relationship between reading and 
other factors (Bast & Reitsma, 1998).  

Multisensory phonics 
instructions  

The instructions that use visual, auditory, tactile and/or 
kinaesthetic senses to teach students the relationship between 
letters and sounds (Kelly & Phillips, 2011). Orton-Gillingham is 
one example of multisensory phonics instructions (Ritchey & 
Goeke, 2006). 

Alphabetic 
orthography 

An alphabetic orthography is a system that represents how the 
the visual forms (graphemes) are linked to the audio stimuli 
(phonemes) in a language (Apel, 2011). 

Orthographic distance the extent to which a learner’s L1 and L2 writing system share 
(or not share) similar structures and visual representational 
principle (Koda, 1996). 

Phonological 
awareness  

The ability to manipulate sounds in speech (Anthony & Francis, 
2005).  

Phonological 
processing 

The ability to manipulate and utilize sounds in words (Wagner 
& Torgesen, 1987). 

Phonics instruction The instruction that has its central focus on grapheme-
phoneme correspondences (phonics) (Kelly & Phillips, 2011). 

Reading intervention The systematic process of modifying a reading problem by 
offering direct reading support and time to ensure at-risk 
learners achieve success (DuFour & DuFour, 2010). 

The alphabetic 
principle  

The written spelling that systematically represents how 
phonemes (sounds) are associated with graphemes (letters) 
and how to use these phonemes to form words (Lyon, 2001). 
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Transparent and 
opaque languages  

Transparent language has the one-to-one mapping between 
the graphemes and phonemes while opaque language is the 
one where the orthographic rules are not entirely consistent 
(Dehaene, 2009). 

Tangible user 
interfaces (TUIs) 

A type of user interfaces wherein physical objects or space are 
augmented by embedded with digital information (Ullmer & 
Ishii, 1997) .  

Visual stress The dysfunction in seeing with perceptual distortion and 
discomfort (Wilkins et al., 2004). 

Visual attention span The amount of distinct visual elements which can be processed 
in parallel in a multi-element array (Bosse et al., 2007). 

Whole-word instruction The instruction that emphasizes on the wholistic grapheme-
phoneme patterns rather than grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences (Dehaene, 2009).   

Word-building activity A progressive minimal contrast activity, which provides a chain 
of words that differ by a single grapheme (McCandliss et al., 
2003). 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Reading ability is one of the competencies that affect the achievement of 

many other essential abilities of children. The success of early reading acquisition, 

i.e., learning the alphabetic principle (also called letter-sound correspondences or 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences), plays a vital role in the subsequent reading 

development in children (Gough & Juel, 1991). However, there is approximately 10% 

of the population who have difficulties in learning to read in English-speaking 

countries (Rello et al., 2013). The specific learning difficulty that affects the language 

acquisition skills such as learning to read and spell is often referred to as “dyslexia” 

(Reid, 2009). Dyslexia is often associated with tremendous social, emotional, and 

economical costs for children, their families and society.  

Although dyslexia is heterogeneous, the most direct cause is suggested to be 

impairments in phonological awareness (Bruck, 1992; Melby-Lervåg et al., 2012; 

Snowling & Stackhouse, 2006). Phonological awareness is the ability to manipulate 

sounds in speech (Anthony & Francis, 2005). Learning to read Alphabetic Languages 

requires the child to establish a set of mappings between the graphemes (letters of 

printed words) and the phonemes (speech sounds of spoken words), the knowledge 

of which is also referred to as the “alphabetic principle” (Byrne, 2013). Phonological 

awareness is suggested to be central for the appreciation and full understanding of 

the alphabetic principle because of the reciprocal relationship of these two abilities 

(McGuinness et al., 1995). Therefore, phonological deficits impede children’s 
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acquisitions in the alphabetic principle and the subsequent mastery of reading and 

spelling (Vellutino et al., 2004).  

In addition to the phonological deficit, researchers also argue that dyslexia 

often co-occurs with other low-level visual and auditory deficits (Ramus, 2004) or 

neuro-developmental disorders such as attention deficit disorder (ADD) (Ackerman & 

Dykman, 1993) or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Ramus, 2004). 

However, this theory is criticized for its failure to provide a unified explanation for 

dyslexia because not every child with dyslexia with phonological deficits has low-level 

auditory impairments or neuro-developmental disorders (Ramus, 2004).  

Furthermore, learning to read languages such as English poses particular 

challenges for children with dyslexia due to their “opaque” orthography (Dehaene, 

2009; Snowling & Stackhouse, 2006). An orthography is a system that represents 

how the visual forms (graphemes) are linked to the audio stimuli (phonemes) in a 

language (Apel, 2011). Languages such as English where orthographic rules are not 

entirely consistent (e.g., ea-/i:/ or /e/, c-/k/ or /s/) are often referred to as “opaque” 

languages (Snowling, 2001). The inconsistent grapheme-phoneme correspondences 

in “opaque” languages thus increase the difficulty in understanding and remembering 

the alphabetic principle for children with dyslexia who already have poor phonological 

awareness.  

In addition to monolingual English-speaking children with dyslexia, a large 

number of children who learn English as a foreign language (EFL) may also 

experience challenges in learning to read English words (McGuinness et al., 1995). 

EFL refers to individuals studying English in their own countries, usually non-English-

speaking countries (Tang, 2001). Although most researchers have agreed that EFL 

children learn to read and spell English generally in similar ways to those of 
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monolingual English-speaking children (Chiappe et al., 2002; Geva & Massey-

Garrison, 2013; Yin et al., 2007), they also argued that the learning process for EFL 

children is complicated, and such a learning process could be even more 

complicated for the EFL children whose first language is non-alphabetic, such as 

Chinese (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Wang & Geva, 2003; Yeong & Rickard Liow, 

2012). 

Three reasons may account for this. First, learning to read and spell the 

alphabetic language of English requires children to learn grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences while learning to read and spell the morphosyllabic language of 

Chinese requires children to learn both the morphemes associated with semantic 

radical as well as the spoken syllables associated with the phonetic radical (if there is 

one) that together constitutes Chinese orthography. That is, the learning of English 

calls for a more “fine-grained” phonological analysis than that in learning Chinese 

(McBride-Chang & Suk-Han Ho, 2005). Second, a learner’s phonological awareness 

ability can also be influenced by the literacy instruction (Bunce, 2007; Yin et al., 

2007). For example, most of the recent studies on primary English language teaching 

in China have indicated that the quality of primary school teachers is poor (Hu, 2009; 

Lin, 2005; Wang, 2009). Third, compared to the native English speakers, the EFL 

children are less proficient in using an English spoken language system or lack of 

language background knowledge, and therefore, may not be familiar with the 

phonemes that map to graphemes (Tang, 2001).  

All children with spoken English language proficiency can learn to read and 

spell well English with proper instruction (Farokhbakht & Nejadansari, 2015; Hatcher 

et al., 2004). Previous research suggests that explicit and intense phonics-based 

instruction training (that focuses on grapheme-phoneme correspondences) has 

shown efficacy in helping both children with dyslexia and EFL children (Elbro & 
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Petersen, 2004; Farokhbakht & Nejadansari, 2015; Hatcher et al., 2004; Hélène 

Labat, 2013; Jubran, 2012; Oakland et al., 1998; Schneider & Evers, 2009). One 

widely used phonics-based instruction in educational practice is the multisensory 

approach, wherein visual, auditory, tactile, and kinaesthetic senses are 

simultaneously linked to draw children’s attention and to explicitly explicate the 

grapheme-phoneme relations (Kelly & Phillips, 2011). In addition to the multisensory 

and phonic focus, the structured lesson plans, one-to-one approach, and over-

learning strategy may also account for the success of multisensory instruction (Kast 

et al., 2007; Reid, 2009).  

The Orton-Gillingham (O-G) program is one example of multisensory 

instructions (Ritchey & Goeke, 2006; Schneider & Evers, 2009).The O-G program is 

often conducted with a trained tutor and a child with reading difficulties. In practice, 

physical letter tiles or other tools (e.g., flash cards, cubes, and tangible letters) are 

often used in the O-G program to facilitate multisensory training on grapheme-

phoneme rules (Bara et al., 2007; Kelly & Phillips, 2011). For example, one important 

activity in the O-G program is to ask children to trace letters (Bara et al., 2007; Eide & 

Eide, 2011). Like typical readers, children with reading difficulties also have problems 

distinguishing mirrored letterforms such as b, d, p, and q (Dehaene, 2009). The letter 

tracing activity can help children to learn letterforms. The letter manipulation may 

also promote children’s attention and memory of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences (Glenberg et al.; Minogue & Jones, 2006) and help them better 

understand the abstract alphabetic rules by offloading difficult mental processing to 

external tools (e.g., visualizing, remembering) (Antle, 2007, 2013b). During 

interventions, tutors may also use other cues such as pictures (Ehri, 2014) and 

colours (Berninger et al., 1999; Hines, 2009) to attract children’s attention and help 

the children to memorize grapheme-phoneme correspondences. However, one major 

limitation of the O-G-based multisensory approach is that it is resource intensive. 
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Most O-G programs do not involve computational materials and rely on highly trained 

tutors who provide intense, prolonged, and one-to-one training sessions (Mather et 

al., 2011).  

Researchers in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) have therefore highlighted 

the potential of computer-based methods, arguing its advantages in cost-

effectiveness (Fan, Antle, Cramer, 2016; Nicolson et al., 2000) as well as other 

aspects commonly associated with computers, such as offering immediate digital 

feedback and promoting playful learning through multimedia (i.e., texts, images, 

sounds, and objects) and game-mechanism (Mioduser et al., 2000). In this regard, a 

large number of software applications have been developed for both research (e.g., 

Dybuster (Kast et al., 2007), Parling (Mich et al., 2004) ) and commercial (e.g., Fast 

ForWord® 1 and Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing Program2 ) purposes. However, 

these programs were designed based on graphic user interfaces (GUIs) that only 

contain visual and auditory modalities. The advantages of tactile/kinaesthetic 

modalities in the traditional multisensory approach have been absent in such GUI-

based approaches. 

Recent research has suggested the potential of tangible user interfaces 

(TUIs) in supporting learning to read for children (Fan, Antle, Cramer, 2016; 

Hengeveld et al., 2013; Shaer & Hornecker, 2010). TUIs are a computing paradigm 

where the real world is augmented by embedded physical objects with digital 

information (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997). The unique characteristics of TUIs such as its 

spatial nature (Sharlin et al., 2004), inclusion of multiple interaction modalities (Antle, 

2013b), inclusion of multiple letter representations, and enabling flexible and 
 
1 http://www.scilearn.com/products/fast-forword/language-series.  
2 http://lindamoodbell.com/program/lindamood-phoneme-sequencing-program. 
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structured procedure may benefit the early reading acquisition stage in children, 

particularly in children with reading difficulties (Fan, Antle, & Cramer, 2016). For 

example, words are spatial (linear) sequences of letters where the orientation of 

letters (b/d) matters and the letter position in space determines sound in some cases. 

The multiple interaction modalities allow for the simultaneous use of multiple senses 

in learning to read and spell. The multiple letter representations allow for multiple 

ways to represent letters and sounds. Letters can be represented as 2D digital 

versions on display while they can also be represented in tangible forms embedded 

with letter sounds or other cues such as colours. The multiple ways of representation 

and their links provide various cues for children to understand and consolidate the 

knowledge of grapheme-phoneme correspondences. Furthermore, the multiple 

access points of physical objects in TUIs provide flexible ways to actively engage 

both tutor and child in the teaching activity (Antle & Wise, 2013). 

While several tangible reading systems have been developed for children, 

few TUIs have been designed for children with dyslexia or children who learn English 

as a foreign language. Few empirical studies have explored if and how such systems 

support these children in learning to read and spell. No systems have been designed 

that explicitly address and explore early reading acquisition targeting phonological 

awareness and the alphabetic principle in English. Understanding the design 

knowledge is important because it can help researchers or practitioners to utilize 

important interface and media features to create effective products in the design of 

tangible learning systems that involve reading tasks for those children. 

In this dissertation, I explore the design space of tangible systems that 

support early reading acquisition of English at the level of the alphabetic principle. 

Building on theories of reading and reading instruction for dyslexia and existing 

research on TUIs, I worked as the lead student TUI designer on a research team to 
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create and iteratively revise PhonoBlocks, a tangible reading system to support 

learning the alphabetic principle of English for children approximately 7-8 years old 

(Antle, Fan, & Cramer, 2015). The core features of PhonoBlocks are embedded 

dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters. I then presented two case studies 

that explored the use of PhonoBlocks with two distinct groups of readers: at-risk 

monolingual English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking children learning to 

read English as a foreign language (EFL). 

For ethical and access reasons, I could not work with children with dyslexia 

and began to work with at-risk children (see details in Section 4.2). The term "at-risk 

children" usually refers to children who have not been clinically diagnosed with 

dyslexia but who show the same challenges in learning to read and spell as children 

with dyslexia (Schneider et al., 2000). In my first study, the at-risk children were 

those who were reported to have poor phonological awareness and limited 

knowledge of the alphabetic principle by their teachers and the resource teacher at 

the school. Specifically, they were reported to have below-average skills in word 

reading and spelling even though they received the same amount of classroom 

instruction as their peers. They were also reported to fail to progress with the extra 

intervention provided by the resource teacher at the school. 

It is also important to note that my case studies are part of a larger project 

that explores if and how tangibility can help young children learn to read and spell. 

My colleagues conducted a case study with the first version of PhonoBlocks with 

children with dyslexia, and the results showed no consistent learning gains and 

identified some issues with system and case study design (Cramer, Antle & Fan, 

2016). Building on the previous work, my PhD work focuses on exploring if and how 

specific design features of the revised PhonoBlocks enable behaviours that may be 

correlated with learning. I am interested in children's learning gains because (1) the 
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previous work showed no consistent learning gains, and (2) the at-risk children 

selected in my first case study did not respond well to their previous training 

sessions. However, I acknowledge that due to the inherent limitations of my case 

study design (e.g., lack of a control group), I cannot be certain that children’s learning 

gains are related directly to the use of PhonoBlocks. Therefore, I explored and 

provided detailed qualitative analysis of children’s behaviors using PhonoBlocks, 

which may suggest the potential benefits of this educational tool in supporting 

reading and spelling development for children. In the future, a more wide-scale 

controlled experiment would enable me to make stronger claims about the entire 

system but perhaps would not help to understand important design elements so 

clearly. 

In this thesis, my contributions are that I (1) worked as a student design lead 

to iteratively design and implement a tangible reading system based on theory and 

practice-based knowledge; (2) designed and conducted two case studies on my own 

to explore its use with at-risk and EFL children; (3) derived a set of design 

recommendations and guidelines based on my case study findings for designing 

reading TUIs for at-risk and EFL children, and perhaps also for children with dyslexia, 

children who learn English in English-speaking countries, or typical children; and (4) 

suggested design principles worthy of further attention and proposed future research 

questions.  

1.1.1 Research Questions 

To explore how tangibility may support learning to read and spell at the level 

of the alphabetic principle using PhonoBlocks, I ask the following primary questions: 

1. Is reading and spelling accuracy increased relative to baseline 

performance after instruction with PhonoBlocks among at-risk monolingual 
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English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking children learning English 

as a foreign language (RQ1)? 

2. What are the two groups of children’s reading and spelling trajectories 

with PhonoBlocks instruction across time (RQ2)? 

3. What are two groups of children's preferences and other thoughts on 

PhonoBlocks (RQ3)? 

4. Do the two groups of children’s individual characteristics, including 

their attentional and learning challenges, motivation, temperament, and 

other characteristics (e.g., competitive personality and visual-spatial ability) 

influence learning performance, behaviours, likes/dislikes, and/or other 

thoughts on PhonoBlocks (RQ4)?  

5. What are the key design factors of PhonoBlocks that may benefit the 

two groups of children in learning to read and spell (RQ5)? 

1.1.2 Study Summary 

To explore these questions, I have undertaken two case studies that 

examined how PhonoBlocks supports English word reading and spelling of two 

groups of readers: at-risk monolingual English-speaking children and Mandarin- 

speaking children learning to read in English as a foreign language. I began to work 

with at-risk children in public schools, rather than children diagnosed with dyslexia at 

a private institution, for ethical and access reasons. Until we can be sure 

PhonoBlocks is feasible, it is unethical to use a substantial portion of class time for 

PhonoBlocks interventions because it would reduce the time children are receiving 

effective, tutor based interventions, which are paid for privately. However, in public 
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schools, many at-risk children do not have access to extra supports or have failed to 

progress, and so it was deemed acceptable by the school board to use class time for 

PhonoBlocks instruction. I also included Mandarin-speaking EFL children because 

previous research suggests that those children may also have poor phonological 

awareness, particularly at the phonetic level due to the influence of Chinese 

orthography that contains larger units including syllables and morphemes rather than 

the smaller units of phonemes used in English (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Wang & 

Geva, 2003; Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). In addition, many Chinese EFL children, 

especially those living in economically less developed cities and towns, appear to 

have limited support in phonics-based instruction (Hu, 2009; Wang, 2009).  

The first case study involved an analysis of the reading and spelling 

responses of eight at-risk monolingual English-speaking children aged 7-8 years who 

received 12*20 minute training sessions with PhonoBlocks at an elementary School 

located in Burnaby, B.C., Canada. The second case study involved an analysis of the 

reading and spelling responses of 10 Mandarin-speaking children children aged 8-9 

years who received 8*20 minute training sessions with PhonoBlocks at an 

elementary school located in Taiyuan, Shanxi, China. 

I chose to use the case study approach for three main reasons: (1) my 

studies are more exploratory. Based on previous work (Cramer, Antle & Fan, 2016), 

it is important to explore the revised PhonoBlocks; (2) children at-risk for reading 

difficulties may have different learning challenges and personal characteristics. The 

case study approach allows one to capture the complexity and variability of children's 

responses to PhonoBlocks, and show how flexible design features of PhonoBlocks 

can be used for a wide range of learners; (3) understanding the relationship between 

children’s learning performance (i.e., reading and spelling scores on pre-, post- and 

follow-up tests), interactional behaviors with the system, preferences and individual 
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characteristics (e.g., attentional challenges, temperament) requires mixed data 

sources and detailed examination of evidence, an approach supported in case by 

case analysis. 

1.1.3 Contributions 

In a larger project that explores if and how tangibility can help young children 

learn to read and spell, my case studies specifically focus on exploring the potential 

benefits of tangibility in learning to read and spell at the level of the alphabetic 

principle using PhonoBlocks (Figure 1-1). Building on previous work, there are 

several main contributions of my research.  

First, I completed a comprehensive literature review on theories of reading 

and reading interventions, and facilitated four focus groups with dyslexia tutors to 

generate the design rationale for designing TUIs that target teaching the alphabetic 

principle in English.  

Second, I worked as a student design lead to create and iteratively revise a 

tangible reading system called PhonoBlocks. Specifically, I provided the technical 

solution, implemented all the tangible hardware, designed the user interfaces, and re-

designed the colour coding schemas and associated learning procedures for each 

learning activity based on best practices in academia learned from two expert review 

sessions with an educational psychologist and the results from the previous study. I 

also co-developed a revised teaching protocol for PhonoBlocks instruction in 

collaboration with the educational psychologist, which follows the phonic-based 

approach and explicitly draws children's attention to the dynamic colour cues and the 

alphabetic principle.  
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Thirdly, I designed and conducted two case studies on my own to explore 

how at-risk and EFL children used the revised PhonoBlocks to learn to read and spell 

six English alphabetic rules. The findings contribute to a better understanding of 

children's learning gains and interactional behaviours with PhonoBlocks and how the 

design features of PhonoBlocks enable behaviours that may be correlated with 

learning.  

Fourthly, my research contributes to a series of design recommendations and 

guidelines for designing tangible learning systems that involve reading tasks for at-

risk and EFL children, and perhaps could be generalized to children with dyslexia, 

children who learn English in English-speaking countries, or typical children, because 

they all need to learn and master the alphabetic principle.  

Lastly, my work also informs future work in the larger project. My findings 

suggest design principles worthy of further attention and suggest future research 

questions. 
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Figure 1–1.  The larger project trajectory and my PhD work and contributions 
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1.2 Thesis Guide  

This dissertation contains 8 chapters. Chapter 1: introduction briefly outlines 

the background of the research and the research questions and methods used to 

explore them. Chapter 2: Theoretical Foundations provides the background for this 

research, reviewing the theories of the reading, causes for dyslexia and learning 

challenges for EFL children, best practices for reading interventions in contexts for 

children with reading difficulties, and previous research on the design of GUIs and 

TUIs that support learning to read for those children. Chapter 3: Prototype Design 

presents the PhonoBlocks system, including the learning goal, design requirements, 

design process, and system implementation. Chapter 4: Methodology describes the 

case study methodology used in my research. The subsequent two chapters are the 

results of two case studies including one study with the at-risk monolingual English- 

speaking children in Canada (Chapter 5: Results of Case Study One) and the other 

with the Mandarin-speaking EFL children in China (Chapter 6: Results of Case 

Study Two). Chapter 7: Discussion discusses the factors, particular the design 

features, that account for the large learning gains for each case, compares the 

similarities and differences of findings obtained across the two cases, and proposes 

a set of design recommendations and guidelines based on the implications of the 

results of the two cases. Finally, Chapter 8: Conclusion summarizes the results, 

contributions, generalizations, and limitations and future work of this research. 
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2. Theoretical Foundations 

This section describes the theories of reading acquisition, the causes of 

dyslexia and learning challenges for EFL children, as well as the practice-based 

theories of reading interventions for those children. Based on these theories, I then 

review previous GUI-based reading intervention, discuss the TUI-based opportunities 

in supporting learning to read and spell for children with dyslexia, and analyze a few 

current tangible reading products designed for children.  

This section provides a solid theoretical foundation from which I derived the 

rationale and design requirements for the tangible reading prototype (which are 

discussed in Chapter 3) and provides the background for the research questions for 

my studies. 

2.1 Theoretical Foundations of Reading Acquisition, Dyslexia 
and EFL 

2.1.1 Theories of Reading Acquisition 

There are various definitions of “reading.” A common one is the Simple View 

of Reading, in which reading is perceived as “Reading=Decoding*Comprehension” 

(Gough & Juel, 1991). According to this definition, reading consists of two 

independent components, word reading3 and linguistic comprehension. Although it 

may be inappropriate to view word recognition and comprehension as two separate 

 
3
 Decoding here represents word reading or word recognition (Gough & Juel, 1991) . 
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processes, this simplified formula can be a useful tool for the first conceptualization 

of where the main reading difficulties for a child may lie. For example, children with or 

at-risk for dyslexia are considered to fall into the top-left quadrant (Figure 2-1) 

because the major cause of dyslexia is conceptualized as a specific problem with 

poor phonological awareness. However, if we think developmentally, the fundamental 

word reading problem can over time have an impact on comprehension and 

language development itself. This is what the term “Matthew Effects” refers to in the 

reading acquisition context—if a child struggles in word decoding, they perhaps read 

fewer texts and learn fewer new vocabularies over time, and the gradual reduction of 

vocabulary learning can ultimately result in difficulties in reading comprehension 

(Bast & Reitsma, 1998). This is why early intervention on word decoding is extremely 

important for children with or at-risk for dyslexia. This is what my research targets.  

 

Figure 2–1.  Two components in reading: word decoding and comprehension. 

While reading requires readers to identify words, the next question is how 

readers read a single word. One major theory of word recognition is dual-route theory 

(Coltheart et al., 1993). According to this theoretical model, mature readers can 

process words on the basis of two separate processing procedures. When a word is 
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regular or unfamiliar, readers use an indirect phonological route in which they first 

decode the word (letter strings), then convert it into a sound, and finally associate the 

sound with its meaning (if there is one). If a word is irregular or familiar (e.g., sight 

words), readers process it through a direct route that they first access the meaning of 

the word and then use the lexical information to regain its sound. Other theoretical 

models, such as the connectionist model, attempt to suggest a single cognitive 

mechanism that coordinates the two routes (McClelland, 1988). Despite their 

differences, both approaches suggest the importance of phonological abilities in the 

development of reading.  

Skilled readers can process words accurately, automatically, and rapidly with 

minimal cognitive efforts. Developmental theories of literacy acquisition explain how 

readers gradually develop such word reading skills (Chall, 1983; Ehri, 2014; Frith, 

1985). The process can be generally divided into three main stages. In the first pre-

reading (logographic) stage, children treat words like pictures (0-6 years). The 

second (alphabetic) stage is about developing initial reading and decoding skills (7-8 

years). During this phase, children establish a set of mappings between the letters of 

printed words and the speech sounds of spoken words and apply the basic phonic 

strategies to word reading. The third (orthographic) stage is aimed at improving 

children’s abilities in automatic and fluent word reading (8-9 years). Children are 

supposed to consolidate their initial decoding knowledge, the mastery of which would 

enable them to switch their attention from purely decoding words to understanding 

the meaning of words.  
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2.1.2 Theories of Dyslexia  

Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty that affects the development of literacy 

and language-related skills (Reid, 2009). Although dyslexia is heterogeneous, 

currently researchers are more inclined to consider phonological deficits as the 

primary cause of dyslexia (reading accuracy) (Dehaene, 2009; McGuinness et al., 

1995; Vellutino et al., 2004). Low-level deficits such as auditory temporal and visual 

attention deficits and attentional problems are reported, but these deficits are more 

considered as accompanying the primary phonological issues, as opposed to being 

the primary casual factor. Modern brain imaging has confirmed the existence of 

dyslexia from the biological and genetic levels (Francks et al., 2004), and also 

suggests the potential influences of environment (Olson & Byrne, 2005).  

It is noteworthy that most children start to show symptoms of reading 

difficulties when they just start to learn to read at 7-8 years old. These children may 

or may not be clinically diagnosed as having dyslexia (i.e., often referred to as "at-risk 

children") for several reasons. For example, the diagnosis of dyslexia requires a set 

of assessments conducted by specialists, which may be not accessible for every 

child. In addition, some countries, such as Canada, use a "wait to fail" model and 

only do the assessment later. Even without being clinically diagnosed as having 

dyslexia, at-risk children also have similar reading challenges to those of children 

with dyslexia (i.e., poor phonological abilities and limited knowledge of the alphabetic 

principle) (Schneider et al., 2000). 
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• Phonological deficit hypothesis 

The most widely accepted causal theory of dyslexia is the phonological deficit 

hypothesis, wherein the cognitive deficit of dyslexia is specific to the representation 

and processing of speech sounds (Dehaene, 2009; Reid, 2009; Vellutino et al., 

2004). Researchers holding this view acknowledge the existence of genetic and 

neurological causes of dyslexia, but propose a more straightforward and direct 

causal link between poor phonological awareness and reading difficulty (Ramus, 

2004). Phonological awareness is the ability to manipulate sounds in speech 

(Anthony & Francis, 2005). This includes recognizing when words rhyme, judging if 

words begin or end with the same sounds and understanding that sounds can be 

manipulated to create words (Vellutino et al., 2004). Previous research suggests that 

children with dyslexia have difficulties in a series of phonological processing tasks 

such as tasks in phonological awareness, processing memory, and rapid naming 

(Elbro & Petersen, 2004; Hatcher et al., 2004).  

Performance on phonological awareness tasks is also a strong predictor of 

young children’s future success or failure in the acquisition of the alphabetic principle 

and subsequent reading abilities (Ehri et al., 2001; Elbro & Petersen, 2004; 

McGuinness et al., 1995). In addition, learning the alphabetic principle can contribute 

to children's phonological awareness (McGuinness et al., 1995). For example, 

McGuinness and colleagues presented a study which showed evidence for the 

reciprocal causality between phonological awareness and the alphabetic principle 

(McGuinness et al., 1995). They examined 94 first-grade children for phonological 

awareness and reading ability. Forty-two children were trained using a structured 

phonological reading method emphasizing English phonology and grapheme-

phoneme correspondences. These children were compared to a control group who 
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received a whole-language and phonic approach. A set of phonological awareness 

tasks were given to all of the children at the beginning and end of the school year. 

The results indicated that experimental groups had significant gains in reading real 

and pseudo words compared to their previous scores and to the control group. A test 

of phonological awareness was a strong predictor of subsequent reading success in 

both groups of children and discriminated between good and average readers eight 

months later. In addition, children in both groups improved by the same amount in 

phonological awareness after the phonic-based intervention.  

There is also evidence that the left lateral temporal cortex area that is 

involved in processing phonological information in speech is insufficiently active in 

brains of children with dyslexia (Dehaene, 2009; Paulesu et al., 2001). For example, 

Paulesu and colleagues conducted a study by using position emission tomography 

and observed reduced brain activity for three groups of readers with dyslexia in 

France, Italy, and England (respectively) compared to their controls (Paulesu et al., 

2001). In all, the empirical evidence suggests a casual link between poor 

phonological awareness and difficulties in learning to read. Therefore, my research 

focus on helping at-risk children to improve their phonological awareness and cueing 

their attentions to the alphabetic principle.  

• Auditory temporal processing deficit and visual deficits 

Other theories related to the causes of low-level auditory and visual 

impairments have also been reported in a subset of children with dyslexia. These are 

usually tied to the auditory temporal processing deficit (Gaab et al., 2007) and the 

visual attention hypothesis (Pammer & Vidyasagar, 2005). Several researchers 

argue that readers with dyslexia often have poorer performance on auditory tasks 

involving discrimination of sound pitch (Gaab et al., 2007) or rapid sound transition 

(Vellutino et al., 2004), and propose that the phonological difficulties in dyslexia are 
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caused by an underlying general impairment in the ability to process similar or rapid 

auditory sounds.  

However, this theory is criticized for its failure to provide a unified explanation 

for dyslexia – not every child with dyslexia has the auditory impairments (Ramus, 

2004). For example, the result of a study that explored the relationship between rapid 

auditory processing and phonological processing showed that only a subgroup of 

four children with dyslexia among the 17 children with dyslexia had particular 

difficulty with the Auditory Repetition Task (ART). However, the phonological skills of 

these four children were not worse that those of the other children who were 

unimpaired on the ART (Marshall et al., 2001). More empirical evidence has been 

reported in a recent meta-review paper which suggests that the rapid auditory theory 

does not meet the condition for establishing causality (Goswami, 2015).  

Researchers also suggest two visual theories of dyslexia: the visual stress 

and reduced visual attention span. Visual stress is the dysfunction in seeing with 

perceptual distortion and discomfort (Wilkins et al., 2004). According to this theory, 

readers with dyslexia are often associated with visual stress, which causes their poor 

reading performance. Visual attention span is the account of distinct visual elements 

that can be processed in parallel in a multi-element array (Bosse et al., 2007). 

Reduced visual attention span could prevent children with dyslexia from encoding the 

letters that comprise units or patterns and learning their correlations with stable 

sound patterns (Bosse et al., 2007; Gori & Facoetti, 2015). However, a recent study 

that investigated the causes of dyslexia with 164 children with dyslexia and 118 

control with French children aged 8-13 years old suggested that visual attention span 

may play a role but a minor one while visual stress does not affect too much (Saksida 

et al., 2016). The results showed that most children with dyslexia had a phonological 

deficit, either in accuracy (92.1%), speed (84.8%), or both (79.3%). However, the 
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visual span only affected 28.1% of children with dyslexia, and all of which showed a 

phonological deficit while visual stress only affected 5.5% of children with dyslexia, 

no more than controls (8.5%). The study further indicated that children with 

phonological and visual deficits did not show more severe reading problems than 

children with a pure phonological deficit. The results re-confirmed that the 

phonological deficit is the core reason for dyslexia.  

• Attentional problems 

Researchers also argued that dyslexia often co-occurs with other neuro-

developmental disorders, such as attention deficit disorder (Ramus, 2004). Similarly 

to the low-level visual and auditory deficits, researchers suggested that attentional 

problems were only found in a sub-group of children with dyslexia.  

• “Opaque” orthography of English 

An orthography is a system that represents how the the visual forms 

(graphemes) are linked to the audio stimuli (phonemes) in a language (Apel, 2011). 

Different language orthographies contain different sizes of the represented auditory 

units. For example, the orthography of English represents phonemes, and that of 

Korean represents syllables, while orthography of traditional Chinese represents 

syllables and morphemes (Dehaene, 2009; Wang,  2003).   

The complexity of an orthography influences the ease of learning to read 

words in that orthography. Compared to transparent languages that have one-to-one 

mapping between graphemes and phonemes (e.g., Italian), the association between 

graphemes and phonemes in English is not always consistent, which increases the 

challenge of younger learners in mastering the rule of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences. For example, many English letters correspond to multiple sounds 

(e.g., the sound of /a/ in bad, game, star) (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005); many sounds 
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correspond to multiple letters (e.g., /k/ may be spelled with c or k). English also 

includes multi-letter (e.g., ough), morphemic (e.g., -tion) and inconsistent (e.g., ea) 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences, which increases challenges for children to 

learn to read and spell (Snowling & Stackhouse, 2006).  

Research has shown that phonological awareness plays a more important 

role in complex orthographies than in less complex orthographies. A recent study that 

investigated the relationship between phonological awareness, rapid automatized 

naming (RAN), and other cognitive skills in 1138 control and 1114 children with 

dyslexia speaking six different languages spanning a large range of orthographic 

complexity (i.e., Finnish, Hungarian, German, Dutch, French, and English), and the 

extent to which they depend on orthographic complexity (Landerl et al., 2013). The 

results showed that phonological awareness and rapid automatized naming were the 

main cognitive predictors of dyslexia in the six languages, across all levels of 

orthographic complexity, and their predictive power increased with orthographic 

complexity. This is consistent with previous study that showed individual differences 

in phonological awareness have less influence in transparent orthographies 

(Regtvoort & van der Leij, 2007). Therefore, children with or at-risk for dyslexia 

reading in transparent orthographies is not so much characterized by deficiencies in 

accuracy as by a lack of fluency.  

• Mirror generalization  

Many children with and without dyslexia are confused about mirrored letters 

(Eide & Eide, 2011). Human brains have evolved over millions of years of evolution 

to recognize 3D objects (Dehaene, 2009). The ability to perceive mirror images is 

useful in most 2D environments, but not for arbitrarily invented letters. Both typical 

and at-risk children are born with a capacity to perceive mirror images. As they grow 

older, children learn to suppress the mirror image that is not functional in their 
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environments; therefore, they have to pass through an “unlearn” (inhibit) stage in 

order to successfully learn to read.  

Research has shown that mirror generalization is partially inhibited when 

learning to read mirrored letters for typical readers above 9.5 years old (Perea, 

Moret-Tatay, & Panadero, 2011). This means that the problem tends to solve itself as 

the children grow. Therefore, in my study I do not focus on mirror generalization per 

se, but consider it a challenge that the children have to overcome during learning to 

read.  

• Biological, genetic and environmental factors 

Studies of the heritability of dyslexia also demonstrated the associations of 

reading skills with brain activation, genetic factors, and environmental factors. 

Modern brain imaging has confirmed that the occipito-temporal cortex is responsible 

for linking visual shapes with speech sounds and meaning, and often presents 

inferior activation in children with dyslexia (Dehaene, 2009). However, intense 

intervention can partially recover normal activation of brain activity in children with 

dyslexia due to brain plasticity (Krafnick et al., 2011). Genetic studies also identified a 

genetic lineage to dyslexia in several chromosomes with the possible main cause on 

chromosome 6, which is associated with the expression of phonological processing 

difficulties (Francks et al., 2004). Genetic studies on twins further suggest that 

environmental factors such as instructional approaches play a prominent role in 

reading development (Olson & Byrne, 2005). This suggests the potential of 

interventions in helping children in learning to read and spell. 
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2.1.3 Theories of EFL 

English has become an international language widely used by people all over 

the world. As a result, there is an increasingly growing number of children and adults 

who learn English as an additional or foreign language. For example, English-

speaking countries such as Canada and the U.S. every year receive a large number 

of immigrants; immigrant children from a non-English-speaking country have to learn 

English, the language of the majority culture, at the school of the new country (ELL). 

Such language training programs can also be found in non-English-speaking 

countries like China, Japan, and Korea. The Chinese students, for example, usually 

start to learn English early in elementary school. However, in the latter example, the 

language of the majority culture is Chinese, not English. Those children learning 

English are usually referred to as English as a foreign language (EFL) students. 

Although most researchers have agreed that EFL children learn to read and 

spell English generally in similar ways as monolingual English-speaking children 

(Chiappe et al., 2002; Geva & Massey-Garrison, 2013; Yin et al., 2007), they also 

argued that the learning process for EFL children is complicated and may be even 

more so for EFL children whose first language is non-alphabetic, such as Chinese 

(Pasquarella et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2007). Previous research suggests that Chinese 

children also have limited knowledge of the alphabetic principle and poor 

phonological awareness, particularly at the phonetic level, due to the (1) influence of 

Chinese orthography that contains larger units such as syllables and morphemes 

rather than the smaller units of phonemes in English orthography (Zhang, 2012); (2) 

limited support of phonic-based instruction (Hu, 2009; Lin, 2005; Wang, 2009); and 

(3) lack of environment for using the English language spoken system (Tang, 2001). 
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This means our focus based on theories of dyslexia may also address the needs of 

Chinese EFL children.  

• Similarities in learning to read and spell between EFL and EL1 children 

Previous research suggests that EFL children learn to read and spell English 

generally in similar ways to those of monolingual English-speaking children. For 

example, learning the alphabetic knowledge and phonological processing played a 

significant role in the successful early literacy acquisition for both groups of children. 

Yin and colleages (2007) looked at EFL Chinese children in Mainland China. A total 

of 118 Chinese children in Grade 2, Grade 4 and Grade 6 received six tests including 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised, Rapid Automatized Naming Test, English 

Word Reading Test, Chinese Character Dictation Test, Letter Knowledge Test, and 

Chinese Pinyin Knowledge Test. The results showed that Chinese children had a 

similar route of development in reading English words with native English-speaking 

children, moving roughly from the pre-alphabetic stage, the partial–alphabetic stage, 

to the full-alphabetic stage (Ehri, 2014). Geva and Massey-Garrison further 

compared the similarities and differences between Grade 5 EFL children and children 

who learn English as a first language (EL1) in three reading subgroups: normal 

readers, poor decoders, and poor comprehenders (Geva & Massey-Garrison, 2013). 

The results showed that overall the cognitive profiles of Grade 5 EFLs and EL1s 

were highly similar. They did not differ from each other on nonverbal ability, working 

memory, rapid automatized naming, or phonological awareness.  

However, most researchers have agreed that learning to read English as an 

additional or foreign language is more complicated than learning to read English as a 

language of cultural origin (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2007). This is mainly 

because of the transfer effect of the First Language (L1) acquisition on the foreign 

language acquisition (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Wang & Geva, 2003; Yeong & 
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Rickard Liow, 2012) and vice versa. Based on previous research, I summarize three 

main primary factors that may influence EFL children in learning to read. Here, I 

primarily focus on the factors for word identification rather than comprehension given 

my research emphasis.  

• Transfer effects between L1 and L2 

Previous research has shown that even partial knowledge of a language can 

impact the learning of additional languages (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Wang & Geva, 

2003; Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). Such impacts can be large when the 

orthographies of two languages differ too much. Koda uses the term "orthographic 

distance" to represent the extent to which a learner’s L1 and L2 writing systems 

share (or do not share) similar orthographic structures and visual representational 

principles (Koda, 1996). The most common measure of orthographic similarity in the 

psychological literature is "Colthear's N", defined as the number of words that can be 

produced by changing a letter in a word of the same length (Coltheart et al., 1977). 

For example, English is an “opaque” alphabetic language wherein letters represent a 

sequence of sounds made in spoken language. Similarly, French and German and 

even Korean (despite its significant visually differences) are all alphabetic 

orthographies which have much in common with English. On the contrary, Chinese is 

a morphosyllabic language in which each Chinese character represents a morpheme 

and a syllable (McBride-Chang & Suk-Han Ho, 2005). The orthographic distance 

between Chinese and English is obviously larger than that between French, German 

or Korean and English. As a result, Chinese children who have learned a non-

alphabetic orthography and character processing strategies (e.g., combination of 

meaning and phonetic information), as a result, may have greater challenges in 

learning to read and spell English compared to children whose L1 is an alphabetic 

language (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Wang & Geva, 2003; Yeong & Rickard Liow, 

2012). 
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The empirical research also provides evidence for supporting the argument 

that orthographic distance between a first and second language influences learners’ 

reading a second language. Pasquarella et al. (2015) conducted a study to examine 

cross-language transfer of word reading accuracy and word reading fluency in 

Spanish-English and Chinese-English bilinguals. Both English and Spanish are 

alphabetic orthographies while Chinese is a morphosyllabic orthography. Fifty-one 

Spanish-English and 64 Chinese-English in Grade 1 participated in this study. Both 

groups of children completed parallel measures of phonological awareness, rapid 

automatized naming, word reading accuracy, and word reading fluency in their first 

language and in English, their second language in Grade 1, and then received 

assessments on word reading accuracy and word reading fluency again in Grade 2. 

Results showed that cross-language transfer of word reading accuracy was found 

only in the Spanish–English bilinguals but not Chinese-English bilinguals. The results 

suggest transfer of word reading accuracy is based on the structural similarities 

between the L1 and L2 scripts.  

The other study compared the development of L1 and L2 syllable and 

phoneme awareness in English-Mandarin bilingual children aged 4- 5 years old 

across three 6-month intervals (Yeong & Rickard Liow, 2012). The results indicated 

that the English–L1 children showed an advantage over the Mandarin–L1 children for 

phoneme awareness in English as well as Mandarin. The findings provided further 

evidence that the differences in the phonological structure of bilingual children’s L1 

influence the development of phonological awareness.  

Wang and Geva (2003) presented a study that compared the spelling 

development of two English phonemes among 35 Cantonese-speaking children who 

learn English as a second language (ESL) and 37 English-speaking children from 

Grade 1 to Grade 2 levels. Although developmental trend analyses suggested a 
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similar developmental trajectory of spelling levels across time for ESL and L1 

children, error analyses indicated that the Cantonese-speaking ESL children had 

more phonologically imprecise representations in spelling phonemes that are absent 

in Cantonese phonology than their L1 counterparts in Grade 1. However, this 

negative transfer did not persist across time. By the time they reached the end of 

Grade 2, the performance of ESL children was very close to that of L1 children. The 

result suggested that the Cantonese-speaking ESL children may initially rely less on 

phonological information in spelling words, but they are likely to generalize the 

phonological awareness skills as they they are exposed to English instruction. 

In summary, due to the influence of the L1, older Chinese children who have 

developed reading proficiency in Chinese may initially rely more on the semantic 

route rather than phonological awareness when learning to read or spell words using 

an English orthography. However, as they are exposed to instruction in an English 

orthography, they are likely to generalize the phonological awareness skills that they 

have developed through speaking Chinese and reading the phonetic radicals of 

complex Chinese characters to word reading in English.  

• Inappropriate or limited phonic instructions 

Inappropriate or limited phonic instruction can also influence EFL children’s 

ability to read in English. As researchers reported, most English teachers in Mainland 

China still use the traditional whole-word teaching method to teach in the English 

classroom due to the short history of formal English education in the country (Yin et 

al., 2007). Most of the recent empirical studies on primary English language teaching 

in China have indicated that the quality of primary school teachers is poor (Hu, 2009; 

Lin, 2005; Wang, 2009). For example, most primary English teachers, except for 

those in key primary schools, were either transferred from other departments to teach 

English or were adjunct teachers who had only a junior secondary school level of 
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English proficiency. This problem is even worse in economically less developed cities 

and towns (Hu, 2009; Wang, 2009).  

In addition, EFL children who live in a culture where English is not the 

language of the majority are likely to have less exposure to spoken English than 

English monolingual children, which makes it more difficult for them to develop 

English phonological awareness. For example, as Zhang reported, children in a 

primary school located in the central town of a small county in northern China 

received very limited support for their English literacy acquisition outside the 

classroom. There was lack of grade-appropriate reading materials and other types of 

supplementary materials to support their English learning (Zhang, 2012).  

• Background knowledge 

Before starting schooling, a monolingual English-speaking child will probably 

already possess a large number of words in the oral language. However, at school 

entry an EFL child usually cannot use spoken English confidently nor do they have 

knowledge of vocabulary. For example, once a native learner has learned to spell 

words using the English alphabetic principle, he/she is to read, spell, and understand 

the meaning of common English words. Although an EFL can read and spell a word 

by using the learned alphabetic principle, they may not know the word’s meaning as 

their exposure to spoken English in their linguistic community is low.  

2.1.4 Section Summary 

Success in early reading acquisition requires learning phonological 

awareness and the alphabetic principle. However, children with or at-risk for dyslexia 

and EFL children who have poor phonological awareness have difficulty in learning to 

read. Although dyslexia is heterogeneous, the most direct cause has been suggested 

to be impairments in phonological awareness. This difficulty, in turn, affects children’s 
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ability to use the alphabetic principle to decode unfamiliar words. Dyslexia sometimes 

co-occurs with visual and auditory deficits, and attentional deficits. The “opaque” 

orthography of English also increases the challenges in learning to read. Although 

many children with dyslexia have been reported to have the mirrored letter problem, 

this problem does not only occur with dyslexia. In fact, both typical and at-risk 

children experience this problem and gradually pass through it after certain ages. 

Despite the biological and genetic evidence for dyslexia, environmental factors such 

as intervention can help to recover normal activation of brain activity in children with 

dyslexia due to brain plasticity. 

Previous research also suggests that EFL children learn to read English 

generally in similar ways to that of monolingual English-speaking children. They have 

found that the alphabetic knowledge and phonological processing play a significant 

role in early literacy acquisition for both groups of children. EFL children and 

monolingual English-speaking children also have a similar route of development in 

reading and spelling English words overall. However, most researchers have agreed 

that learning to read English as an additional or foreign language is more 

complicated than learning to read English as a language of cultural origin. This is 

mainly because of the transfer effect of the First Language (L1) acquisition on the 

foreign language acquisition, and vice versa. In addition, inappropriate or limited 

phonics-based instruction and the lack of language background knowledge may also 

cause problems in learning to read English.  

2.2 Reading Interventions for Children with or At-risk for 
Dyslexia and EFL Children  

Dyslexia is a life-long condition. Most children with or at-risk for dyslexia can 

learn to read and spell well under proper interventions although their reading fluency 
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may remain slow and laboured, which in turn impacts reading comprehension 

(Shaywitz, 2003). Previous empirical research suggests that explicit and intense 

phonics-based instruction4 training has shown efficacy in helping children with or at-

risk for dyslexia (Oakland et al., 1998; Vickery, Reynolds, & Cochran, 1987).  

Research on EFL also shows that EFL children may share a similar reading 

and spelling trajectories with monolingual English-speaking children, although they 

may have poor phonological awareness at the initial learning stage due to the 

transfer effect of L1. Therefore, the explicit and intense phonics-based instruction 

training may also have the potential to benefit EFL children who are learning to read 

words in an English orthography (Farokhbakht & Nejadansari, 2015; Jubran, 2012; 

Williams, 2016).  

In this section, I review one widely used phonics-based instruction in 

educational practice –the Orton-Gillingham (O-G) program. A set of computer-based 

instructions using graphic user interfaces (GUIs) that improved the efficiency of the 

O-G approach are also discussed.  

2.2.1 Traditional Multisensory Interventions  

One widely used phonics-based instruction in educational practice is the 

multisensory approach, wherein visual, auditory, tactile, and kinaesthetic senses are 

simultaneously linked to explicitly explicate grapheme-phoneme correspondences. In 

addition to the multisensory and phonic focus, multisensory approaches also 

highlight the importance of structured lesson plans and an over-learning strategy.  

 
4
 Phonics-based instruction focuses on the training of grapheme-phoneme correspondences.  
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The Orton-Gillingham (O-G) program is one example of such multisensory 

instruction. The O-G program is often conducted using a one-to-one approach with a 

trained tutor and a child. It incorporates many activities involving simultaneous use of 

multiple senses: seeing and hearing letters/words, tracing letters/words with fingers, 

and pronouncing the letters/words. In addition to the multisensory aspect, O-G 

programs highlight the importance of structured, sequential, and phonics-based 

contents as well as over-learning. Other traditional and prevalent programs that 

share the O-G approach’s philosophy (e.g., Alphabetic Phonics, Word Building) are 

also grouped under the broad term of multisensory instructions (Ritchey & Goeke, 

2006). O-G based interventions are often used in supporting learning to read for at-

risk children (Oakland et al., 1998; Vickery et al., 1987) or EFL children (Farokhbakht 

& Nejadansari, 2015; Jubran, 2012; Schneider & Evers, 2009). The success of O-G 

based interventions may also be due to other components of instruction, including 

use of explicit teaching methods, repeated and intensive practice, and multisensory 

approaches. 

• Explicit phonics instruction 

Explicit phonics-based instruction is the central focus of O-G based 

multisensory interventions (Kelly & Phillips, 2011). As suggested by the phonological 

deficit hypothesis, children with or at-risk for dyslexia who have poor phonological 

awareness and decoding skills do not easily learn such rules even through large 

amounts of exposure to decoded text (Reid, 2009). Unless the rules are explicated, 

they cannot master them. Similarly, due to different L1 processing and lack of phonic-

based practice, most EFL children may also have poor phonological awareness and 

poor understanding of the alphabetic principle (Akamatsu, 2002; Yin et al., 2007). 

Explicit phonics-based instruction therefore can train them to read English by using 

the analytic phonological approach rather then the visual-based approach. 
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In addition, at-risk and EFL children have a particular challenge in learning to 

read because English is "opaque" (Dehaene, 2009). Therefore, it is important to 

teach them not only which letters correspond to which sounds, but also the context of 

correspondences within words. 

• Intensive and prolonged instruction 

Research on the brain and genes of children with dyslexia suggests the 

potential of intervention, and advocates for intense and prolonged instruction 

(Alexander & Slinger-Constant, 2004; Reid, 2009). Due to phonological and/or other 

cognitive deficits, children with or at-risk for dyslexia require reinforcement and 

repetition to develop compensatory reading strategies. 

Although there is no English phonological deficit associated with EFL 

children, many previous studies showed that English reading instructions designed 

for EFL children were usually intensive (Facella et al., 2005; Farokhbakht & 

Nejadansari, 2015; Jubran, 2012). This may be due to the complexity of learning to 

read English orthography in the EFL context. Researchers also argued that if EFL 

children who are learning to read in English respond poorly on the English 

phonological awareness tasks, intensive and prolonged instruction probably should 

be provided (Tajuddin & Shah, 2015).  

Interventions administered one-to-one or in small groups appear to be more 

effective compared to interventions in large groups or whole classrooms (Ehri et al., 

2001). In such small-sized interventions, a tutor could take a close look at the 

children's specific difficulties, provide appropriate techniques, and help direct or keep 

their attention during the training process.  
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• Multiple senses (visual, auditory, and tactile/kinaesthetic senses) 

The phonological deficit hypothesis together with the theories of low-level 

deficits suggests a multisensory approach would benefit children with or at-risk for 

dyslexia. As is known, children with or at-risk for dyslexia have difficulty associating 

phonemes (auditory) and graphemes (visual), thus it might be helpful to 

simultaneously use all available senses to emphasize these associations (Labat et 

al., 2015; Scheffel et al., 2008). EFL children who have poor phonological awareness 

and limited understanding of the alphabet principle could also benefit from such 

multisensory interventions (Facella et al., 2005; Farokhbakht & Nejadansari, 2015; 

Jubran, 2012).  

Here, the tactile sense is beneficial for children in learning letter shapes and 

grapheme-phoneme associations for three main reasons. First, much research in the 

educational domain suggests that the use of kinaesthetic/tactile senses can benefit 

learning through improving learners’ attention, memory, and comprehension. 

Glenberg and colleagues presented an experiment in which first-grade children were 

asked to learn to read with the strategy of either rereading or manipulation. The 

empirical results showed that the manipulation of physical objects help children with 

reading comprehension and recall (Glenberg et al., 2007). Minogue and Jones 

presented a meta-review study that examines the role of touch in cognition and 

learning and the efficiency of haptic augmentation of instruction. They argued that the 

existence of haptic memory is not always identical to that in vision (Minogue & Jones, 

2006). Second, the tactile quality of tangible letters can better support letter tracing 

activities which can help children to easily remember letter shapes and sounds by 

leveraging the use of motor memory (Bara et al., 2007; Bara et al., 2004; Dehaene, 

2009). When children trace letters, they may associate each letter with a distinct 
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gesture (Gillingham & Stillman, 1970). Bara and associates presented empirical 

evidence that revealed the efficacy of tracing physical letters in supporting the 

learning of grapheme-phoneme correspondences (Bara et al., 2007; Bara et al., 

2004). The researchers conducted two studies with children from middle (often 

without reading difficulties according to the researchers) and low socio-economic 

status families (often with reading difficulties according to the researchers) 

respectively, in which they evaluated the efficacy of reading interventions with visual 

tracing of printed letters or visual and haptic tracing of 3D physical letters. Their 

results demonstrated the benefits of tracing physical letters (tactile sense) in the 

reading development of young children. Third, the physical manipulation of concrete 

letters also helps in learning abstract concepts such as word decoding by offloading 

difficult mental processing to external tools (e.g., by physically moving two syllables 

apart) (Antle, 2007, 2013b).  

In summary, the inclusion of multiple senses, particularly the tactile sense, 

allows for the use of multiple senses in learning and enables letter tracing and letter 

manipulating activities, which may help children to focus, understand, and remember 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences.  

• Multiple representations (colour and picture cues) 

Multiple representations such as the contextual cues of pictures and colours 

associated with letters or words can be used to facilitate the learning of grapheme-

phoneme associations in multisensory interventions (Ehri, 2014; Hines, 2009; Sener 

& Belfiore, 2005). Based on dual-coding theory, information conveyed by both verbal 

and nonverbal modalities is easier to learn (Clark & Paivio, 1991). Therefore, the 

associations between letters, sounds, pictures or other nonverbal cues such as 

colours could benefit at-risk and EFL children in learning grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences or vocabulary knowledge.  
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Colour cues have already been used in educational practice, although 

specific uses vary. Tutors working with children with dyslexia have reported that they 

often use colour cues to teach children the difference between consonants (blue) and 

vowel sounds (red). Berninger and colleagues used colours to attract children’s 

attention to stable patterns (Berninger et al., 1999). Hines investigated the efficacy of 

a traditional rime-based intervention in teaching children with dyslexia grapheme-

phoneme correspondences, wherein colour cues were used to help children to notice 

the patterns in rimes (Hines, 2009). Despite the existing uses of colour cues in 

educational practice, the approach is often limited in the way that those colours 

associated with letters/sounds are not dynamic. English is an “opaque” language, 

that is, the orthographic rules are not entirely consistent (Dehaene, 2009). Therefore, 

non-dynamic colours associated with letters/letter sounds cannot illustrate the sound 

changes in various contexts. Another strategy is to use embedded picture 

mnemonics – that is, to use an object whose name begins with the sound of the letter 

and whose form is similar to the letter shape (Ehri, 2014; Isgur, 1975; Sener & 

Belfiore, 2005). For example, /a/ is associated with apple while /o/ is associated with 

orange. With practice, letter shapes are learned and associations between letters 

and sounds are established in memory. 

In summary, the use of dynamic colour cues may draw children’s attention to 

the moment when letters’ sounds change, which may be more effective than using 

static letter colours to teach “opaque” languages such as English. The use of pictures 

associated with the grapheme-phoneme may also help the children to establish 

grapheme-phoneme knowledge in memory.  

• Limitations of O-G 

However, one major limitation of the traditional O-G-based multisensory 

approach is that it is resource intensive due to the nature of its intense, prolonged, 
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and one-to-one sessions with highly trained tutors. Most O-G programs do not 

involve computational materials. Therefore, this approach is not widely available to 

many children (Mather et al., 2011).  

Computer-based reading interventions may also have the potential to 

facilitate the multisensory approaches. Most of the computational programs were 

designed based on graphic user interfaces (GUIs) that contain visual and auditory 

modalities (Kast et al., 2007; Regtvoort & van der Leij, 2007). Several were tangible 

user interfaces (TUIs) that incorporated the tactile/kinaesthetic modality with visual 

and auditory modalities (Hengeveld et al., 2013; Pandey & Srivastava, 2011a, 

2011b). I will discuss the GUI- and TUI-based reading interventions respectively in 

the following sections. 

2.2.2 GUI-based Reading Interventions  

Researchers argue that computer-aided learning tools are advantageous for 

several reasons: (1) they reduce teachers’ workload or better assist teachers during 

intervention; (2) they provide immediate feedback; (3) they leverage the use of 

multiple linked representations for learning (multimedia); and (4) they may motivate 

students to learn with novice interfaces or game-mechanism (Mioduser et al., 2000; 

Nicolson et al., 2000). With this in mind, many computer-based reading programs 

have been developed for both research and commercial purposes, in an attempt to 

better support the learning process of at-risk and EFL children. Most of the programs 

were designed based on GUIs that contain visual and auditory modalities (see details 

in below). These applications concentrate on phonics and/or vocabulary instruction, 

but they differ from each other in terms of contexts of use (i.e., school vs. home), 

targeted languages, additional supports, and other features.  
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• GUI-based reading applications for children with or at-risk for dyslexia 

In this section, I select five typical applications and discuss them in detail. 

They were chosen based on the following criteria: (1) applications designed to 

support the learning letter-sound correspondences in “opaque” languages, 

particularly in English (with the exception of Dybuster (Kast et al., 2007), which 

intentionally uses colour cues), (2) incorporation of design rationale in either 

theoretical or practical considerations; (3) empirical research-based evidence to 

demonstrate the application’s efficacy in supporting learning; and (4) the application 

is representative of any dimension of design or language learning, and can represent 

a number of similar applications.  

These applications were found through searching keywords in academic 

databases and interviewing dyslexia tutors. Specifically, I searched for keywords 

(e.g., the alphabetic principle, letter-sound, grapheme-phoneme, reading, children, 

dyslexia, computational, system, application) in the databases of ACM digital library, 

Google scholar, PsycINFO, and the Educational and Information Technology Digital 

Library (EdITLib). Admittedly, my approach may have missed systems that (1) do not 

contain the keywords I searched, (2) might be effective but no research has shown 

they are, and (3) are not on the radar of tutors yet.  

The Fast ForWord (FFW) 5  (Mocan & Leacock, 2009) is a prevalent 

commercial application containing a series of phonological activities designed to help 

students to improve their phonological awareness and reading skills with acoustically 

enhanced speech stimuli. FFW’s designers focused specifically on the auditory 

 
5
 www.scilearn.com/products/fast-forward. 
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processing deficits of dyslexia, arguing that difficulty in discriminating sound 

frequency, segmentation or rapidly presented tones and stop-vowel syllables (e.g., 

/ba/-/da/) could cause reading difficulties (Gaab et al., 2007). Based on this 

theoretical assumption, FFW’s most noticeable feature is the use of modified sound 

stimuli with exaggerated time and intensity to help children with or at-risk for dyslexia  

to practice sounds and learning to read. The recent version of FFW (Reading Series) 

also contains highly structured and intense activities focused on phonological 

practice, visual and auditory modalities, picture (associated object) cue, and game-

mechanism. For example, one activity involves a child listening to a sound/instruction 

and selecting the corresponding visual objects/letters. Once the child makes the 

choice, clear and immediate auditory and/or visual feedback indicate whether the 

answer is correct or not. A rewarding system (scores) is also provided to motivate the 

child to keep playing the activity.  

Although FFW was initially designed for children with language impairments, 

many educational practitioners attempted to use it for children with dyslexia. Temple, 

Tallal, and colleagues (Temple et al., 2003) examined the reading performance and 

phonological processing of 20 children with dyslexia aged 8-12 years old before and 

after eight week intervention with FFW by using brain imaging technology. Results 

indicated FFW training improved children’s oral language and reading performance 

behaviourally and the children also showed increased activity in multiple brain areas 

physiologically. However, this study was criticized for its lack of a control group. Hook 

and colleagues also presented a two-year longitudinal study that explored the effects 

of FFW training on reading and spoken language skills in children with difficulties in 

phonemic awareness and word identification (Hook et al., 2001). Eleven at-risk 

children who received FFW training were compared to nine at-risk children who 

received O-G training in the short term. The FFW group was also compared to a 

matched longitudinal control group (LC). The results showed that the children who 
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received FFW training did not show show significant gains in word identification or 

word attack while the children who received O-G training made significant gains in 

word attack. However, both the FFW group and LC group made significant progress 

in phonemic awareness and reading over the two years and they did not significantly 

differ between each other in the maintenance test. Therefore, the mixed results 

suggest that more follow-up studies are needed to further prove the efficacy of this 

program.  

Although the current FFW (Reading Series) addresses the previous design’s 

over-emphasis of auditory properties rather than the relationship between letters and 

sounds, it still has some drawbacks. The first limitation is the “mouse and keyboard” 

design. Basically, children only need to drag/point or click the letter/object items to 

complete the tasks. Previous research showed that the children sometimes had 

motor controls challenges with point-and-click or drag-and-drop actions (Donker & 

Reitsma, 2007; Hourcade et al., 2004). In addition, children are not able to use a 

multisensory approach independently with FFW. FFW supports activities that are 

important for children with or at-risk for dyslexia in learning to read, such as 

pronouncing words (kinaesthetic) or tracing letters (tactile); however, this is 

completed as a tutor works with the student.  

Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing Program (Wise & Olson, 1994) is 

another research-based commercial program developed to help children with reading 

difficulties to learn to read. In contrast to the auditory-based FFW, LiPS supports the 

development of phonological awareness and decoding skills by introducing students 

to articulatory feedback – the feeling of the mouth movements (kinesthetic sense) as 

sounds are produced. This program consists of five structured computer games such 

as Picture Tracking and Marvin Mouth Reading Game (LiPS User Guide, 1997). In 

Picture Tracking, a child tracks the phonemes within syllables using the Consonant 
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and Vowel mouth pictures. In the Marvin game, a child has to decide if the animated 

mouse “Marvin” on the computer screen has correctly pronounced a given 

pseudoword. If not, the child has to add, delete, switch or substitute a sound to make 

the pronouncement correct.  

This application’s most important characteristic is its use of explicit articulation 

to promote learning to read. In addition, it also incorporates the structured lesson 

plans, visual and auditory modalities, picture and animation cues, and game 

mechanism. However, there remains debate over whether explicit articulation 

contributes to reading outcomes for children with reading difficulties given the diverse 

empirical findings (Boyer & Ehri, 2011; Wise et al., 1999). Most activities in LiPS 

focus on motor-oral feedback rather than alphabetic rules so it may be beneficial for 

children to distinguish similar letter sounds (e.g., /b/-/p/) but not grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences. 

Play-on is an audio-visual training program developed by Danon-Boileau and 

Barbier (Magnan & Ecalle, 2006). Similar to FFW, this training emphasizes voicing 

opposition between two sounds in six phonetic pairs: /p/-/b/, /t/-/d/, /k/-/g/, /f/-/v/, /s/-

/v/, /s/-/z/, and /ch/-/j/. The child listens to a CV syllable (e.g., /pa/) and decides 

between two printed alternatives (pa or ba). A basketball falls from the top of screen 

and the child presses either the left or the right keys to place the ball into the right 

basket. Researchers evaluated the effectiveness of Play-on with 14 children with 

dyslexia who were divided into two groups (A and B) and received 15 minutes 

training sessions with the computer software twice a day, four days a week for 5 

weeks (i.e., A group first, B as control, and then B group, with A as control) (Magnan 

& Ecalle, 2006). The results showed that relative to controls, children in the 

intervention group improved their phonological skills, which provides tentative 

support for the effectiveness of training. However, as the authors argued, it was 
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difficult to separate the benefits from the daily training that the children received at a 

specialized school for dyslexia.  

In conclusion, Play-on uses visual and auditory modalities and a game 

mechanism to help children to distinguish similar letter sounds. However, this design 

fails to cover a wide range of alphabetic rules in English. In addition, it did not 

leverage the uses of multiple cues (e.g., colours or pictures) or tactile/kinaesthetic 

modalities to help children to learn to read whole words. Red and green colours were 

used in the design to highlight the distinction between the grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences in pa and ba.  

Dybuster (Kast et al., 2007) is a research instrument that was developed to 

improve the  spelling skills of  children with dyslexia in Germany, through a multitude 

of visual and auditory cues associated with phonemes and graphemes. The design 

rationale was the dual-coding theory, which suggests that information is easier to 

learn when multiple modalities convey it (Clark & Paivio, 1991). Therefore, the core 

idea of Dybuster is to parse a word into syllables, phonemes or individual letters and 

represent them with a variety of visual and auditory cues. That is, the “appearance 

code” designates colours and shapes to each symbol, and the “auditory code” 

assigns musical notes to each symbol (Figure 2-2).  

There are three games in Dybuster. The first colour game allows a child to 

associate a letter with a particular colour. Eight colours are used and the mapping 

between letters and colours are based on optimization that can best support readers 

with or at-risk for dyslexia (i.e., the letters that children with or at-risk for dyslexia 

easily confuse, such as t and d, map to different colours). Here, the colour cue aims 

to facilitate the elimination of mistakes. The second game enables a learner to 

segment a word into syllables and letters; this was designed to help children with or 
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at-risk for dyslexia to develop word-decoding skills. The third game combines the 

features of the first and second game, and presents all representations within a word, 

including the colours and shapes (spheres for small letters, cylinders for capital 

letters, and pyramids for umlauts), as well as a melody computed from the pertinent 

letters and the lengths of the syllables. The words are organized in modules and 

ordered based on their frequency and difficulty for learners with or at-risk for dyslexia. 

The users begin by learning the most frequent and easy words.  

Dybuster was evaluated with 43 children with dyslexia and 37 matched 

controls with the mean ages of 10 years old. The children with and without dyslexia 

were divided into two sub-groups; one sub-group received the training first (the other 

as control) and the other sub-group received the training next. The results showed 

that both children with and without dyslexia who received the training improved their 

writing skills compared to those who did not receive the training.  

The primary feature of Dybuster is a variety of visual and auditory cues 

(colours, shapes, and melody) designed to help students with dyslexia to remember 

the associations between letters and sounds. However, the colour cues in Dybuster 

were not dynamic. It may be appropriate for “transparent” languages such as 

German. However, it is difficult to illustrate letter sound changes in “opaque” 

languages such as English. In addition, the shape cues and especially the melody 

cues used in Dybuster seem somewhat arbitrary without theoretical grounding.  
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Figure 2–2.  Dybuster: colour, shape, and musical cues were used to highlight 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences (Kast et al., 2011).  

WordBuilding (Regtvoort & van der Leij, 2007) is an application that 

facilitates a home-based multisensory intervention in learning Dutch in at-risk 

children with reading difficulties. This system was designed based on Word-Building 

activities developed by Beck (McCandliss et al., 2003). WordBuilding is a progressive 

minimal contrast activity, which provides a chain of words that differ by a single 

grapheme (McCandliss et al., 2003). This activity helps at-risk children to attend to 

the subtle impact of a single grapheme change on the pronunciation and spelling of 

each word.   

WordBuilding consists of three types of exercises: 1) letter knowledge; (2) 

segmenting and blending; and 3) word decoding. One of the letter games, for 

instance, is to select a coloured letter balloon based on the sound pronounced by the 

program. The segmenting and blending exercise uses a series of animations to 

demonstrate the abstract process of word segmenting and blending. In the word 

decoding exercise, children need to build eight to ten consecutive words by changing 

or removing only one letter. The list of words is generated on the screen for further 
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comparison. Feedback is provided by the computer (visual) or by parents who are 

tutoring the child (sounds). Results of a study showed that 31 trained children at-risk 

for dyslexia made more progress than the 26 untrained controls and kept up with 

those untrained controls in phonological awareness and grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences after 14 weeks of training with WordBuilding at home (Regtvoort & 

van der Leij, 2007).  

It is worth noting that parents play an important role in supporting children's 

learning with this application, particularly in the third activity. First, parents need to 

pronounce each word. They also have to direct the child’s attention to each sound 

component when the child cannot decode or incorrectly pronounces a word. In the 

whole interaction, parents control the mouse and direct the activity. WordBuilding’s 

design is different from FFW, LiPS, Play-on, and Dybuster, where children engage 

with the software by themselves. This application actively involves parents (acting as 

tutors) and therefore it can be used as an instructional tool. This application has been 

suggested for use alongside other supporting materials like tangible letter cards. 

Before introducing new consonants or vowels, a child needs to colour and trace the 

letters on papers. It is clear that the designers appreciate the importance of tracing 

activities and attempt to include them in the intervention. However, the traditional 

“pencil and paper” approach seems separate from the computer-based approach.  

• GUI-based reading applications for EFL children  

Although considerable research has explored computer assisted language 

learning (CALL) tools, most of them discuss either current technologies including 

computer software (e.g., Microsoft Suite and Media Player), multimedia (e.g., 

animation, sound, and picture), and Internet (e.g., web and email) supporting the 

second or foreign language learning in general (Gilakjani, 2012; Lai & Kritsonis, 2006; 

Zhang, 2010) or specific software designed for teaching or testing specific language 
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skills such as speaking (Coniam, 1998; Derwing et al., 2000), writing (Nutta, 1998; 

Scott & New, 1994), and transitions (van der Linden, 1993; Wolach, 1994). However, 

little research has been found that specifically targets the design of 

software/applications to support EFL children. Therefore, in this section, I focus on 

the applications that support word reading of EFL children.  

A design that focused on supporting language learning for EFL children was 

presented by Mich and colleagues (Mich et al., 2004). They described the design of 

Parling, a multimedia system for supporting 8 to11 year-old Italian children learning 

English as a foreign language in Italy. This system offers a set of stories in which the 

vocabularies to be taught are highlighted. The child can click an unknown word to 

listen to how the word is pronounced, see its picture, and learn its meaning in a sub-

page of the screen. Another important feature of Parling is the speech recognition 

function. The system can record the child’s pronunciations of a word and provides 

immediate feedback for its correctness. The results of usability testing with three 

children showed that the children were able to navigate with Parling and they indeed 

engaged with the system. However, the feedback of the speech recognition 

sometimes confused the children –they did not fully understand what had changed in 

their pronunciation when receiving a positive feedback answer after several negative 

feedback answers.  

Kam and colleagues designed a series of mobile games to teach kindergarten 

and Grade-1 rural children in India learning English as a foreign language the 

knowledge of grapheme-phoneme correspondences and vocabularies (Kam et al., 

2008). The Parrot game aims to teach children simple associations of the alphabetic 

letters and letter sounds while the Frogger and Floored games focuses on teaching 

vocabularies by allowing children to associate a printed animal word to its 

pronunciation and meaning (picture). The most interesting feature that the three 
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games share is their receptive-practice-activation interactive cycle that allows the 

EFL children to learn (receptive), practice (practice), and examine (activation) during 

gameplay. The evaluation with 16 students in Grade 3 who played Floored showed 

statistical learning gains in vocabulary (p<0.001), increasing from 3.50 to 7.06 out of 

eight words. However, these games only cover simple phonics (i.e., e-/e/) and 

vocabulary knowledge.  

Arendt presented a comprehensive review of 15 commercial software that 

have been widely used for pre-kindergarten and elementary school (from K-1 to 

Grade-2) ESL classes, although most of these applications were not originally 

designed for ESL children (Arendt, 2000). Arendt divided these applications into two 

main categories based on how they present materials to learners. The first category 

is the “step-by-step” grapheme-phoneme approach in which one or a group of 

letters/sounds are introduced first, followed by a set of exercises. For example, 

Phonics Alive allows children to learn English grapheme-phoneme correspondences 

through a series of interactive activities6. The children can first click the letter on the 

screen and hear its sound and then play the subsequent game to consolidate the 

learned knowledge. Arendt analyzed that the strength of Phonics Alive was its focus 

on phonics while the weakness was that it contained very little vocabulary. The other 

approach is to use the interactive story to teach grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences. For instance, in Dr. Seuss’s ABCs, the child learns a grapheme-

phoneme association (e.g., b-/b/) by clicking on objects associated with this 

grapheme-phoneme pair on screen (e.g., bee, boy)  and then the associated 

animation clips would be triggered7. Arendt argued that the strength of Dr. Seuss’s 

 
6
 https://www.phonicsalive.com.au/phonicsalive-demo-versions. 

7
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf6p0DCLqSs. 
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ABCs was its focus on listening and reading while the weakness was its lack of 

activities and interaction.  

2.2.3 Section Summary  

The review of previous GUI-based reading applications suggests that the 

following design features appear to be effective in supporting children with reading 

difficulties: (1) phonics-based and highly structured learning contents; (2) the use of 

visual and auditory (and/or kinaesthetic-mouth articulation) modalities, multiple cues 

such as pictures, colours and animation, and game mechanism to promote such 

learning; (3) learning grapheme-phoneme correspondences within word contexts 

(e.g., through word-building activities); and (4) leveraging the tutors’ role in learning 

to read and spell. In addition, the review of GUI-based reading applications designed 

for EFL children further suggests that (5) immediate feedback and (6) word meanings 

are important in supporting EFL children in learning to read.  

However, these GUI-based reading applications have three main drawbacks 

in design: (1) The primary interaction for these systems were through “mouse and 

keyboard,” which might increase children’s challenges in interaction. Such design 

also fails to support letter tracing or manipulation activities; (2) most of the systems 

could not actively involve tutors into the learning process; and (3) only one prototype 

(Dybuster) used the colour cue to promote the learning of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences, but it was limited in only supporting consistent grapheme-

phoneme associations but not inconsistent ones such as is found in English.  
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2.3 TUIs and Tangible Reading Systems  

2.3.1 Characteristics of TUIs in Supporting Learning  

Tangible user interfaces (TUIs) are a computing paradigm where the real 

world is augmented by embedding physical objects with digital information (Ishii & 

Ullmer, 1997). The original concept of TUIs is generally located with the work of 

“graspable interface” and “tangible bits” (Fitzmaurice et al., 1995; Ishii & Ullmer, 

1997). Fitzmaurice and colleagues introduced the notion of “graspable interface,” 

where graspable handles are used to manipulate digital information, and developed 

an initial design space that laid the foundation for exploring graspable user interfaces 

(Fitzmaurice et al., 1995). Ullmer and Ishii presented a more comprehensive vision of 

“tangible bits,” which focused on turning the physical world into an interface by 

connecting objects and surfaces with digital data (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997). Based on the 

foundational discussion of TUIs, a number of tangible works have been proposed.  

One area that generated much interest from TUI designers is learning, 

particularly in learning with children (Antle & Wise, 2013; Marshall, 2007; Price et al., 

2008). Many learning domains such as narrative, planning, math, and spatial problem 

solving have been explored (Shaer & Hornecker, 2010). Researchers argue that 

TUIs have many advantages to support learning because they: (1) provide natural 

and intuitive forms of interaction by leveraging users’ previous knowledge learned in 

everyday life (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997; Sharlin et al., 2004); (2) include 2D or 3D physical 

objects that are inherently more spatial than most interfaces (Sharlin et al., 2004); (3) 

promote hands-on actions and physical manipulation, which can help to anchor 

children's attentions (Glenberg et al., 2007; Minogue & Jones, 2006) and enable 

various epistemic actions that may help to simplify the tasks by offloading the 

cognitive load to visual-physical tasks (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994; Antle, 2013a); (4) allow 

for playful learning by providing a novel interface (Price et al., 2003); (5) support 
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collaborative learning through providing multiple access points and shared visual 

references (Antle & Wise, 2013); and (6) promote exploration and reflection in play 

(Price et al., 2003). More recent research has demonstrated the potential of TUIs to 

support learning for children with special educational needs. Researchers argue that 

the ease of use (Sitdhisanguan et al., 2012), hands-on exploration (Falcão & Price, 

2010), and engagement (Garzotto & Bordogna, 2010) offered by TUIs could promote 

learning for children with learning difficulties. However, little research has been done 

on TUIs in relation to learning to read for children at-risk for or with dyslexia or EFL 

children.  

2.3.2 Design Space of TUIs for Learning  

Given the potential of TUIs in learning, many researchers have focused on 

the exploration of design considerations and challenges when designing a TUI in the 

educational domain. The discussion is mainly around three topics: (1) designing 

physical-digital relations of TUIs; (2) designing physical representations; and (3) 

designing for learners with special needs or learning difficulties.  

• Designing physical-digital relations  

Compared to GUIs, TUIs that incorporate both physical and digital 

representations not only allow simultaneous use of visual, auditory, tactile or 

kinaesthetic senses, but also provide various ways to map physical and digital 

representations (Antle & Wise, 2013). Many researchers discussed the design of TUI 

mapping in various contexts. Antle presented a child tangible interaction (CTI) 

framework in which she discussed three dimensions in considering various TUI 

mappings: Perceptual Mappings (PMap), Behavioural Mappings (BMap), and 

Semantic Mappings (SMap) (Antle, 2007). PMap is defined as “the mapping between 

the perceptual properties (often appearance) of the physical and digital aspects”; 
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BMap refers to the mapping between the input actions and output effects of the 

physical and digital aspects; and SMap represents the association between 

information carried in the system’s physical and digital elements (p. 197). Price and 

colleagues presented an external representation framework in which three mapping 

ways between inputs and outputs were proposed based upon their various 

relationships in physical space (Price et al., 2008). Discrete refers to input and output 

being located separately, co-located means that input and output are contiguous, 

while the embedded approach means that a digital effect occurs within an object. 

Discrete coupling may require more attention than other approaches since learners in 

the discrete scenario must focus on both physical objects and the digital display, but 

the approach may also result in reasoning and reflection. 

• Designing physical representations  

Designing physical representations is also a challenge in designing tangible 

systems. Physical objects contain a wealth of visual and tactile information such as 

size, shape, colour, and texture (Jung & Stolterman, 2011). Different design 

strategies for physical representations impact not only the objects' appearance, but 

also the specific actions that children use to manipulate the objects (Djajadiningrat et 

al., 2004; Manches et al., 2009). Therefore, when designing physical objects, each 

physical property should be thoroughly considered.  

Despite differences in materials and specific designs, these design strategies 

share one common characteristic –physical objects are usually small, lightweight, 

everyday objects that children can easily grasp and manipulate with their hands. This 

design has two advantages. First, these small objects are familiar and everyday 

learning tools for children (e.g., blocks, letter tiles). Children can easily access the 

systems through previous knowledge, even without tutor or parent support (Sharlin et 

al., 2004). Second, the design allows for easy object manipulation (Manches et al., 
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2009). It not only solves the motor control challenge during the interaction with GUIs 

(Donker & Reitsma, 2007; Hourcade et al., 2004), but may also help children in 

learning abstract concepts by offloading difficult mental processing to external tools 

(e.g., visualizing, remembering) (Antle, 2007). 

• Designing for learners with special needs  

More recent research has started to explore TUIs design principles of 

supporting learning for children with special needs such as learning difficulties. 

Falcao and Price conducted semi-structured interviews with teachers who had 

experience with children with learning difficulties and suggested that educational 

resources designed for those children should include the kinaesthetic approach, 

modes of representations, collaboration, and scaffolding while learning activities 

should consider the following aspects:  clear and shared objectives, self-esteem and 

confidence, sense of achievement, and structured activities (Falcão & Price, 2010). 

Sitdhisanguan and associates described the design and evaluation of three 

computer-based training systems with different interface styles in supporting design 

goals of ease of use and elementary skill learning for low-functioning autistic children 

(Sitdhisanguan et al., 2012). The authors argued the importance of avoiding negative 

feedback when designing systems for children with low-functioning autistics.  

2.3.3 TUI-based Opportunities Which May Support Learning to 
Read  

After discussing the characteristics of TUIs and its design space in supporting 

learning, I specifically look at the opportunities for TUIs to support learning to read. 

Four main aspects are summarized:  

• Opportunity 1: Spatiality  

Research suggests that because TUIs may include 2D or 3D physical objects 
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they are inherently more spatial than most interfaces (Sharlin et al., 2004). As a 

result, TUIs may have particular benefits for learning domains that involve (either 

physically or metaphorically) spatial properties (Marshall, 2007). Letters are visual 

symbols represented in 2D space. While learning to read, children have to decipher a 

series of letters in a certain spatial (linear) order. The physical and spatial qualities of 

TUIs may be used to enable hands-on interaction with 2D or 3D letters in linear 

sequences in space. This may make TUIs feasible for the support of children’s early 

reading acquisition.  

Theories about causes for dyslexia have suggested that children with dyslexia 

have particular challenges in manipulating sounds in speech and learning the 

alphabetic principle (Reid, 2009; Vellutino et al., 2004). The spatially congruent 

mapping between physical representations and digital representations of TUIs offers 

an opportunity to support the learning of grapheme-phoneme correspondences. For 

example, when a reader places one or more physical letters on a tangible tabletop, 

the associated digital information for the letter sound(s) and the 2D letter(s) with the 

same spatial order will be immediately shown on the display. The spatial congruency 

of physical-digital mappings in TUIs may support explicit associations between letters 

and sounds, which is particularly important for children with dyslexia.  

• Opportunity 2: Multiple interaction modalities  

Research about multisensory interventions has demonstrated the benefits of 

simultaneously using all available senses in supporting children with dyslexia in 

learning to read (Bara et al., 2007; Kelly & Phillips, 2011). Therefore, TUIs that 

incorporate multiple modalities including visual, auditory, tactile/kinaesthetic 

modalities may be advantageous in promoting the use of multiple senses in reading 

acquisition. Compared to GUIs, TUIs have the additional benefits of incorporating 

letter tracing and hands-on interaction with letters, which may be particularly useful 
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for children with dyslexia in reading acquisition.  

• Opportunity 3: Multiple letter representations  

Theories of interventions for dyslexia have suggested that intensive training 

and repetition are necessary to help children with dyslexia to learn to read well 

(Dehaene, 2009). TUIs incorporate both digital and physical representations. The 

multiple representations allow for multiple ways to represent letters and sounds. For 

example, letters and sounds can be represented as 2D or 2.5D digital symbols on 

display while they can also be represented in various tangible forms such as 3D 

plastic or 2.5D wooden letters embedded with letter sounds that can stand up on a 

table. The digital letter symbols can be associated with other contextual cues such as 

colours (Berninger et al., 1999; Hines, 2009) or pictures (Ehri, 2014) used in the O-G 

program while the tangible letters can also be embedded with colours or textures  

(Fan & Antle, 2015; Kast et al., 2007). When linked to digital information, physical 

objects can be powerful tools that carry multi-modal information. The associations 

between letters, sounds, pictures, and other nonverbal cues such as colours, pictures 

or tactile qualities may benefit children with dyslexia in learning grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences. 

• Opportunity 4: Collaborative, flexible, and structured learning procedures  

The specific focus of early interventions on explicit grapheme-phoneme 

relations and the specialized multisensory training methods needed for children with 

dyslexia are different from those for typical readers. As a result, the intervention is 

usually conducted in a one-to-one approach with a child and a highly trained tutor. 

Most of the GUI-based applications do not actively involve tutors in the learning 

process. Without a specially trained tutor, some interventions may be less effective 

(Nicolson et al., 2000). The multiple access points of physical objects in TUIs are 

advantageous in providing flexible ways to actively engage both tutor and child in the 
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teaching activity (Antle & Wise, 2013). The tutor can use these objects to 

demonstrate the rules to the child, share the tool with the child or collaboratively 

complete a task together with the child.  

Moreover, the design of TUIs can incorporate a specific training script or 

procedure in conjunction with 3D objects within the system. For example, traditional 

interventions require tutors to teach consonant-digraphs as groups (e.g., th in thin) 

(Berninger et al., 1999). When designing for TUIs, designers can only allow the 

system to make a response (e.g., produce sounds or colours) when both letters in a 

digraph are placed together. In this way, the system only allows for a particular use, 

which can help inexperienced tutors to teach children with dyslexia.  

2.3.4 Tangible Reading Systems Designed for Typical Children  

While many TUIs have been designed to support children learning to read, 

most of them focus on storytelling or narratives. Only several have been found that 

target word or grapheme-phoneme levels.  

Sluis and colleagues presented Read-It, a tangible tabletop (co-located 

design) designed to support collaborative learning of phonological awareness for 

children who speak Dutch (Sluis et al., 2004). In Read-It, each tangible card 

represents a word (PMap). Once a card is flipped, the users will see a word and the 

associated sound of that word will be provided (SMap). Children have to press a 

button (BMap) to decide whether this card (word) and the other visual card (word) on 

a digital table start with the same sound. A pilot study was conducted with 15 children 

aged 5-7 years, and the results showed that the children could easily learn and play 

the game together. However, the learning effect of Read-it was not evaluated. The 

strength of the design lies in its central focus on phonological training. However, the 

major interaction of this prototype is flipping a card and pressing a button, which do 
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not fully leverage the use of TUIs’ unique characteristics such as spatiality and 3D 

letter representations in supporting learning grapheme-phoneme correspondences. 

In addition, Read-it only focuses on the training of onsets. It does not cover the 

learning of complex grapheme-phoneme rules of English.  

Another similar tangible system (discrete design) presented by Sung and 

colleagues is called Shadow Box (Sung et al., 2007). The Shadow Box consists of a 

tangible box with an RFID reader and a set of picture blocks and word blocks with 

RFID tags. In Shadow Box, children are given wooden word blocks (PMap). When 

putting a single word block inside the top of the box and closing the lid (BMap), the 

system immediately plays the sound of the word and prompt children to look for its 

matching picture by projecting a static shadow image of the object on the front of the 

box (SMap). If children correctly match a picture block with its associated word block, 

they are rewarded with an animated movie clip. A usability test was conducted with 

six children aged 2-9 years. The results showed that the children were engaged with 

this prototype, and could quickly learn and develop a collaborative approach to 

playing with it. The interaction design of Shadow Box is easy to learn. However, 

Shadow Box emphasizes the training of relationships between words, sounds and 

meanings by using the whole-word approach.  

In addition to tangible tabletops, a series of cube-based applications have 

also been developed, which offer the possibility of supporting more complex 

grapheme-phoneme associations through word building or other decoding activities 

(Dekel et al., 2007; Goh et al., 2012). In these cube-based tangible systems 

designed for reading and spelling, each facet of a cube represents a letter (PMap). A 

learner needs to rotate each cube to select the correct facet and then connect cubes 

together to make a word or sentence (BMap). Digital feedback is provided within the 

cubes (embedded design) or in both cubes and the digital display (SMap, embedded 
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and discrete design). The advantages of such cube-based applications lie in the fact 

that they leverage the use of space to help structure the linearity of letters and words 

(opportunity 1). However, these prototypes do not leverage all the potential benefits 

of tangibles because they still use 2D representations of letters and have limited use 

of cues such as colours and pictures (opportunity 2).  

Specifically, in Spelling Bee (embedded design), once a learner has 

completed the connection of blocks, LED colour feedback embedded in the cubes 

immediately indicate whether the current spelling is correct (green) or not (red), while 

the letter sound is played out through a cube-embedded speaker (Dekel et al., 2007). 

The initial user testing with five children aged 7-12 years old showed that the children 

were excited about the lights, but (1) the blocks were difficult to connect for the 

children, and (2) the size and weight of the blocks were large for them to pick up. In 

Spelling Cube, the same cube-embedded colour feedback is retained while a 

separate display provides further digital feedback involving the letter sounds and 

associated words and pictures (Goh et al., 2012). Spelling Cube was evaluated with 

37 preschool children aged 3-6 years old. The questionnaire results showed that the 

children had a positive impression with the system, and the children really liked the 

light and sound feedback feature. Spelling Cube’s design is advantageous by 

enabling multiple digital information channels — digital information is conveyed 

through both cube and digital computer displays (combining the discrete and 

embedded design). However, the colour information on letters in both prototypes only 

provides right/wrong feedback, but no feedback on grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences. In addition, no study was conducted to examine the learning 

effects with these two prototypes.  

Other tangible reading systems that leverage the use of physical 

environments or personal belongings have also been presented. Jensen and 
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colleagues presented a qualitative study to explore how tangible technologies can be 

implemented in children’s libraries to leverage embodied cognition as a means of 

improving early literacy skills (Jensen et al., 2012). The authors argued for the 

importance of tangible artifacts (e.g., physical toys facilitate embodied and 

collaborative activities) in fostering children's cognitive literacy development. A recent 

TUI project called LIT KIT, developed by Schafer and associates is a cyber-physical 

environment which aims to enhance children’s picture book reading experience in a 

classroom (Schafer et al., 2014). Children could use the Siftables (a type of digital 

cubes, each cube embedded with a micro screen) to control the light and sound 

changes in environment when they are reading narratives (discrete and embedded 

design). It is suggested that the environmental changes can better help them to 

understand the concepts in narratives. The RoyoBlocks project however explores the 

design space of tangible reading systems by using a set of wooden word blocks with 

RFID tags and a plush reading companion with a RFID reader. Children can use the 

word blocks to construct their own sentences and listen to the audio played by the 

plush. Preliminary user testing demonstrated promising short-term word learning gain 

with RoyoBlocks used in 11 children aged from 2-11 years (Kleiman et al., 2013). 

However, these prototypes did not focus on teaching children grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences but rather on improving children’s general reading skills such as 

their understanding of a word’s meaning and sound.  

To summarize, there are different types of reading TUIs (e.g., tabletops, 

cube-based, and ambient interfaces) that have been designed for typical children. 

However, most of the prototypes do not explicitly teach children the alphabetic rules, 

and their feasibility in supporting learning to read have not been evaluated yet. More 

importantly, they have not leveraged the full potential of TUIs (e.g., colour cues, 3D 

letter forms) in supporting children in learning to read.  
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2.3.5 Tangible Reading Systems Designed for Children with 
Dyslexia  

Few TUI reading systems have been found that are specifically designed for 

children with dyslexia. Due to their poor phonological abilities, the main learning 

activity for children with dyslexia should emphasize on teaching children to decode 

words using the alphabetic principle prior to having them remember the whole words 

automatically by sight alone.  

We only found two designed for children with dyslexia, and one designed for 

non- or hardly- speaking toddlers. SpellBound is a tangible system that supports 

children with dyslexia to learn grapheme-phoneme correspondences. SpellBound 

allows children to construct 2D alphabets by using a set of wooden shapes that 

contain visual features of letters (such as the crossbar of a, t, or tail of a, q), and to 

place those 2D alphabets onto a platform to trigger the letter sound and associated 

picture of the word (Pandey & Srivastava, 2011a). However, the researchers only 

sketched out the initial idea. This prototype has not been developed yet. 

Tiblo uses Lego-like blocks (embedded design) to represent any of several 

different concepts, including words, numbers, and potential phonemes (Pandey & 

Srivastava, 2011b). Children with dyslexia can draw the concept on a piece of paper, 

attach it to a block, and record the sound for the concept (PMap & SMap). Finally, a 

set of blocks finally can be connected in a certain order to represent a word, narrative 

or any other concepts (BMap). However, the researchers only evaluated the usability 

of this prototype. It remains unknown whether this prototype is feasible in supporting 

children learning to read.  

Hengeveld and colleagues developed LinguaBytes, a tangible system aimed 

at stimulating the language development of non- or hardly speaking toddlers aged 1 
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to 4 years old (Hengeveld et al., 2013). LinguaBytes consists of a digital display, a 

physical control panel, and a wide range of tangible input materials such as story 

booklets, 3D tangible letters, and programmable RFID labels (discrete design). This 

prototype can support a variety of learning activities including exercises related to 

phonological awareness, semantics, syntax, and story reading. In the phonological 

activity, toddlers learn letter sounds by placing one 3D tangible letter on the platform 

(BMap). Audiovisual feedback is provided on the digital display, including 2D words 

and thier sound starting with the same letter (SMap). The 3D tangible letters of 

LinguaBytes allow for the letter tracing and manipulation in space. The coupling 

between the 2D word and sound on the display and the 3D tangible letter enables 

toddlers to learn grapheme-phoneme correspondences by using multiple senses 

(PMap). The researchers used a research-through-design approach to iteratively 

design and evaluate the prototype (Hengeveld, 2011). They argued that tangible 

interaction offers more opportunities for collaboration between the therapist and the 

child and promotes engagement that can consequently lead to more opportunities for 

learning. However, the design of LinguaBytes is limited in only allowing toddlers to 

learn basic one-to-one letter and sound association rather than inconsistent 

grapheme-phoneme mappings in various word contexts.  

It is interesting to note that the physical representations in SpellBound are 2D 

letters, and those in Tiblo are generic, while those in LinguaBytes are 3D. As is 

known, letter tracing activity is important for children at-risk for dyslexia. In the 2D 

versus 3D debate, 2D letters allow children to easily line up letters on a surface, but 

also have limitations: (1) they might limit certain actions while manipulating letters 

such as playing with them in space; (2) 2D letters lack distinct physical boundaries 

and thus cannot facilitate easy letter tracing activity for children; and (3) technically 

speaking, it is difficult to embed electronic components into purely 2D letter shapes 

(discounting 2.5D or cubes). This makes it challenging to provide additional digital 
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information such as dynamic colour cues. Therefore, it seems more appropriate to 

use 3D design rather than 2D design.  

2.3.6 Tangible Reading Systems Designed for EFL Children  

Few tangible prototypes have been specifically developed to support reading 

acquisition for EFL children (Jeong et al , 2015; Sánchez et al., 2011) and fewer has 

focused on phonological awareness or alphabetic rules. Here, I will discuss two 

commercial prototypes, the designers of which claim that they can be used for 

ESL/EFL children. One is called Tiggly8 and the other is called Osmo9. 

Tiggly is a tangible application (co-located design) that supports 4-8 years old 

children to learn vowel sounds and phonics through word-building activities. Children 

can use the five 2.5D silicone coloured vowel letters (i.e., red a, yellow e, green i, 

blue o, and pink u) to interact the games on iPad (PMap). For example, children can 

build the word cat by placing the middle vowel letter a onto the surface of iPad (BMap 

& SMap). Now the application can support 12 languages such as Chinese and 

Korean (the language selections only apply to setting and certain on-screen 

instructions while all the audio and visuals are still in English). Tiggly enables the 

children to learn grapheme-phoneme correspondences within words. The 2.5D 

letters also support easy letter-tracing or letter-manipulation activities. However, it 

has several limitations when used with older children with dyslexia: (1) it focuses on 

the practice of vowels rather than consonants; (2) due to the constraints of the 

screen size (iPad) and the letter size, children can only build words with a maximum 

length of four letters. It may be appropriate for children aged 4 years old but not aged 

8 years old; (3) the colour choices appear to be based on aesthetic considerations 

 
8
 https://www.tiggly.com/ 

9
 https://www.playosmo.com. 
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rather than theories of the role of multi-modal representations in reading acquisition 

or empirically validated guidelines.  

Another popular commercial tangible product called Osmo (discrete design) 

has a very similar game mechanism to Tiggly. Osmo contains an iPad and a set of 

2D wooden cards which represent the 26 alphabetic letters (PMap). The designers of 

Osmo intentionally used the colour cues (red and blue) to divide the letter pieces into 

two groups to allow two learners to join the activity together. For example, one child 

could have all the red pieces while the other could have the blue pieces. When the 

screen shows a picture and partial letters of a word, they could use their own pieces 

to build the word together on a table (BMap). If the answer is correct, the system will 

show the whole word and play its sound (SMap). The rewarding feedback is also 

provided. Compared to the co-located design of Tiggly (i.e., placing letters on iPad), 

the discrete design of Osmo (i.e., placing letters on table) allows for building more 

complex words with the length of 7-8 letters and supports the practice of both vowel 

and consonant letters. However, 2D letter cards do not support letter tracing or 

manipulating activities well. In addition, its colour design was made based on the 

consideration of collaboration rather than the learning purpose.  

2.3.7 Section Summary 

Research suggests the potential of TUIs in supporting children in learning. 

TUIs’ spatial nature, multiple interaction modalities (visual, auditory, tactile and 

kinaesthetic modalities), multiple representations (letter symbols, letter sounds, 

colours, and pictures), and multiple access points (collaboration) open up 

opportunities for supporting learning to read for children, particularly for children with 

reading difficulties.  
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In this section, I reviewed the tangible reading systems designed for typical 

children, children with dyslexia, and EFL children. While several tangible reading 

systems have been developed for children, few TUIs have been designed for children 

with dyslexia or EFL children. Few empirical studies have explored if and how such 

systems support these children in learning to read and spell. No systems have been 

designed that explicitly address and explore early reading acquisition targeting 

phonological awareness and the alphabetic principle of English. All of the tangible 

systems discussed included the design elements of colours and physical letters, but 

none of them specifically used those design elements to support learning to read and 

spell. Understanding the design knowledge is important because it can help 

researchers or practitioners to utilize important interface and media features to create 

effective products in the design of tangible learning systems that involve reading 

tasks for at-risk or EFL children. 
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3. System Design  

3.1 Learning Goal 

The phonological deficit of dyslexia (Reid, 2009) and the opaque orthography 

of English (Dehaene, 2009; Snowling & Stackhouse, 2006) suggest that the learning 

goal should focus on grapheme-phoneme correspondences within word contexts. 

Developmental theories of literacy acquisition also suggest that learning to read is a 

cognitive process in which learners need to pass through each stage (i.e., from 

partial to full grapheme-phoneme correspondences, and to comprehension) to 

gradually develop accurate and fluent reading abilities (Chall, 1983; Ehri, 2014; Frith, 

1985). Therefore, early reading acquisition on grapheme-phoneme correspondences 

is important for children with or at-risk for dyslexia.  

Based on these theories, PhonoBlocks was designed to help children to 

improve their understanding of entry-level knowledge of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences in English. Specifically, we focused on seven alphabetic rules, 

including the consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words, consonant blends, 

consonant digraph, vowel-influencing-e rule (also called magic-e rule), vowel digraph 

(also called vowel team), r-controlled vowel, and syllable division (Figure 3-1). These 

seven alphabetic rules were developed based on: (1) previous research which 

showed that those alphabetic rules are appropriate for teaching children with or at-

risk for dyslexia aged 7-8 years old (Berninger et al., 1999); (2) suggestions from 

tutors who work closely with children with dyslexia at a specialized school; and (3) 
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suggestions from an educational psychologist who has knowledge of the literature on 

bi-literacy acquisition and reading of children with learning disabilities.  

3.2 Design Requirements  

The theories of the causes of dyslexia and best practices of multisensory 

instruction suggest that the system should satisfy the following key requirements: 

• The phonological deficit theory (Dehaene, 2009; Reid, 2009; Vellutino et al., 2004), 

attentional challenges (Ramus, 2004), and successful multisensory interventions 

(Kelly & Phillips, 2011) suggest the potential of using multiple cues such as colours 

(Berninger et al., 1999; Hines, 2009) and pictures (Ehri, 2014; Isgur, 1975; Sener & 

Belfiore, 2005) to help children notice common patterns within words while learning 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences (Req1).  

• The multisensory interventions suggest the importance of the tutor's role during the 

learning process, although we would like the children to also be able to practice on 

their own with feedback to reduce resources (Req2). 

• The importance of letter-tracing (Bara et al., 2007) and manipulation (Glenberg et 

al., 2007; Minogue & Jones, 2006) suggests the inclusion of letterforms in the 

design of physical representations in TUIs (Req3).  

• Research on Reading GUIs and TUIs designed for children suggests that the 

design should support easy use (and be easy to learn) and playful learning (Req4). 
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3.3 System Description 

Based on the requirements, we presented the design of PhonoBlocks. 

PhonoBlocks is comprised of a touch-based laptop display, a word-making platform 

with seven slots, and 46 lowercase 3D tangible letters (duplicates for common letters, 

e.g., e, o, a, d, t) (Req3). PhonoBlocks uses both discrete and embedded design to 

support multiple representations of letters, sounds, and colour cues. Specifically, 

children learn letter sounds by placing one or more 3D tangible letters on the platform 

(Req4). Audio and visual feedback is provided on the digital display, including 2D 

coloured letters and the letter sounds (discrete design) (Req1). Visual feedback is 

also provided using LED strips embedded in 3D tangible letters that change colour to 

indicate sound changes as letters are added or removed from the platform 

(embedded design) (Req1) (Figure 3-1). 

 

Figure 3–1. The PhonoBlocks system: a touch-based display, a platform, and 
46 3D tangible letters embedded with LED strips. 

The system contains the following basic features; it (1) displays a picture 

related to the word meaning so that children can use pictorial cues to consolidate 
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their memory of grapheme-phoneme correspondences (Figure 3-2) (Req1) (Ehri, 

2014); (2) provides both a tutor (learning) mode and a child (practicing) mode, which 

offers the freedom for tutors to teach each activity and/or allow a child to practice on 

their own through a set of games and receive correct feedback (Figure 3-2, 3-3) 

(Req2&4) (Kelly & Phillips, 2011; Mioduser et al., 2000); (3) offers a word history bar 

that displays the learned words so that children can compare learned words and 

notice their common patterns (Figure 3-2) (Req1) (Hines, 2009); and (4) incorporates 

blending/decoding function that allows children to practice blending and decoding 

skills by swiping right to decode the letters in different colours and hear its individual 

letter sounds or swiping left to blend all the letters together and hear the sound for 

the whole word (Figure 3-2) (Req1) (Kelly & Phillips, 2011; Vellutino et al., 2004). 

 

Figure 3–2. The screenshots of tutor mode (left) and child mode (right) in 
consonant blends activity. 

In addition to the general features, the system has two novel design features: 

the dynamic cue and 3D tangible letters. We used dynamic colour cues to draw 

children’s attention and explicitly teach them the grapheme-phoneme relations in 

various contexts (Req1). Specifically, each rule has a unique colour cue. For 

example, in the consonant blends activity, the letter f and letter l will turn green to 

indicate they are together while in the magic-e activity, the vowel letter will change 

from yellow to red to indicate the vowel sound change (from short to long) when there 
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is a e added (Figure 3-4). We used 3D tangible letterforms to facilitate letter tracing 

and manipulation activities (Figure 3-5) (Req3). The embedded colours with the 3D 

tangible letters were designed to support attention to grapheme-phoneme relations 

(Req1&3). In addition, physical constraints such as a notch in each letter helps 

children learn the orientation of mirrored letters (e.g., p, d or b can only be placed 

correctly due to the physical notch constraint) (Req4). 

 

Figure 3–3. The tutor mode: a tutor directs the whole activity (left); the child 
mode: a child practices by herself (right). 

 

Figure 3–4. The colour coding schema in magic-e activity: the letter a 
changes from yellow to red when there is a letter e added. 
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Figure 3–5. 3D tangible letters with physical constraints which can be placed 
into a slot of the word-building platform. 

3.4 Design Process: A Hybrid Concept- and Situation- driven 
Approach  

One fundamental question for designing any research-based applications is 

how to choose an appropriate design approach. There are several research-oriented 

approaches that generate design guidelines. Pragmatic methods follow a design 

process grounded in an existing situation or context. For example, researchers and 

designers can employ user-centered design, participatory design, contextual design 

or other available design approaches to explore and design for the particulars of 

specific situations and users (Carroll, 2003). Hengeveld designed and evaluated 

LinguaBytes using a situated Research-through-Design approach (Hengeveld, 2011). 

In collaborating with therapists and working closely with targeted children, the final 

product of LinguaBytes was iteratively developed and evaluated through five design 

circles. Stolterman and Wiberg proposed an alternative, concept-driven approach 

that advances the use of theoretical concepts to inform concrete design (Stolterman 

& Wiberg, 2010). Concept-driven design allows the design to start from the 

conceptual and theoretical levels rather than from the practical or empirical level. In 
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this case, knowledge generated from theoretical concepts can inform the design of 

new artifacts.  

The design of PhonoBlocks was led by three professors who have expertise 

in design, cognitive science, and reading disabilities and bi-literacy acquisition, 

respectively, and implemented by two graduate students. We used a hybrid situation- 

and concept-driven approach to design the system because (1) it becomes easier for 

us to understand both what and why knowledge for choosing such particular design 

features; and (2) it ensures the design can be employed in real-life contexts. The 

theoretical research suggested that our learning goal should be to target the deficit of 

phonological awareness that children have when learning the complex rules of 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences. O-G interventions highlight the potential of 

using colour cues and the tactile modality. We leveraged TUIs opportunities for using 

spatial properties, multi-modal interaction and representations to support the learning 

goal. We began with the two theoretical concepts: dynamic colour cues and 3D 

tangible letters, and started testing the initial ideas of these two concepts. Figure 3-6 

shows that when a user places tangible letters onto a platform, the digital screen 

displays the 2D letter symbols and plays the letter sounds, and the LED lights within 

the 3D tangible letters also light up.  
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Figure 3–6. The initial tests of the two theoretical concepts: embedded 
dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters. 

3.4.1 Focus Groups 

To ground our work in context, we consulted with reading tutors who work 

closely with children with dyslexia. Each tutor had 3 to 5 years of experience working 

with children with dyslexia. To inform and refine our design, we conducted four focus 

groups with 5-6 tutors at a school specialized in teaching children with reading 

difficulties located in North Vancouver, B.C., Canada  

Each focus group (FG) took approximately one hour in a quiet library room at 

the school. Three researchers participated in these focus groups. One researcher 

who acted as the moderator was responsible for facilitating the discussion, prompting 

questions, encouraging all the tutors to participate, and taking notes that informed 

emergent questions to ask, while the other two research facilitators demonstrated the 

prototype, took notes, and operated the recording camera. During the focus groups 

we asked tutors about (1) the most difficult challenge for their students in learning to 

read (FG1), (2) the general O-G approach they used for teaching the students, 

involving the specifics of the learning activities, physical tiles, and other teaching 
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techniques (FG1), and (3) we asked them to review our iterative prototype design, 

including the design of 3D tangible letters, learning activities, interaction flow, and 

prototype storage (FG 2-4). The whole process of each focus group was audio 

recorded and the tutors' answers were also taken down. After each focus group, we 

first had a debriefing meeting to share the notes and summarize to make sure 

everyone carefully reviewed and was familiar with all data. Some important audio 

contents were also transcribed into text. We then conducted initial coding by 

generalizing many category codes and labeled data related to each category code. 

Lastly, we used focused coding to eliminate or combine coding categories by looking 

for larger themes. 

The tutors provided details about how they used multiple representations to 

teach children using O-G materials. They also described the specific ways they used 

colour cues and physical letter tiles in their O-G practice. Specifically, they tended to 

use colours differently for different alphabetic rules. For example, when they taught 

the children consonant-digraphs, they coloured the consonant-digraphs as a group 

within words (e.g., path); when teaching the differences between vowels and sounds, 

they instead coloured all vowels red and all consonants blue (e.g., big). The tutors 

thought that our prototype might have particular benefits in learning activities that 

highlight the alphabetic rules involving sound changes (e.g., magic-e activity) or that 

contain stable patterns within words (e.g., consonant blends and digraphs). They 

further recommended several learning activities such as the consonant-blends, 

magic-e, and syllable division. Their feedback confirmed our conceptual approach to 

embedded dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters, provided specific alphabetic 

rules to focus on, and gave us insight into the procedures for teaching each rule 

which we coded into our system.  
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Based on their O-G practice and the tutors’ suggestions, we developed the 

first version of the prototype (V1). This prototype included a touch-based laptop 

display, a word-making platform, and a set of uppercase and lowercase 3D tangible 

letters embedded with LED strips (Figure 3-7). In this version, we (1) used different 

colour-coding schemas for each of the seven alphabetic rules and coded the colour 

change procedures (Table 3-1); (2) designed two modes of interaction –tutor mode 

and child mode— to allow the tutor to teach the rule and to enable the child to 

practice on their own and receive correct feedback from the system (Figure 3-8); and 

(3) started to craft more lowercase 3D tangible letters and the prototype storage 

(Figure 3-9). 

 

Figure 3–7. The design of the first version of PhonoBlocks system: an 
example of the embedded dynamic colour cues for magic-e rule.  

 

Figure 3–8. The sketch of the storyboard for the interaction flow in tutor 
mode and child mode. 
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Figure 3–9. The lowercase 3D tangible letters and prototype storage. 

3.4.2 Expert Reviews 

My colleagues conducted a case study with the first version of PhonoBlocks 

with 10 children with dyslexia in a local private specialized school. However, their 

study showed no consistent learning gains and identified some issues with the 

system and case study design (Cramer, Antle & Fan, 2016). Specifically, this study 

suggested that (1) the system needed a re-design of optimal timing for colour 

changes; (2) more screen-side interactions were needed to support the attention 

switch between the tangible letters and the screen; and (3) a teaching protocol 

should be re-developed to explicitly draw children's attention to the embedded 

dynamic colour cues for each rule and explain their associated meanings for 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences.  

The results led us to consult with an educational psychologist who is a 

professor at Simon Fraser University and who has knowledge of the literature on bi-

literacy acquisition and reading for children with learning disabilities. We conducted 

two expert review sessions with the educational psychologist. Each review session 

took approximately two hours in a quiet lab/office and two researchers participated. 

We demonstrated our prototype to the educational psychologist and asked for her 

feedback on the prototype design, particularly the design of learning activities and 

dynamic colour cues. Two researchers took down notes of the educational 
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psychologist's feedback during the process. The educational psychology helped us to 

select the important part of the alphabetic rules that we should focus on, which we 

had validated with the tutors. The expert review led to three ways to refine the 

design. First, she suggested we narrow down the number of colours used in each 

activity and to only highlight the part of each reading rule we wanted to emphasize in 

order to better attract children’s attention. Second, she worked with us to determine 

the optimal timing of each colour change (i.e., when the letter sound changes) and 

suggested we use a colour flash to draw attention to the related sound changes 

produced by adding letters. For example, in the vowel team activity for ea, we 

decided that the letter e would only light up when the a was added, to indicate that 

the two letters together make one sound. In the magic-e activity, the middle vowel 

flashed three times and changed colour from yellow to red when an e is added. She 

also suggested a function that enabled the tutor or child to make all the letters 

change back into a single colour (blending/decoding function). This may help children 

practice how to blend individual sounds into a word and increase their reading 

fluency (Table 3-1).  
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Table 3–1. Seven rule-based activities and colour-coding schemas (black 
text = white LED light; grey text = LED off. 

Activities   Sequence of interaction (word example) 

Original colour cues 

(V1) 

Revised colour cues 

(V2) 

CVC� Learning the 

consonant and vowel 

sounds and the CVC 

pattern 

bet bet—>bet  

Consonant 
blends  

Learning and 

automating the stable 

units of consonant 

blends 

f->fl->flag f->fl->flag—>flag 

Consonant 
digraph  Learning and 

automating the stable 

units of consonant 

digraphs 

s->sh->shop 
s->sh->shop—>shop 

Magic-e rule 
Learning the vowel 

change and the silent 

“e’ rule 

gam->game 
gam->game—>game 

Vowel team 
Learning and 

automating the stable 

units of vowel digraphs 

ea->eat 
e->ea->eat—>eat 

R-controlled 
vowel  

Learning and 

automating the stable 

units of r-controlled 

vowels  

c->ca->car c->ca->car—>car 

Syllable division  Learning word 

decoding  

water water—>water 
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3.5 Implementation 

3.5.1  Implementation of Dynamic Colour Cues 

In order to support colour cues, each letter contains a programmable LED 

strip. Each letter has a unique arrangement of electronic pogo pins under the bottom 

of the letter base which serves as its ID (Figure 3-10). The input platform contains an 

Arduino microprocessor that can identify each letter and pass the letter identity and 

location (slot number) to a custom application running on the laptop written in Unity10, 

a popular cross-platform game engine for developing games. When a letter is 

inserted into a slot, information about the letters’ context (e.g., slot number, and 

which letters are in other slots) is sent to the Unity application. The Unity application 

then triggers the correct letter sound and sends the correct colour information to the 

Arduino which then causes that colour to be displayed inside the opaque letter. 

 

Figure 3–10. The electronic pogo pins under the bottom of each letter. 

 
10

 https://unity3d.com/. 
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3.5.2 Implementation of 3D Letter Shape Cues 

We implemented 46 lowercase 3D tangible letters which were stored in a 

wooden box (Figure 3-11, left). The letter size and material were chosen to allow a 

child to easily grasp, hold, and play with a letter with their hands, or line them up on a 

table (Figure 3-11, right). The tangible letters were made with semi-transparent 

acrylic, with a height of 3 inches, a width of 2.5 inches and a depth of 1.5 inches. The 

hard edges support tracing. When a child’s finger goes over the edge they can 

immediately feel that their finger has gone over the edge. The features of letter 

shapes are more salient when children trace 3D letters compared to sandpaper. 

Children may “feel” the differences between letters by simply grasping them. Each 

letter is fixed on a small acrylic base that enables them to stand and fit into the 

platform slots. A small cover was also designed to block the empty slots.  

A physical constraint on manipulation was used to help children at-risk for 

dyslexia determine the correct orientation of letters. Each letter has a magnetic notch 

on its base. Each slot has a matching magnetic hole. If the orientation of the letter is 

correct, the letters’ notch fits into the hole and, as additional feedback, the magnets 

provide a satisfying "click", much like how it feels to close a MacBook. If the letter is 

not oriented correctly, it does not fit into the slot. The use of this simple physical 

constraint creates tactile feedback so that a child can easily recognize the correct 

orientation of each letter without having to visually attend to them. 
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Figure 3–11 The 46 lowercase 3D tangible letters (left); a child manipulates 
letters to make the word tin (right). 

3.6 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, I described the system design of PhonoBlocks, a tangible 

system that supports learning the alphabetic principle to decode English words. The 

system is expected to support all readers, including young English-speaking children 

at-risk for dyslexia and Chinese children learning to read English as a foreign 

language. PhonoBlocks uses dynamic colour cues to draw children's attention to 

letter sound changes; it also incorporates 3D tangible letters to enforce children's 

attention through manipulation and allow for letter-tracing activities. PhonoBlocks can 

actively involve both a tutor and a child in a collaborative learning process; it also 

allows the child to practice the learned knowledge on their own through a set of 

games. A set of additional features such as the picture cue, word history bar, and 

blending/decoding function may also support children learning to read and spell of 

the alphabetic rules.  

We used a hybrid concept-and situation-driven design approach to iteratively 

design PhonoBlocks. Research on the causes and intervention of dyslexia suggested 

the main learning goal and design requirements, based on which we proposed the 

initial two core features of PhonoBlocks—the dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible 
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letters. In order to further ground our design in context, we then conducted four focus 

groups with the tutors at a specialized school as well as two expert review sessions 

with an educational psychologist who has knowledge of the literature on bi-literacy 

acquisition and reading for children with learning disabilities. These investigations 

allowed us to better understand the specific learning activities and teaching 

techniques used in educational practice and helped us to iteratively design and refine 

our prototype. Overall, this hybrid design approach worked well for this 3-year 

project.  

We used laser cutting technology to manually craft the word-building platform 

and 3D tangible letters. LED strips embedded with the physical letters communicated 

with the platform through Pogo pins. Arduino Mega was installed into the platform 

which allowed the hardware to communicate with the Unity software running in a 

separate computer-based laptop. In this way, users could interact with the system by 

placing one or more tangible letters into the platform; audio visual feedback is 

triggered on the display and coloured lights are also provided within the tangible 

letters.  
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4. Methodology  

In this chapter, I describe the methodology and methods I used to explore my 

research questions. I first describe the overall research design and the main reasons 

for using the case study approach to address the research questions. I then present 

details of the study plans, including the participants, learning tasks, PhonoBlocks 

instruction, and general procedure. Lastly, I discuss the specific mixed-methods I 

used to collect and analyze my datasets for each research question.  

4.1 Research Design  

The overarching goal of this design study is to explore how tangibility may 

support young children learning to read and spell at the level of the alphabetic 

principle using PhonoBlocks. I focus particularly on (1) whether there are learning 

gains on reading and spelling accuracies relative to baseline performance with 

PhonoBlocks instruction among at-risk monolingual English-speaking children aged 

approximately 7-8 years old, and for Mandarin-speaking children of the same age 

who are learning to read English as a foreign language; (2) what the two groups of 

children's reading and spelling trajectories are with PhonoBlocks instruction; (3) what 

the two groups of children’s preferences and other thoughts are on PhonoBlocks; (4) 

how an individual child’s characteristics (i.e., attentional and learning problems, 

motivation, temperament, competitive personality, visual-spatial ability) may affect 

their learning gains, preferences, and attitude towards PhonoBlocks; and (5) what 

design factors of PhonoBlocks may help the two groups of children to learn to read 
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and spell. Therefore, I designed an exploratory study involving eight at-risk 

monolingual English-speaking children in Canada and a second exploratory study 

with 10 Mandarin-speaking EFL children in China learning entry-level knowledge of 

the alphabetic principle with PhonoBlocks.  

I used case studies to address my research questions discussed in section 

1.1.1. The case study method is an approach to research that facilitates exploration 

of a phenomenon within its context using a variety of data sources (Zainal, 2007). I 

chose case study as the methodology for several main reasons: (1) my studies are 

more exploratory in nature because previous work showed no consistent learning 

gains with the first version of PhonoBlocks and it is therefore important to explore the 

revised system; (2) at-risk children may have different learning challenges and 

personal characteristics. Case study allows one to capture the complexity and 

variability of the responses of the children to PhonoBlocks and show how flexible 

design features of PhonoBlocks can be used adaptively across a wide range of 

learners; (3) understanding the relationship between children’s learning performance 

(i.e., reading and spelling scores on pre-, post- and follow-up tests), interactional 

behaviors with the system, preferences and individual characteristics (e.g., 

attentional challenges, motivation, temperament) requires mixed data sources and 

detailed examination of evidence, an approach supported by case analysis.  

As there is no comparison group in this study, it is important to note that the 

learning gains could be representative of a maturation effect unrelated to the use of 

PhonoBlocks. However, analysis of children’s responsiveness to PhonoBlocks may 

suggest the promise of this educational tool in supporting reading development. In 

the future, a more wide-scale controlled experiment would enable me to make 

stronger claims about the effectiveness of the entire system.  
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The research design contains two parts of case studies. The first case study 

involved the analysis of eight at-risk monolingual English-speaking children aged 7-8 

years old who received 12 20-minute training sessions with PhonoBlocks at an 

elementary school located in Burnaby, B.C., Canada. The second case study 

involved the analysis of 10 Mandarin-speaking EFL children aged 8-9 years old who 

received 8 20-minute training sessions with PhonoBlocks at an elementary school 

located in Taiyuan, Shanxi, China. I describe details of the two case studies in the 

following sub-sections.  

4.2 Participants 

For ethical and access reasons, I worked with at-risk children rather than 

children diagnosed with dyslexia. In our previous work, my colleagues conducted a 

case study of the first version of our prototype with children with dyslexia in Grade 3-

7 at a local private school, but the results showed no consistent learning gains and 

identified several issues with the system and the case study design (Cramer, Antle & 

Fan, 2016). For ethical reasons, the school did not want to conduct another study 

with us, and preferred to focus on interventions that they believed were effective. 

They also recommended to us a resource teacher who works closely with at-risk 

children in a local public school system. Therefore, I included at-risk children from 

public schools in my first case study. 

I also included Chinese EFL children because previous research suggests 

that those children may also have poor phonological awareness, particularly at the 

phonetic level, due to the influence of Chinese orthography, which contains larger 

units including syllables and morphemes rather than the smaller units of phonemes 

used in English (Pasquarella et al., 2015; Wang & Geva, 2003; Yeong & Rickard 
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Liow, 2012). In addition, many Chinese EFL children, especially those living in 

economically less developed cities and towns, appear to have limited supports in 

phonics-based instruction (Hu, 2009; Wang, 2009) 

In the first study, I recruited eight at-risk monolingual English-speaking 

children aged 7-8 years old studying at an elementary school in Burnaby, B.C., 

Canada. The individual participants were selected based on the following criteria: 

First, they were identified by a trained dyslexia tutor (i.e., the resource teacher at the 

public school) as at-risk for reading difficulties because they had lower response 

rates to teacher-led lessons in class and also to tutor lead one-to-one or small group 

interventions. In Canada, we use a “wait to fail” model and do psycho-educational 

assessment later, so those children in Grade 1-2 have not been clinically diagnosed 

with dyslexia but were identified as at-risk readers. Second, they had letter 

name/sound knowledge but limited reading and spelling knowledge on the words to 

be trained during our instruction (which they should know, according to the resource 

teacher). There were five boys and three girls with an average age of 7.3±0.5 years 

old. I assessed each child’s current knowledge of English to ensure they knew letter 

names and sounds but had minimal knowledge of how to read and spell words using 

the six grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules to be taught. The specific details 

of assessments can be found in Section 4.6.1. 

In the second study, I recruited 10 Mandarin-speaking EFL children aged 8-9 

years old studying at the studying at the elementary school in Taiyuan, Shanxi, 

China. The participants were selected based on the following criteria. First, they were 

children with limited learning resources outside classroom and whose parents were 

looking for new learning opportunities. Second, they had basic letter name/sound 

knowledge but had limited reading and spelling knowledge on the words to be trained 

during our instruction. The teachers informed the children and parents about the 
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research opportunity and the interested ones contacted me directly through phone. 

There were four boys and six girls with an average age of 8.1±0.3 years old. All of 

the children started to learn English at school for at least a year prior to this study. I 

assessed each child’s current knowledge of English to ensure they could read and 

spell (at least most of) 26 lowercase letters but had minimal knowledge of how to 

read and spell words using the six rules to be taught.  

4.3 Learning Tasks  

In the first study, the learning tasks were six rule-based lessons, including 

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC), Consonant Blends, Consonant Digraph, Magic-

e Rule, Vowel Team, and R-Controlled Vowel lessons. Each lesson contained two 

training sessions. The children received a total of 12 individual training sessions. 

They learned three words in each session (e.g., bet, dad, tin, called the “trained 

words”), for a total of 36 trained words over 12 sessions. In order to examine whether 

the children remembered trained words, I tested their reading and spelling accuracies 

on 36 trained words for reading and 12 trained words for spelling. In order to examine 

if they could transfer the rules to other similar words we tested 36 (new) untrained 

words for reading and 12 untrained words for spelling that followed the same rules in 

a post-test. In order to examine if children could remember the rules and apply them 

in other contexts, I examined “maintenance” by conducting a follow-up test on trained 

and untrained words one month after the post-test. The word list can be found in 

Appendix A (Word List Part 1). 

In the second study, the learning tasks were six rule-based lessons, including 

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC), Consonant Blends, Consonant Digraph, Magic-

e Rule, Vowel Team, and Syllable Division. The CVC and Magic-e rules contained 
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two training sessions while the rest of the lessons contained one training session. 

The children received a total of eight individual training sessions. They learned three 

words in each session (e.g., bet, dad, tin, called the “trained words”), for a total of 24 

trained words over eight sessions. In order to examine whether the children 

remembered trained words, I tested their reading and spelling accuracies on 24 

trained words for reading and 7 trained words for spelling. In order to examine if they 

could transfer the rules to other similar words, I tested 24 (new) untrained words for 

reading and 7 untrained words for spelling that followed the same rules in a post-test. 

The word list can be found in Appendix A (Word List Part 2). 

I developed the lesson plans and word lists based on previous research 

(Berninger et al., 1999) and in collaboration with the consultant. For example, the 

educational psychologist suggested that it might be difficult for Chinese children to 

learn to pronounce the r sound in such a short training period, so I omitted the r-

controlled vowel lesson in the second study. A few adjustments were also made 

based on the suggestions of the resource teachers at both schools who worked with 

these children, in order to best satisfy the needs of the two groups of children. For 

example, upon advice from the resource teacher working at the elementary School, I 

deleted the syllable division lesson and added a new vowel team session in the first 

study. I also verified that the words and rules used in my studies were not being 

taught in class during the time of my studies. 

4.4 Instruction Procedure with PhonoBlocks 

Each child received one-to-one training sessions facilitated by a single trained 

research facilitator (me). The facilitator was trained by the educational psychologist 

beforehand and they co-developed the teaching protocol. Each instruction lasted 
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about 20 minutes, comprising 15 minutes of instruction with the facilitator and five 

minutes of the child practicing with the system. Three new words were introduced in 

each training session. During instruction, the facilitator used a teaching protocol 

(Appendix B: Instructional Script) that followed an explicit phonics-based approach to 

teaching the grapheme-phoneme associations (Berninger et al., 1999). The facilitator 

was allowed to answer the participants’ questions, re-direct their attention, and 

provide help when the children were stuck during instruction. However, during 

practice time, the children had to complete the spelling tasks using the system by 

themselves. 

Specifically, the teaching protocol included the following parts: the facilitator 

(1) introduced the lesson name and briefly explained it; (2) motivated the children to 

learn the lesson; (3) taught the three words one by one by first demonstrating the 

word to the child using PhonoBlocks and then asking the child to replicate the 

process on their own; (4) helped the child to practice the lesson by asking them to 

make some variation words by using the graphemes and phonemes learned in the 

previous three words (e.g., through the learned words bet, dad, tin, to make the 

variation words: bad, bin, ted). It is worth noting that despite the provided protocol the 

facilitator still had the freedom to improvise some techniques that worked best for the 

child. For example, if the child had difficulties in distinguishing mirrored letter shapes, 

the facilitator could ask the child to trace the 3D tangible letters to help them 

remember each letter and its sound. The facilitator made additional notes when 

improvising techniques were provided.  
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4.5 General Procedure  

The first study was conducted at the elementary school. Prior to using the 

system, the children received a pre-test for baseline assessment (See details under 

Data Collection and Analysis below). All tests were individually administered by a 

research facilitator in a quiet room at the school, taking 30 minutes for each child. 

Then each child was taken out of their class three times a week to receive the one-

to-one training sessions facilitated by a single trained research facilitator in a quiet 

room at the school. Each session lasted about 30 minutes, comprising 15 minutes of 

instruction with the facilitator and five minutes of the child practicing with the system, 

five minutes for a reading test (36 trained words presented on a computer screen), 

and five minutes for transition. The sessions were done individually with each child 

three or four times a week over four weeks (for a total of 12 sessions).  

The post-tests were conducted immediately after all the sessions were 

completed. Each child’s word reading and spelling accuracies were assessed 

individually by the facilitator. The entire post-test assessment took approximately 30 

minutes for each child and was conducted over two days. After the post-test, each 

child was individually asked a set of closed (4-point-Likert-scale suitable for young 

children) and open questions pertaining to their preferences concerning the system. 

The facilitator read the questions and wrote down the answers (since the children 

cannot read or write reliably). The teachers of the children were also interviewed 

about the challenges for each child (e.g., attentional, learning, social, emotional), 

other characteristics (e.g., temperament, visual-spatial skills, motivation, curiosity, 

competitiveness) and whether they had seen any change over the one-month study. 

The follow-up maintenance test was conducted one month after the post-test. The 

procedure was similar to that of the post-test.  
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The second study was conducted in a quiet classroom at Xinchen Education. 

Its procedure was similar to that of the first study, but with a few changes: (1) each 

child received one-to-one training sessions after class; (2) the sessions were done 

individually with each child four times a week over two weeks (a total of eight 

sessions); (3) children's parents were interviewed about the children's challenges 

(e.g., attentional, learning), personal characteristics (e.g., temperament, motivation, 

competitiveness), and whether they provided additional supports at home; and (4) no 

maintenance study was conducted due to the school’s schedule.  

4.6 Data Collection and Analysis 

The mixed-methods approach involved collecting and analyzing multiple 

sources of data. I detail data collection and analysis approaches for each research 

question in the sub-sections below.  

4.6.1 Reading and Spelling Accuracies  

During the pre-test of the first study, the participants were first asked to 

identify the name and sound of each of the 26 letters of the alphabet. The 

participants were then asked to read the list of 36 words they were going to learn. 

The words were presented on a computer screen. They were also asked to spell 12 

words they were going to learn on paper. The raw accuracy scores 11  for letter name, 

letter sound, word reading, and word spelling were recorded (e.g., 25/26, 24/26, 8/36, 

3/12). During the post-test and maintenance test, the participants were asked to read 

the same 36 (now trained) and 36 (new) untrained words presented on a computer 

 
11

 Raw scores = each word was given a score of 1 for a correct word and a score of 0 for an 

incorrect word.  
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screen and to spell 12 trained and 12 untrained words on paper. The raw accuracy 

scores were recorded.  

During the pre-test of the second study, the participants were asked to 

identify the name and sound of each of the 26 letters of the alphabet. The 

participants were then asked to read the list of 24 words they were going to learn. 

The words were presented on a computer screen. They were asked to spell seven 

words they were going to learn on paper. If the participant could not spell any of the 

words, they were then asked to spell the 26 letters of the alphabet. The raw accuracy 

scores for letter name, letter sound, word reading, and word spelling (and alphabet 

spelling if any) were recorded (e.g., 25/26, 24/26, 8/24, 0/7, 2/26). During the post-

test, the participants were asked to read the same 24 (now trained) and 24 (new) 

untrained words presented on a computer screen and to spell seven trained and 

seven untrained words on paper. The raw accuracy scores were recorded.  

I used quantitative methods to address the RQ1 (learning gains), including 

using paired sample t-tests (or nonparametric tests such as Wilcoxon or Sign tests if 

the data was not normally distributed) to determine the differences of the means of 

the raw scores of reading and spelling accuracies on trained and untrained words 

(and for each learning activity) between the pre- and post-, and post- and follow-up12 

tests, respectively. 

4.6.2 Reading and Spelling Trajectories 

In the first study, the participants were asked to read the list of 36 words they 

were going to learn during each training session. In the first six sessions, the 

participants were tested before instruction, while in the remaining six sessions, they 

 
12

 The follow-up test was only conducted in the first study.  
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were tested after instruction. I changed it midway through the study because it 

allowed me to know whether the participants could read the trained words 

immediately after the instruction (short-term learning gain) and whether they could 

still remember them the next day (long-term learning gain). The raw accuracy reading 

scores were recorded for each session. The participants were asked to try their best 

to complete three spelling tasks with PhonoBlocks during the five-minute practice. 

The participants’ spelling performances were recorded by system logs, including the 

number of times that they used the hint function and the number of errors that they 

made during the spelling tasks. In addition, the participants’ reading and spelling 

errors during the pre-, post, and follow-up tests were also written down by the 

facilitator.  

In the second study, the participants were asked to read the list of 24 words 

they were going to learn during each training session. The participants were tested 

before instruction. The raw accuracy reading scores were recorded for each session. 

The participants were asked to try their best to complete three spelling tasks with 

PhonoBlocks during the five-minute practice. The participants’ spelling performances 

were recorded by system logs, including the number of times that they used the hint 

function and the number of errors that they made during the spelling tasks. In 

addition, the participants’ reading and spelling errors during the pre- and post-tests 

were written down by the facilitator.  

I used both quantitative and qualitative methods to address the RQ2 

(trajectories), including analyzing the differences of participants’ raw accuracy 

reading scores across time (in pre-, sessional, post- and follow-up tests), and the 

differences in their spelling performance with PhonoBlocks (i.e., number of times the 

hint function was used and number of errors) during each session with the 

descriptive analysis (mean, s.d.) and bar chart, as well as looking for the differences 
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in children’ reading and spelling errors for each learning activity during pre-, post-, 

and follow-up tests with common themes. 

4.6.3 Children’s Preferences and Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

In both studies, the children were asked to rate their preferences on a variety 

of questions after sessions (Appendix C: Questionnaire for Children). They were 

asked to rate how much they liked/disliked the system; how easy the system was to 

use; how much they would like to continue using the system; how much they liked 

the dynamic colour cues; and 3D tangible letters. They were also asked to rate how 

much they thought the system, embedded dynamic colour cues, and 3D tangible 

letters supported them in learning to read and spell. I used a 4-point scale suitable for 

young children, including Not at all, A little, Some and Very much. I assigned a value 

1 (Not at all) to 4 (Very much).  

The children were also asked open-ended questions after all the sessions. 

For example, they were asked to explain the reason why they liked or disliked the 

system or whether there were any other features of the system they liked or disliked 

in addition to the dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters (Appendix C: 

Questionnaire for Children). 

I used both quantitative and qualitative methods to address the RQ3 

(preference & other thoughts), including analyzing 4-point Likert scales questions 

(e.g., How much did you like using the system?) with descriptive statistics and 

analyzing children’ responses to the open-ended questions looking for interesting 

and common themes. 
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4.6.4 Influences of Individual Characteristics  

The individual characteristics in my studies included teacher’s descriptions of 

children's attentional and learning problems, motivation level, temperament, and 

other characteristics (e.g., competitive personality and visual-spatial ability). I 

included these factors because previous research suggests that (1) dyslexia often 

co-occurs with attentional problems (Ramus, 2004); (2) children's interest and 

motivation affected their reading performance (Linnakyla et al., 2004); and (3) 

children's temperament appeared to influence their learning styles and potential 

learning performance (Zafar & Meenakshi, 2011). Based on previous work, I had 

assumed that children's other learning challenges, attentional issues, temperament, 

and personality might influence how they interacted with PhonoBlocks and how much 

learning gains they could achieve after the instruction. Some characteristics such as 

temperament and personality might also influence children's preferences and other 

thoughts on PhonoBlocks, the impacts of which could also affect how well they 

responded to the instruction.  

In the first study, the teachers were interviewed after instruction (Appendix D: 

Interviews with Teachers/Parents). Two researchers asked teachers whether the 

children had challenges in learning and attention, and what the symptoms were; 

whether they were visual-spatial and how to tell, what their temperament 

(extroverted/introverted) were; and whether they were motivated, curious, 

competitive. We also tracked the children's individual characteristics based on their 

behaviours by using the semi-structured observational sheets during the study. For 

example, children who liked to talk with the facilitator and express their thoughts 

during the instruction might be more extroverted compared those who were shy and 

rarely expressed themselves verbally.  
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In the second study, the parents were interviewed after instruction (Appendix 

D: Interviews with Teachers/Parents). The research facilitator asked the parents 

about the children’s challenges (learning, attentional), temperament (e.g., 

extroverted/introverted), and whether there were additional supports at home. We 

also confirmed children's learning and attentional challenges with the teacher at 

school.). In addition, we tracked the children's individual characteristics based on 

their behaviours by using the semi-structured observational sheets during the study. 

Here, the semi-structured observational sheets were used to help track 

children's individual characteristics (Appendix E: Observational Sheet). Notes were 

taken by the facilitator and a second researcher (in the first study only) who operated 

the video camera and helped with transitions. We observed (1) whether the children 

were motivated to play with PhonoBlocks mainly based on their verbal behaviours 

(e.g., expressed their interest or excitement in playing with PhonoBlocks), (2) 

whether their attention was focused during the training process mainly based on their 

learning performances (e.g., followed the instruction well); and whether they were 

introverted, extroverted or a mixed of both based on their verbal and non-verbal 

behaviours (e.g., be confident to speak out or conduct actions). We also tracked any 

other unexpected behaviours related to these characteristics.  

I used the primary qualitative method to address the RQ4 (individual 

characteristics), and also ran correlational analysis between classifications of 

characteristics and other measures (See Appendix F& G: Statistic Results for RQ3 in 

Case One & Two). I first described children's characteristics based upon the findings 

from teacher/parent interviews and our observations on, and then inferred how these 

characteristics might influence their learning gains, preferences, and other thoughts 

on PhonoBlocks. I also supplemented the qualitative results with the quantitative 

correlation results. I first re-coded data about individual characteristics to binary (e.g., 
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attention issues) or ordinal (e.g., introvert/mixed/extrovert to -1, 0, 1), and ran the 

appropriate correlational tests between children’s learning gains, preferences, and 

individual characteristics. 

4.6.5 Design Elements  

I collected data about the children’s interactional behaviours using video 

recording and semi-structured observational note sheets (Appendix E: Observational 

Sheet).  

I used thematic analysis to address the RQ5 (design elements), including 

identifying common and interesting patterns of interaction from the video and from 

observational notes. I used a hybrid coding approach to creating both pre-set themes 

and codes and emergent themes and codes. I began with a set of pre-set themes 

and codes based on the theoretical foundation and my research questions. For 

instance, previous research suggests that colour cues may help to attract attention, 

so one pre-set theme was "children's attention to the colour cues". Under this theme, 

several pre-set codes were also created, including children's (1) "comments on the 

colour cues", (2) "comments on the colour changes/flashes," and (3)"actions on the 

coloured letters." Other pre-set themes and codes can be found in Table 4-1. In 

addition to the pre-set themes and codes, I also coded other emergent behaviours 

observed or video recorded during the studies.  

The next step was to refine the pre-set themes and codes during the coding 

process, including adding and revising the coding categories. In this step, I 

particularly focused on the level of coding categories rather than themes. For 

example, I added the emergent codes "a single hand interaction on tangible letters" 

and "two-hands interaction on tangible letters." I also revised my pre-set codes. For 

instance, I found that the pre-set code "letter manipulation" was too general, so I 
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broke it down into several sub-codes which were related to letter management 

("managing letters in a line," "managing the letters to be used," and "managing letters 

based on learning activities"); switching order of letter placement ("placing letters in a 

certain pattern," "placing letters when unsure about the answers"), playing with letters 

("stacking letters," "swinging letters") and so forth. 

 Table 4–1. Pre-set themes and codes for qualitative analysis. 

# Pre-set themes Pre-set codes Meanings Based on 
1 Children's 

attention to the 
colour cues 

Comments on the 
colour cues 

Any verbal behaviours that 
indicated they noticed the 
colour cues 

Theoretical 
foundations 

Comments on the 
colour 
changes/flashes  

Any verbal behaviours that 
indicated they noticed the 
colour changes/flashes  

Actions on the 
coloured letters 

Any actions such as pointing 
to or tapping on the coloured 
letters 

2 Children's 
understanding of 
the colour cues 

Articulating the 
meaning of the colour 
cues 

Being able to answer the 
colour cue questions asked 
by the facilitator. 

Research 
questions 

3 Children's 
preference on 
the colour cues 

Comments on the 
colour cues 

Any verbal behaviours that 
indicated they liked the colour 
cues 

Research 
questions 

Actions on the 
coloured letters 

Any actions that indicated 
they liked the colour cues 
(e.g., smiling when seeing the 
coloured letters) 

4 Children's 
actions on 3D 
tangible letters 

Letter tracing actions 
on 3D tangible letters 

The tracing actions on 3D 
tangible letters 

Theoretical 
foundations   
and 
research 
questions 

 

Actions on the 
physical constraints 
of 3D tangible letters 

Any actions on the physical 
constraints of 3D tangible 
letters 

Letter manipulating 
actions on 3D 
tangible letters  

Any manipulating actions 
such as holding, playing with 
or placing 3D tangible letters 

5 Children's 
preference on 
3D tangible 
letters 

Comments on 3D 
tangible letters 

Any verbal behaviours that 
indicated they liked 3D 
tangible letters 

Research 
questions 

Actions on 3D 
tangible letters 

Any actions that indicated 
they liked 3D tangible letters 
(e.g., holding 3D tangible 
letters all the time) 

6 Children's 
interaction with 
the picture cue  

Comments on the 
picture cue 

Any verbal behaviours that 
were related to the picture 
cue 

Research 
questions 
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# Pre-set themes Pre-set codes Meanings Based on 
Actions on the picture 
cue 

Any interaction with the 
picture cue function  

7 Children's 
interaction with 
the word history 
bar 

Comments on the 
word history bar 

Any verbal behaviours that 
were related to the word 
history bar 

Research 
questions 

Hearing the learned 
word sound 

Clicking the learned word in 
history bar to listen to its 
sound 

Looking at the word 
history bar when they 
are stuck 

Looking at the learned words 
in history bar to look for 
similar patterns when building 
new words 

8 Children's 
interaction with 
blending/decodi
ng function  

Comments on the 
blending/decoding 
function 

Any verbal behaviours that 
were related to the 
blending/decoding function 

Research 
questions 

Hearing the individual 
letter sounds  

Clicking the button to listen to 
the individual letter sounds 

Hearing the blended 
sound 

Clicking the button (again) to 
listen to the blended sound 

The last step was to sort and synthesize codes to generate large themes. In 

this step, I focused on looking for relationships between the codes, to combine and 

interpret them in a meaningful way. For instance, four themes related to the colour 

cues were generated, including children's (1) "understanding," (2) "attention," 

"engagement," and (4) "uses" of the colour cues. Eight themes related to 3D tangible 

letters were also created, including "letter management in space," "mirrored letter 

comparison," "single or two-hands interaction mirrored the understanding of sound 

structures" and so forth.  

4.7 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter, I described the research design, methodology, and specific 

methods that I used to address the five research questions. I presented two case 

studies to explore how PhonoBlocks instruction supported eight Canadian 

monolingual English-speaking children at-risk for dyslexia and 10 Chinese Mandarin- 
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speaking EFL children in learning to read and spell six alphabetic rules. Compared to 

experiment design, case study is a more appropriate approach for such an 

exploratory investigation that could capture the complexity of the children's 

responses to PhonoBlocks and provide mixed data sources and detailed examination 

of evidence for understanding the relationship between children’s learning 

performance, interactional behaviors with the system, preferences and individual 

characteristics.  

I used mixed-methods to collect and analyze my datasets. I collected multiple 

sources of data, including (1) children's raw scores of letter knowledge in pre-test; (2) 

children's raw scores of reading and spelling accuracies on trained and untrained 

words during pre, post, and follow-up tests; (3) children's raw scores of reading 

accuracies on sessional tests; (4) systems logs of children's spelling performance 

with PhonoBlocks during practice in each training session; (5) interviews with 

teachers or parents about children's personal characteristics; (6) semi-structured 

observations of children's learning performance and personal characteristics during 

the training process; and (7) video recording of children's interaction behaviours with 

PhonoBlocks during the training process. 

I used quantitative methods to address the RQ1 (learning gains), including 

using paired sample t-tests to determine the differences of the means of the raw 

scores of reading and spelling accuracies on trained and untrained words between 

the pre- and post-, and post- and follow-up tests, respectively. I used both 

quantitative and qualitative methods to address the RQ2 (learning trajectories), 

including analyzing the differences in participants’ raw accuracy reading scores 

across time, and the differences in their spelling performance with PhonoBlocks 

during each session with the descriptive analysis and bar chart, as well as looking for 

differences in children’s reading and spelling errors for each learning activity during 
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pre-, post-, and follow-up tests with common themes. I used both quantitative and 

qualitative methods to address the RQ3 (preference & other thoughts), including 

analyzing 4-point Likert scales questions with descriptive statistics and analyzing 

children’ responses to the open-ended questions looking for interesting and common 

themes. I used primarily qualitative methods to address the RQ4 (individual 

characteristics), and further explored the correlation between characteristics and 

other measures with quantitative analysis. I first described children's characteristics 

based upon findings from teacher/parent interviews and our observations, and then 

analyzed how these characteristics might influence their learning gains, preferences, 

and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks. I also supplemented the qualitative results with 

the quantitative results. I used thematic analysis to address the RQ5 (design 

elements), including identifying common and interesting patterns of interaction from 

the video and from observational notes. In conclusion, the mixed-methods approach 

allowed me to provide different sources and levels of the evidence for thoroughly 

answering my inquiries.  
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5. Results of Case Study One 

In this chapter I describe my analysis of quantitative and qualitative results of 

the first case study involving eight at-risk monolingual English-speaking children 

learning to read and spell entry-level knowledge of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences with PhonoBlocks. The main results were also reported in the 

CHI'17 paper (Fan, Antle, Hoskyn, Neustaedter, & Cramer, 2017). 

I divide this section into five sub-sections based on the five research 

questions, with each section focused on each RQ. Section 5.1 presents the 

quantitative results of children's learning gains in reading and spelling accuracies on 

trained and untrained words (and for each learning activity) from the pre-test to the 

post-test and their maintenance of such learning gains after one month (RQ1). 

Section 5.2 presents the quantitative results of children's overall reading and spelling 

trajectories and the qualitative results of their learning trajectories for each learning 

activity (RQ2). Section 5.3 presents the quantitative and qualitative results of 

children's preferences and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks (RQ3). Section 5.4 

presents the qualitative results of the influences of individual characteristics on 

children's learning gain, preferences and attitudes towards PhonoBlocks (RQ4). 

Finally, Section 5.5 describes the qualitative results of the key beneficial design 

factors in supporting children learning to read and spell (RQ5).  

Throughout my analysis I refer to children by the convention: upper-case 

letter and number. Each child’s letter is “P”; their number corresponds to the order in 

which the children came to see me during the first training day.  
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5.1 Reading and Spelling Accuracy  

5.1.1 Baseline Assessments 

Table 5–1. Percentages of word reading accuracy in each activity in pre-test. 

 
Activities 

 
Participants 

Percentages of word reading accuracy in each activity ((raw scores/ full scores)%) 

CVC Consonant 
blends 

Consonant 
digraph 

Magic-e  
rule 

Vowel  
team 

R-controlled 
vowel 

P1 66.7 66.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 83.3 
P2 100 100 100 50 16.7 50.0 
P3 66.7 83.3 100 83.3 100 83.3 
P4 50.0 0 0 0 16.7 66.7 
P5 33.3 0 0 33.3 16.7 33.3 
P6 66.7 16.7 0 33.3 33.3 50.0 
P7 100 100 100 66.7 66.7 66.7 
P8 66.7 66.7 50 83.3 16.7 100 
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Table 5–2. Percentages of word spelling accuracy in each activity in pre-test. 

 
Activities 

 
Participants 

Percentages of word spelling accuracy in each activity ((raw scores/ full scores)%) 

CVC Consonant 
blends 

Consonant 
digraph 

Magic-e 
rule 

Vowel  
team 

R-controlled 
vowel 

P1 50 50 50 50 50 50 
P2 100 100 100 100 50 50 
P3 100 100 100 50 50 50 
P4 100 0 0 0 0 0 
P5 0 0 50 50 50 0 
P6 50 50 0 0 0 0 
P7 100 0 100 0 100 50 
P8 50 100 50 100 100 0 
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5.1.2 Reading Accuracy on Trained and Untrained Words 

The participants made a large improvement in reading accuracy on trained 

words from the pre-test to the post-test. Paired sample t-test results showed that 

there was a statistically significant increase at the p<0.01 level in participants’ raw 

accuracy scores on trained word reading accuracy between the pre- and post- tests, 

increasing from 19.4±9.6 words to 34.9±0.8 words out of 36 trained words in total (t 

(7) = 4.808, p =0.002, d=1.713). 

The participants transferred some of their new reading knowledge to the 

untrained words. Results showed that there was a statistically significant increase at 

the p<0.01 level in participants’ scores between the pre-test trained words and post-

test new (untrained) words (t (7) =4.335, p=0.003, d=1.5). The mean of children’s 

scores increased from 19.4±9.6 to 33.1±1.6 words out of 36 trained/untrained words. 

There was a statistically significant difference at the p<0.01 level on the post-test 

reading improvement between the trained and untrained words (t (7) =4.249, 

p=0.004, d=1.5).  

5.1.3 Spelling Accuracy on Trained and Untrained Words 

The participants also improved on the spelling accuracy of trained words. 

Results showed a statistically significant increase at the p<0.01 level in participants’ 

scores on trained word spelling between the pre- and post-tests, increasing from 

5.8±3.1 to 10.0±1.9 words out of 12 trained words (t (7) =4.937, p=0.002, d=1.8).  

 
13  Effect sizes: d>=0.8 large, d>=0.5 medium, d>=0.2 small. 
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The participants transferred some of their new spelling knowledge to the 

untrained words. Results showed a statistically significant increase at the p<0.01 

level in participants’ scores between the pre-test trained words and the post-test 

(new) untrained words (t (7) =3.851, p=0.006, d=1.4). The mean of raw scores 

increased from 5.8±3.1 to 8.9±2.0 words out of 12 trained/untrained words. Results 

also showed a statistically significant difference at the p<0.05 level on the post-test 

spelling improvement between the trained and untrained words (t (7) =2826, 

p=0.026, d=1.0).  

5.1.4 Reading Accuracy Maintenance on Trained and Untrained 
Words 

The participants (without P714) maintained the observed effect of trained word 

reading after one month. Results showed no statistically significant difference 

between participants’ raw scores on trained word reading accuracy (t (6) =0.281, 

p=0.788) and on untrained word reading accuracy (t (6) =1.179, p=0.283) between 

the post- and follow-up test. Participants (without P7) maintained both trained and 

untrained word reading after one month. The mean of raw scores in the post-test was 

34.7±0.8 and that in the follow-up test was 34.6±1.3, both of which were more than 

that of the pre-test (17.9±9.215). 

 
14  Due to a family reason, P7 was absent for a prolonged period and could not attend the 

follow-up test.  
15 17.9±9.2 was the mean of raw scores in trained word reading in the pre-test without P7. 

19.4±9.6 was the mean of raw scores in trained word reading in the pre-test for all 
participants.  
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5.1.5 Spelling Accuracy Maintenance on Trained and Untrained 
Words  

The participants (without P7) maintained the observed effect of untrained 

word reading after one month. Results showed no statistically significant difference of 

participants’ raw scores on trained word spelling accuracy (t (6) <0.0001, p>0.99) 

and on untrained word reading accuracy (t (6) =1.508, p=0.182) between the post-

test and follow-up tests. Participants (without P7) maintained the observed effects of 

trained word spelling after one month. The mean of raw scores of the post-test was 

32.9±1.5 and that in the follow-up test was 33.6±1.3, both of which were more than 

that of the pre-test (17.9±9.2). 

5.1.6 Reading Accuracy (and Maintenance) on Trained and 
Untrained Words in Each Learning Activity  
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Table 5–3. Reading accuracy (and maintenance) on trained words among pre-, post-, and follow-up tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of words 
in total) 

Trained word 
reading raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Trained word 
reading raw score 
in post-test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Trained word 
reading raw 
score in 
follow-up test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical results) 

Differences 
between pre- and 
follow-up tests 
(statistical results) 

Differences 
between post- 
and follow-up 
tests 
(statistical 
results) 

CVC (6) 
 

4.1±1.4 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
(t (7)=3.910, 
p=0.006, d=1.4) 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
(t (6)=4.666, 
p=0.003, d=1.8) 

No differences 
3.9±1.2 (N=7) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 

Consonant 
blends(6) 

3.3±2.6 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) *p<0.05, d>0.8 
(t (7)=3.051, 
p=0.019, d=1.1) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
(t (6)=3.355, 
p=0.015, d=1.3) 

 No differences 
2.9±2.5 (N=7) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 

Consonant 
digraph(6) 

3.0±3.0 (N=8) 
(median 3) 

6.0±0.0 (N=8) 
(median 6) 

6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.060, p=0.039) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.060, p=0.039) 

No differences 

2.6±2.9 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

Magic-e rule(6) 2.8±1.8 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
(t (7)=5.017, 
p=0.002, d=1.8) 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
(t (6)=4.768, 
p=0.003, d=1.8) 

No differences 
2.8±2.0 (N=7) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 

Vowel team(6) 2.1±1.9 (N=8) 
(median 1) 

5.9±0.4 (N=8) 
(median 6) 

5.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.268, p=0.016) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.041, p=0.031) 

p>0.05 
(z=0.00, 
p=1.00) 1.9±1.9 (N=7) 

(median 1) 
5.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

R-controlled 
vowel(6) 

4.0±1.3 (N=8) 5.0±0.8 (N=8) 4.7±1.1 (N=7) 
(median 5) 

p>0.05 
(t (7)=1.764, 
p=0.121) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=1.369, 
p=0.220) 

p>0.05 
(z =0.272, 
p=0.785) 

4.0±1.4 (N=7) 4.9±0.7 (N=7) 
(median 5) 
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The Paired sample t-test or the nonparametric test (if the data was not 

normally distributed) results showed that participants achieved significant 

improvements in trained word reading and successfully maintained such progress for 

each learning activity except the r-controlled vowel activity. The participants made 

larger improvements in reading the trained CVC and magic-e words than reading the 

consonant blends, consonant digraph, and vowel team words (Table 5-3). 
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Table 5–4. Reading accuracy (and maintenance) on untrained words among pre-, post-, and follow-up tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of 
words in total) 

Trained word 
reading raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean + s.d.) 

Untrained word 
reading raw 
score in post-
test 
(mean + s.d.) 

Untrained word 
reading raw 
score in follow-
up test 
(mean + s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical results) 

Differences 
between pre- and 
follow-up tests 
(statistical 
results) 

Differences 
between post- 
and follow-up 
tests 
(statistical 
results) 

CVC(6) 4.1±1.4 (N=8) 5.5±0.8 (N=8) 5.6±0.5  
(N=7) 

p<0.05, d>0.8 
(t (7)=2.986, 
p=0.020, d=1.1) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
(t (6)=3.032, 
p=0.023, d=1.2) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=0.420, 
p=0.689) 

3.9+1.2 (N=7) 5.4±0.8 (N=7) 

Consonant 
blends(6) 

3.3±2.6 (N=8) 5.6±0.7 (N=8) 5.9±0.4 
(N=7) 

p>0.05 
(t (7)=2.259, 
p=0.058) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
 (t (6)=2.931, 
p=0.026, d=0.8) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.414, 
p=0.157) 

2.9±2.5 (N=7) 5.6±0.8 (N=7) 

Consonant 
digraph(6) 

3.0±3.0 (N=8) 5.6±0.7 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
 (t (7)=2.582, 
p=0.036, d=0.9) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
 (t (6)=3.090, 
p=0.021, d=1.2) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.342, 
p=0.180) 

 
2.6±2.9 (N=7) 

 

5.6±0.8 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

Magic-e rule(6) 2.8±1.8 (N=8) 5.9±0.4 (N=8) 6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
 (t (7)=4.352, 
p=0.003, d=1.5) 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
 (t (6)=4.768, 
p=0.003, d=1.80) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.00, 
p=0.317) 

2.8±1.9 (N=7) 5.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

Vowel team(6) 2.1±1.9 (N=8) 
(median 1) 

6.0±0.0 (N=8) 
(median 6 ) 

5.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 6) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.456, p=0.014) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.271, 
p=0.023) 

p>0.05 
(z =1.000, 
p=0.317) 1.9±1.9 (N=7) 

(median 1) 
6.0±0.0 (N=7) 
(median 6 ) 

R-controlled 
vowel(6) 

4.0±1.3 (N=8) 4.5±0.9 (N=8) 4.3±1.3 (N=7) p>0.05 
(z =-1.100, p=0.271) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=0.679, 
p=0.522) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=-0.354, 
p=0.736) 

4.0±1.4 (N=7) 4.4±1.0 (N=7) 
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The results showed that participants transferred the new reading knowledge 

from trained words to the untrained words and successfully maintained the observed 

progress for each learning activity except the r-controlled vowel activity. The 

participants made larger improvements in reading the untrained CVC and magic-e 

words than in reading the consonant blends, consonant digraph, and vowel team 

words (Table 5-4).  

Results showed no statistically significant difference between participants’ 

raw scores on trained word reading in the pre-test and untrained word reading in the 

post-test for the consonant blends activity. However, there was a statistically 

significant difference between participants’ raw scores on trained word reading in the 

pre-test and untrained word reading in the follow-up test. The results were mainly 

due to the scores of P2, who could correctly read all six trained words with consonant 

blends in the pre-test but failed to read two similar untrained words in the post-test (if 

P2's data was omitted, the result was then significant: p<0.05, t (6) =3.074, p=0.022, 

d=1.2).  The qualitative results then indicated that P2’s mistakes were not due to the 

consonant blends but to the vowel sounds (e.g., flag-/fleig/). 

5.1.7 Spelling Accuracy (and Maintenance) on Trained and 
Untrained Words in Each Learning Activity 

The results showed that the participants achieved significant improvements in 

trained word spelling in consonant digraph, vowel team, and r-controlled vowel 

activities, and successfully maintained such progress for the vowel team and r-

controlled vowel activities (Table 5-5).  
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Table 5–5. Spelling accuracy (and maintenance) on trained words among pre-, post-, and follow-up tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of 
words in total) 

Trained word 
spelling raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Trained word 
spelling raw 
score in post-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Trained word 
spelling raw 
score in follow-up 
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical 
results) 

Differences 
between pre- 
and follow-up 
tests 
(statistical 
results) 

Differences 
between post- 
and follow-up 
tests 
(statistical 
results) 

 
CVC(6) 

1.4±0.5 (N=8) 
(median 1.5) 

1.8±0.7 (N=8) 
(median 2) 

1.6±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.342, 
p=0.180) 

p>0.05 
 (t (6)=1.000, 
p=0.356) 

p>0.05 
(z =1.000, 
p=0.317) 1.3±0.8 (N=7) 1.7±0.5 (N=7) 

(median 2) 
Consonant 
blends(6) 

1±0.9 (N=8) 
(median 1) 

1.6±0.5 (N=8) 
(median 2) 

 
1.7±0.5 (N=7) 

 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.890, 
p=0.059) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=1.549, 
p=0.172) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=0.548, 
p=0.604) 1.1±0.9 (N=7) 1.6±0.5 (N=7) 

Consonant 
digraph(6) 

1.1±0.8 (N=8) 2.0±0.0 (N=8) 1.7±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
(t (7)=2.966, 
p=0.021, d=1.1) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.633, 
p=0.102) 

p>0.05 
 (t (6)=-1.549, 
p=0.172) 

1.1±0.8 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

2.0±0.0 (N=7) 

Magic-e rule(6) 0.9±0.8 (N=8) 1.8±0.7 (N=8) 1.7±0.5 (N=7) 
 (median 2) 

p>0.05 
(t (7)=2.198, 
p=0.064) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=1.987, 
p=0.094) 

p>0.05 
(z <0.0001, 
p>0.99) 

1.0±0.8 (N=7) 1.7±0.8 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

Vowel team(6) 1.0±0.8 (N=8) 1.9±0.4 (N=8) 2.0±0.0 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

*p<0.05, d>0.8 
(t (7)=2.479, 
p=0.041, d=0.9) 

**p<0.01, d>0.8 
(t (6)=4.382, 
p=0.005, d=1.7) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.000, 
p=0.317) 

0.9±0.7 (N=7) 1.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

R-controlled 
vowel(6) 

0.5±0.5 (N=8) 
(median 0.5) 

1.0±0.6 (N=8) 
(median 1) 

1.0±0.8 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.000, 
p=0.046) 

*p<0.05 
(z =-2.000, 
p=0.046) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=0.548, 
p=0.604) 0.4±0.5 (N=7) 

(median 0 ) 
0.9±0.4 (N=7) 
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The results showed that the participants only transferred the new spelling 

skills from the trained words to the untrained words and successfully maintained such 

progress in the vowel team activity (Table 5-6). 
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Table 5–6. Spelling accuracy (and maintenance) on untrained words among pre-, post-, and follow-up tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of 
words in total) 

Trained word 
spelling raw 
scores in pre-
test (mean + 
s.d.) 

Untrained word 
spelling raw score 
in post-test (mean 
+ s.d.) 

Untrained 
word spelling 
raw score in 
follow-up test 
(mean + s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical results) 

Differences 
between pre- and 
follow-up tests 
(statistical 
results) 

Differences 
between post- 
and follow-up 
tests 
(statistical 
results) 

CVC(6) 1.4±0.5 (N=8) 1.6±0.5 (N=8) 1.6±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

p>0.05 
t (7)=1.000, 
p=0.351) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.000, 
p=0.317) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.000, 
p=0.317) 

1.3±0.8 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

1.6±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

Consonant 
blends(6) 

1.0±1.0 (N=8) 1.3±1 (N=8) 1.6±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

p>0.05 
(t (7)=0.798, 
p=0.451) 

p>0.05(z =-1.732, 
p=0.083) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.732, 
p=0.083) 

1.1±0.9 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

1.1±1.1 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

Consonant 
digraph(6) 

1.1±0.8 (N=8) 1.8±0.5 (N=8) 1.4±0.6 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

p>0.05 
(t (7)=1.667, 
p=0.140) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=1.162, 
p=0.289) 

p>0.05 
(z =1.414, 
p=0.157) 

1±0.8 (N=7) 
 

1.7±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

Magic-e rule(6) 0.9±0.8 (N=8) 1.6±0.5 (N=8) 1.9±0.4 (N=8) 
(median 2) 

p>0.05 
(t (7)=2.049, 
p=0.080) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=2.121, 
p=0.078) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.000, 
p=0.317) 

1±0.8 (N=7) 
(median 1) 

1.6±0.5 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

Vowel team(6) 1±0.8 (N=8) 1.9±0.4 (N=8) 1.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

*p<0.05, d>0.08 
(t (7)=2.497, 
p=0.041, d=0.9) 

*p<0.05, d>0.08 
 (t (6)=3.240, 
p=0.018, d=1.2) 

p>0.05 
(z <0.0001, 
p>0.99) 

0.9±0.7 (N=7) 1.9±0.4 (N=7) 
(median 2) 

R-controlled 
vowel(6) 

0.5±0.5 (N=8) 
(median 0.5) 

0.8±0.9 (N=8) 
(median 0.5) 

0.7±0.5 
(N=7) 
(median 2) 

p>0.05 
(z =-0.816, 
p=0.414) 

p>0.05 
(z =-1.414, 
p=0.157) 

p>0.05 
(t (6)=0.42, 
p=0.689,) 0.4±0.5 (N=7) 

(median 0 ) 
0.6±0.8(N=7) 
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5.2 Reading and Spelling Trajectories 

5.2.1 Pre-knowledge of Letter Names/Sounds 

The results of pre-test for pre-knowledge showed that most participants knew the 

letter sounds and names well. Their reading accuracy percentage of letter names was 

100% and that of letter sounds was (92.9±5.7) %. P3, P4, P7, and P8 could read the 

letter names and letter sounds for all 26 letters, while P2 only had problems with b/d 

letters. P1, P5, and P8 had problems with several vowel sounds. Their spelling accuracy 

percentage of letter names was (98.6±2.9) %. Only P4 reversed the letter g and P6 

reserved the letters j and s. 

5.2.2 Reading Trajectory  

 

Figure 5–1. Participants’ trained word reading trajectory (out of 36). 

Figure 5-1 shows that the participants slightly increased their raw reading 

accuracy scores on trained words during training sessions. The results showed that the 
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participants had larger improvement in the middle sessions (Before Session 5 to After 

Session 10) compared to the early and later sessions. This may be because the new 

knowledge learned in the middle sessions helped the participants to practice the 

previous knowledge learned. For example, in the consonant digraph and magic-e 

lessons, the participants also needed to use the vowel sounds learned in the first CVC 

lesson. The repetition may lead to the larger improvement.  

• CVC  

Most participants (P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, and P8) had difficulties in reading vowel 

sounds, particularly the /e/ and /i/ sounds, during the pre-test. For example, P1 and P3 

read bet as beet while P4, P5, and P6 read hit as hat. Moreover, most participants (P1, 

P2, P3, P4, P6, and P8) also often confused b/d letters. P1, P4, P6, and P8 read web as 

wed.  

The participants were able to correctly read most of the trained CVC words 

during the sessional tests even after several days (there was a four-day gap between 

the second CVC training session and the 3rd sessional test). Many participants (P3, P4, 

P5, and P6) were able to correctly read the /i/ sound in the 3rd sessional test while 

almost all (P3, P4, P5, P6, and P8) were able to read both /e/ and /i/ sounds from the 4th 

sessional test, although sometimes they still confused b/d letters (P4 and P6: web 

àwed). 

The results of the post- and follow-up tests showed that all participants except P4 

were able to read both trained and untrained CVC words and maintained the learned 

knowledge after one month. However, P4 who read the untrained word had as /ha:d/ still 

had problems with vowel sounds, while several participants (P2, P3, and P8) needed 

time to figure out b/d letters when reading the untrained word deb.  

• Consonant blends  

Six participants (P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, and P8) had various levels of difficulties with 

the consonant blends lesson during the pre-test. P4, P5, and P6 could not read any of 

the consonant blends words except stop. P1 and P8 could not read the sk pair. P3 could 
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read all the words but he was very slow in reading (i.e., sounding out each phoneme and 

then reading the whole word).  

After the participants completed the two training sessions (Session 3 and 4), they 

received the 5th sessional test the next day. The results showed that all participants 

except P6 were able to read all the trained words. P1 read crab as crib, but he was 

correct on the cr pair. P3 also improved in reading fluency. However, P6 did not 

immediately get the fl, tr, and cr pairs. By the 7th sessional test, all participants were able 

to read the trained consonant blend words.  

The results of the post- and follow-up tests indicated that almost all participants 

were able to read the trained and untrained consonant blends words after instruction. 

Although P2 and P8 made mistakes, their problems were about vowel sounds rather 

than consonant blends parts (i.e., P2 read flat as /fla:t/ and P8 read step as /stip/). It 

appeared that a few participants made mistakes in vowel sounds if they were not familiar 

with the consonant blends. In addition, most participants (P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, and P8) 

were slow in reading the untrained words of trap and step. I assume that they might 

need more time to figure out both blends and vowel sounds.  

• Consonant digraph  

The result of pre-test showed that six participants (P1, P4, P5, P6, P8, and P3*) 

had various levels of difficulty with the consonant digraph lesson. P4 could read none of 

the words, while P1, P5, and P6 only knew the word shop. P3 and P8 sometimes had 

problems with the th sound (e.g., thin). P3 was also slow in reading words at the first 

test.  

P3 and P8 could read the word thin correctly after two training sessions (Session 

5 and Session 6). However, of four participants who had severe problems with 

consonant digraphs, only P1 was able to correctly read all the trained words after the 

two training sessions (in the 7th sessional test). After reminding P4, P5, and P6 and 

correcting their mistakes after the sessional tests1, P4 and P6 were able to read all the 

 
1 The facilitator helped the participants to review their mistakes after each sessional test. 
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trained words in the 8th sessional test while P5 could do so in the 9th sessional test. This 

suggested that the participants might need more time (perhaps one more session) to 

learn and practice consonant digraphs compared to CVC and consonant blends.  

The results of the post- and follow-up tests showed that almost all the 

participants except P4 and P6 were able to read both the trained and untrained words 

with consonant diagraphs. P4 read bunch as /banch/ while P6 read math as /ma:th/, 

which showed their difficulties in the vowel sounds. Similarly to consonant blends, the 

participants tended to make mistakes in vowel sounds when the reading task required 

them to use two rules simultaneously (vowels + consonant digraphs). 

• Magic-e rule  

The result of the pre-test showed that all participants had difficulties with the 

magic-e lesson. P5 and P6 could not read any magic-e words, while P1, P3, and P4 

could only read the word game. P2, P7, and P8 could read about half of the six words. 

Participants usually used the CVC rule to read magic-e words by sounding out the 

middle long vowel as the short vowel (e.g., tapeàtap). 

The result of the sessional tests showed that participants immediately 

understood the magic-e rule after two sessions (Session 7 and 8) but they had 

difficulties detecting magic-e words when there were no cues. Specifically, during the 8th 

and and 9th sessional tests, most participants (P1, P4, P5, P6, and P8) read the magic-e 

words as CVC words (e.g., sideàsid, sad, set). However, when the facilitator 

intentionally pointed out the e and the vowel letter, and asked them which rule should be 

used during the reviewing session after the sessional test, all the children could 

articulate the rule and read the words correctly.  

Facilitator: “Let’s go back to this word (side). How to read it? [Pointing to the e 

and I] Think about which rule should be used.” 

P1: [Thinking for a while] “side.” 

Facilitator: “How come?” 

P1: “Because the e makes the vowel say its name.” 
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The results of the post- and follow-up tests showed that almost all participants 

could read both the trained and untrained magic-e words and maintained such progress. 

Although P3 was incorrect reading the untrained word date (i.e., he read date as bate), 

his problem concerned b/d letters. However, half of the participants (P1, P3, P4, and P5) 

were still slow in reading the magic-e words, which suggested they might be not very 

familiar with the magic-e pattern. For example, P1 and P5 needed a longer time to think 

and read magic-e words, while P3 and P4 read magic-e words incorrectly the first time 

and then quickly corrected their mistakes (e.g., P4 said, “Dat, oh, no, I mean date.”) 

• Vowel team 

All participants had various levels of difficulties with the vowel team lesson in the 

pre-test. P4 could not read any of the vowel team words. P3 could only read the word 

eat while P1, P2, P5, and P6 could read the word eat and boat, and P7 and P8 could 

read half of the vowel team words. The participants often picked up one vowel letter to 

sound out the word with vowel team (e.g., paidàpad). 

The results of the sessional tests showed that most participants (except P4 and 

P8) were able to read the vowel team words after two sessions, but they were slow in 

reading those words. Similarly to the magic-e words, participants could not immediately 

detect the vowel team words when there were no cues. They understood the rules and 

could read the words correctly when there were prompts. 

Facilitator: “Let’s go back to this word (boat). How to read it? [Pointing to oa] 
Think about which rule should be used to read it.” 

P4: [Thinking for a while] “boat.” 

Facilitator: “Why?” 

P4: “Because the oa and it’s saying the o name.” 

The results of the post- and follow-up tests showed almost all participants 

(except P1, P4, and P8) could read the trained and untrained vowel team words and 

maintained such progress although many of them (P1, P3, P4, P6, and P8) needed 

more time to figure out the decoding and vowel sounds, particularly for the untrained 

words. For example, P1 could not read the trained word paid and was slow in reading 
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the rest of trained and untrained vowel team words. When he was reading the word tea, 

he said, “Ea, /i:/, oh, tea.” 

• R-controlled vowel  

All participants had difficulties with the r-controlled vowel lesson in the pre-test. 

They knew the word car and jar but guessed the rest of the words with ir, ur, and or 

pairs. Even if P8 could read all the words correctly in the baseline assessments, she 

appeared to guess the sound of each word.  

The results of sessional tests showed that the participants had difficulties in 

remembering the ir, ur, and or sounds. They understood that the ir and ur should be 

sounded together, but they often sounded them as the /ar/ sound.  

The participants received the post-test five days after they completed the r-

controlled lesson. The post-test results showed that almost all participants were not able 

to read the r-controlled vowel words, particularly the untrained ones. For example, P1 

read short as shirt, star as stair, and fir as fair. P4 read part as pert, short as shirt, and fir 

as fire. P5 and P6 read hurt as hart. The follow-up test results showed that most 

participants could not remember the r-controlled vowel words. They were guessing the 

words based on the words they already knew. For example, P1 read burn as born, and 

P4 read short as shirt. 

Two main reasons may cause such results: (1) four different pairs (i.e., ar, ir, ur, 

and or) were introduced in two sessions, and this might be too much for participants to 

absorb in such a short time; (2) the r-controlled vowel was the last lesson so the 

participants did not have enough time to practice with the rule. 
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5.2.3 Spelling Trajectory  

 
Figure 5–2. Participants’ trained word spelling trajectory (out of 12). 

Figure 5-2 shows that the participants significantly increased their raw spelling 

accuracy scores on trained words between the the pre- and post- tests, and maintained 

such observed progress in the follow-up test.  
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Figure 5–3. Numbers of wrong tries the participants submitted for the three 
word-building tasks in the child mode recorded in system logs. 

Figure 5-3 depicts the participants’ trained word-building performance with 

PhonoBlocks right after instruction in each lesson. The results showed that all 

participants could remember the three taught CVC words right after the instruction 

(Session 1 and 2). However, they had difficulties with the second consonant blend 

training session that focused on the tr, dr, and cr pairs (Session 4) and with both 

consonant digraph sessions (Session 5 and 6). As for the two rule-based lessons 

(magic-e and vowel team, respectively), the participants had the problem of spelling the 

words in the first session (Session 7 and 9) but they acquired the rules in the second 

session (Session 8 and 10). In the r-controlled vowel lesson, the participants had more 

challenges in the second session in which more new pairs (i.e., ar, ur, and or) were 

introduced.  
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Figure 5–4. Numbers of hints the participants requested for the three word- 
building tasks in the child mode recorded in system logs. 

Figure 5-4 reflects how many times the participants asked for help from 

PhonoBlocks when doing the three word-building tasks in each learning activity. It 

appeared that the participants usually requested hints when submitting wrong answers 

(if comparing Figure 5-3 and 5-4). 

• CVC  

Four participants had problems spelling the CVC words in the pre-test. They 

confused /e/ and /a/ sounds, and /e/ and /i/ sounds. P8 misspelled the CVC word with 

the magic-e structure (Table 5-7).  

In the post- and follow-up tests, all four participants improved in spelling the 

trained words and they could transfer all (P6 and P8) or some (P1 and P5) of the new 

knowledge to the untrained words. However, P4 – who had not shown a problem in the 
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pre-test –made mistakes in vowel sounds in the post- and follow-up tests, which 

suggested that P4 might have simply guessed the words correctly by chance in the pre-

test. We also observed that P4 showed the problem of confusing vowel sounds during 

the training process. In addition, P1 and P5 –who did not show difficulty in reading CVC 

words – had challenges in spelling those words, with P5 having difficulty with the /e/ 

sound and P1 having problems with b/d letters.  

Table 5–7. Participants’ CVC spelling performance in pre-, post- and follow-up 
tests. 

Participants Pre-test Post-test Follow-up test 
bet hit bet hit *pet *sit bet hit *pet *sit 

P1  bat hit bet hit pet seat det hit pet sit 
P4 bet hit bet het pet set bit hit pit sit 
P5 bat het bit hit put sit bat hit pit sit 
P6 bat hit bet hit pet sit bet hit pet sit 
P8 bate hit bet hit pet sit bet hit pet sit 

• Consonant blends  

Five participants showed difficulties spelling the consonant blends words in the 

pre-test. Most of the participants (P1, P6, and P7) could not distinguish the tr and ch 

sounds. P7 confused the consonant blends (st) and the consonant digraph (th) pairs and 

P4 had p/q letter problems, while P5 could not spell either the blended sounds st or the 

word trip (Table 5-8).  

The results of the post- and follow-up tests showed that almost all participants 

improved spelling of this lesson to different extents although they still made mistakes in 

whole word spelling. P1 and P7 could correctly spell all the trained and untrained words. 

P4 and P5 could correctly spell the trained word stop and transfer the st part to the 

untrained word. However, P4, P5, P6 and P8 still had difficulties distinguishing the tr and 

ch sounds. This was consistent with their slow reading performance for the untrained 

words that contained the tr pair. P6 was the only one who sometimes could not hear the 

blended sounds; this was also consistent with our observation that P6 had a difficult time 

hearing and pronouncing the st pair during the training sessions. 
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Table 5–8. Participants’ consonant blends spelling performance in pre-, post- and 
follow-up tests. 

Participants 
Pre-test Post-test Follow-up test 

stop trip stop trip *step *trap sto
p trip *ste

p 
*tra
p 

P1 stop chrip stop trip step trap stop trip step trap 
P4 stoq treei stop chip stab crap stop trip stip trap 
P5 sop x stop chip stap chap stop hcip step hcap 
P6 stop chpca stop chip sop chap stop trip sep trap 
P7 stho

p 
cheep stop trip step trap stop trip step trap 

P8 stop trip stop trip step trap stop chra
p 

step trap 

• Consonant digraph 

Five participants had problems spelling consonant digraph words in the pre-test. 

P1, P4, P5, P6, and P8 could not spell th, while P4 and P6 could not spell sh (Table 5-

9).  

In the post-test, all participants could correctly spell the trained consonant 

digraph words. For the untrained words, P1 and P5 were correct on the consonant 

digraph part but not the vowel part, while P3 was the only one who could not correctly 

spell sh. However, P3 did not show any problems with consonant digraphs in the pre-

test. I assumed it might be because he already knew the word shop before the test. P3 

was the only one who had a longer gap for the post-test, which might have also 

influenced his spelling performance. In the follow-up test, P1 slightly improved and P3 

stayed the same, while P4, P5, P6, and P8 decreased in spelling accuracy compared to 

the post-test.  

In conclusion, the results showed that all participants except P3 were able to 

correctly spell the consonant digraphs in the post-test. However, their spelling 

accuracies were slightly decreased in the long term. It suggests that the participants 

might need more repetition to consolidate their memories for the consonant digraphs 

compared to that of consonant blends. 
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Table 5–9. Participants’ consonant diagraph spelling performance in pre-, post- 
and follow-up tests. 

Participants 
Pre-test Post-test Follow-up test 
shop path shop path *ship *math shop path *ship *math 

P1 shop pas shop path shep math shop path ship math 
P3 shop path shop path sip math shop path sip math 
P4 sop pat shop path ship math shop path ship maith 
P5 shop pass shop path ship mith hcop path hcip math 

P6 chp ps shop path ship math 
shop 
*(reserved 
s) 

path ship math 

P8 shop pase shop path ship math shoq path siqe math 

• Magic-e rule  

The results of the pre-test showed that six participants could not spell the magic-

e words. Their mistakes were varied and all of them did not follow the [CVC+e] structure 

(Table 5-10). 

The results of the post- and follow-up tests showed that P5 was sometimes 

confused about the magic-e rule and vowel team rule while the rest of the participants 

understood this rule and could transfer the learned knowledge from the trained words to 

the untrained words, although P2 had problems with b/d and P6 confused /n/ and /l/ 

sounds. However, P4 and P8 had difficulties in remembering the rule in the long run. 

Table 5–10. Participants’ magic-e rule spelling performance in pre-, post- and 
follow-up tests. 

Particip
ants 

Pre-test Post-test Follow-up test 

game late game late *name *bate game lat
e *name *bate 

P1 game leat game late Name bate game late name bate 
P2 game late game late Name date game late name bate 
P3 game laet game late Name bate game late name bate 

P4 garm lat 

game
* 
(reser
ved 
g) 

late Name bate game lat name bate 

P5 geimi late gami laiet Naie dait* gaim* late name bate 
P6 gimn lit game late Lame bate game late name bate 
P7 gram laet game late Name bate game late name bate 
P8 game late game late Name bate game lat name bate 
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• Vowel team 

The pre-test results showed that seven participants had problems with this 

lesson. Most participants had already known the word eat, but not the word coat. 

Therefore, they often used the o letter to represent the long vowel /o/ sound (Table 5-

11).  

The results of post- and follow-up tests showed most participants improved their 

vowel team word spelling relative to their pre-test performance. However, it was easy for 

them to confuse the magic-e words and vowel team words. For example, P1, P4 and P6 

all spelled coat as cote (phonetically correct). In addition, spelling was harder than 

reading for this rule because the participants had to remember two vowel letters in the 

spelling. Some participants (P5 and P8) forgot the second vowel letter in the long term. 

Table 5–11. Participants’ vowel team spelling performance in pre-, post- and 
follow-up tests. 

 
Participa
nts 

Pre-test Post-test Follow-up test 
eat coat eat coat *tea  *soap eat coat tea *soap 

P1 eat cot eat coat tea soap eat cote* tea *sope 
P2 eat cot eat coat tea soap eat coat tea soap 
P3 eat cout eat coat tea sop eat coat tea soap 
P4 eut kot eat cote

* 
tea sepe eat *kote tea *sope 

P5 eat cot eat coat tea soap eat coat tea soip 
P6 eot cot eat coat tea soap eat *cote tea *sope 
P8 eat cote* eat coat te soap eat cowt tea soap 

• R-controlled vowel  

All eight participants could not correctly spell the r-controlled vowel words in the 

pre-test. Most participants (P1, P2, P5, and P8) omitted or misspelled the vowel letter for 

the r-controlled vowel words (e.g., spelled hurt as hrt or hert, spelled jar as jor) (Table 5-

12).  

Relative to their pre-test performance, most of the participants (P3, P4, P6, P7, 

and P8) improved on spelling the trained r-controlled vowel words, particularly the ar pair 
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at post-test Despite mistakes, P1, P2 and P5 started to add the vowel letter when 

spelling the word hurt (i.e., hart, hert, hor). They used the [vowel+r] pattern but with an 

incorrect vowel letter, which might suggest that these participants understood the r-

controlled vowel rule but just could not remember the letter sound of each combination. 

The result was also consistent with that of the post-reading test in which most 

participants often read /ur/ or /ir/ as the /ar/ sound. 

Table 5–12. Participants’ r-controlled vowel spelling performance in pre-, post-
and follow-up tests. 

 
Participa
nts 

Pre-test Post-test Follow-up test 
jar hurt jar hurt *bar *burn jar hurt *bar burn 

P1 jar hrt jar hart dore bren jar hrt bar brne 
P2 jar hrt jar hart Br drn jar hurt bar brn 
P3 jar hert jar hert bar burn jar hurt bar bem 
P4 gun hrt jar hhrt Ba bhrn gar hirt bar birn 
P5 jor hrte jir hor bar born jir hrt bor brn 
P6 jor 

(mirror
ed j) 

hrt jar hrt baor brn jar hirt bra birn 

P7 jar hrat jar hurt bar burn jar hurt bar burn 
P8 jor hrte jar hert bor brne jar rt bar brne 

5.3 Children’s Preferences and Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

5.3.1 Children’s Preferences on PhonoBlocks  

The results of the preference ratings (1-4 scale) showed that most participants 

really liked PhonoBlocks (mean=3.8±0.7), thought the system was easy to use 

(mean=3.8±0.5), and said they would like to continue using the system (mean=2.9±1.4). 

I interpret this cautiously due to the novelty effect and researcher-child power difference. 

I asked children who said they did not want to continue for their reasons. P8 said she did 

not want to miss gym time. P1 did not give a reason. However, we (I and the second 

facilitator) observed that he often looked engaged in the class he was in at session time, 

and was often resistant to leaving that class. I infer that sometimes when children were 

pulled out from classes that they enjoy, it reduces their motivation to use the system, 

which in turn may reduce the learning gains with PhonoBlocks instruction, but can be 

overcome in a real classroom context.  
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The participants were also asked how much they liked the dynamic colour cue 

feature. The results showed that all participants really liked this feature (mean=4.0±0.0). 

This was also consistent with our observations. Participants showed interest and 

curiosity through the questions they asked (reported in section 5.5.1 as below). When 

asked how much they liked the 3D tangible letters, results showed that most 

participants, particularly the boys, really liked them (mean=3.8±0.5). We also observed 

that most children held, played with, and manipulated the 3D tangible letters for most of 

the session time. For example, P4 directly grasped the letter d from the facilitator’s hand 

when he knew how to make the word dad (Figure 5-5, left). P1 and P8 held the letter p 

and q to swing them, while P4, P6, and P8 stacked letters (Figure 5-5, right). P1 even 

used the words “my baby” to describe the 3D tangible letters, saying, “I got more babies 

today!” when new letters were added.  

 

Figure 5–5. P4 grasped the letter d from the facilitator’s hand (left); P4 stacked 
the letters (right). 

The participants were asked what other features of PhonoBlocks they liked or 

disliked and the reason why. All eight participants mentioned that they liked word 

pictures displayed on the screen. P1 and P7 said, “It’s fun.” P2 explained, “It shows the 

meaning of the word.” P5 said, “It’s cool.” Most participants (7 out of 8) said they liked 

playing with the child mode. P1 said, “It’s helpful. I like the (rewarding) stars and the 

(rewarding) sounds.” P4 said, “It’s helpful to practice the words.” while P2 said, “It’s fun 

to play with.” A few participants (P1 and P3) also mentioned that they liked the word 

history bar. P1 explained, “I think it’s helpful.” while P3 said, “I like to see all the words 

[shown on the bar].” 
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The participants did not explicitly express anything they disliked about 

PhonoBlocks in the questionnaire. However, we observed that the children often stood 

up to press the buttons because the tangible letters blocked them. Moreover, they often 

spent time looking for letters and always looked at the notch on the letter bottom to 

decide which was the frontal side of the tangible letters. In addition, they sometimes 

were annoyed by the slight delay of the tangible lights when initiating the child mode. For 

example, P1 was tapping the tangible letters asked the system to “Wake up!” while P5 

complained, “It’s too slow!” when he did not see the lights turning on. One participant 

(P6) further suggested that it would be great if he could adjust the current colour palette. 

P6 said, “It will be cool to make these [purple blended words] blue.” The facilitator asked, 

“Why?” P6 replied, “I like blue.”  

5.3.2 Children’s Other Thoughts on PhonoBlocks 

The participants were asked how well they thought the system supported them 

learning to read and spell. The results showed that most participants believed that the 

system was helpful (mean=3.6±0.7). Six out of eight participants believed that the 

system was very helpful, and one girl (P8) thought it was helpful while one boy (P6) 

thought there was little help.   

The participants were also asked how well they thought the embedded dynamic 

colour cues supported them in learning to read and spell. The results showed that all 

participants believed that dynamic colour cues were really helpful (mean=4±0). The 

participants were asked how effectively the 3D tangible letters helped them learn to read 

and spell. Most participants believed that 3D tangible letters were really helpful 

(mean=3.6±0.7). Two girls (P2 and P8) who showed less interest in the 3D tangible 

letters expressed the limited support of 3D tangible letters in helping them to learn. I 

interpret that children in Grade1-2 have limited ability to express themselves so how well 

they thought about the system in supporting them learning to read might just reflect how 

they liked the system in general.  
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5.4 Influences of Individual Characteristics  

5.4.1 Influence of Individual Characteristics in Learning Gains 

• Attentional challenges 

The teachers reported that P1, P4, and P8 had attentional challenges during 

learning. We also observed that these children and P5 were easy to be distracted in the 

training process. For example, P1 often left the seat while P4, P5 and P8 frequently 

played with the 3D tangible letters while the facilitator taught them the rules. Although 

the children with attentional challenges improved on word reading and spelling from the 

pre-test to post- and follow-up tests, they (except P1) achieved relatively below the 

average learning gains ((post-test score – pre-test score) /(full score-pre-test score) 

(Menlo & Johnson, 1969)) on most of the tests compared to those without attentional 

challenges (Table 5-13).  

Of the children who were reported to have attentional challenges, I found that 

P1’s reading and spelling gains were larger than those of P4, P5, and P8. I suggest that 

this is because P1 was distracted by system features related to the task at hand (the 

pictures) but the two children were distracted by letters not in use for the task (not 

related to the task at hand). Based on our observations, P4, P5 and P8 frequently played 

with the 3D tangible letters while the facilitator taught them the rules. This may have 

reduced the amount of attention they could devote to listening and learning. In contrast, 

P1 was distracted in ways that were more related to the task and so it was easy to 

redirect him. For example, P1 often made associations based on the current word or 

picture. When he saw the picture for the word bait, he left the seat and pretended to 

swim like a fish. When he saw the picture for the word jar, he said “It’s a jelly jar! Mum, 

it’s delicious!” and pretended to eat the jelly jar. He also closed his eyes and tried to look 

for letters through feeling and touching. “Where is the letter i?” Enacting scenarios 

including learned words may have been distracting or it seems possible that it may 

improve learning through association of multiple representations of words, which is in 

line with O-G practices.  
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Table 5–13. Participants' reading and spelling gains ((post-test score – pre-test score) / (full score-pre-test score)). 
Participants Trained word 

reading 
learning gain 
in post-test 
(%) 

Untrained 
word 
reading 
learning 
gain in post-
test (%) 
 

Trained 
word 
spelling 
learning 
gain in 
post-test 
(%) 

Untrained 
word 
spelling 
learning 
gain in post-
test (%) 

Trained 
word 
reading 
learning 
gain in 
follow-up 
test (%) 
 

Untrained 
word 
reading 
learning 
gain in 
follow-up 
test (%) 
 

Trained word 
spelling 
learning gain 
in follow-up 
test (%) 

Trained 
word 
spelling 
learning 
gain in 
follow-up 
test (%) 

P1 90.0 90.0 83.3 33.3 95.0 90.0 66.7 83.3 
P2 90.9 63.6 50.0 -50.0 90.9 72.7 100.0 50.0 
P3 100.0 80.0 75.0 75.0 100.0 80.0 100.0 50.0 
P4 92.6 81.5 75.0 30.0 100.0 85.2 60.0 60.0 
P5 96.6 93.1 33.3 33.3 89.7 86.2 44.4 33.3 
P6 95.8 83.3 80.0 50.0 91.7 91.7 90.0 70.0 
P7 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 — — — — 
P8 81.8 63.6 50.0 25.0 72.7 90.9 0.0 25.0 
Mean± s.d. 93.5±6.0 79.8±10.9 67.7±21.7 37.1±43.7 91.4±9.2 85.2±6.8 65.9.2±35.9 53.1±20.2 
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• Motivation  

Participants who were reported to have lower motivation appeared to have lower 

learning gains (Table 5-13). The teachers reported that P2 and P8 had little motivation 

for exploring new things in general. This was consistent with the results from the 

questionnaire that showed P2 and P8 had less motivation compared to others (e.g., P2 

chose “Some” and P8 chose “Not at all” when asked if they would like to continue using 

the system). We also noticed that P5 was interested at the beginning of a session but he 

lost his motivation during the middle stage when he knew that he had to receive a 

reading test and he could not play with the system as he wanted (e.g., building the 

words he liked).  

P5: “Do we have to do this again?” 

Facilitator: “Yes, this helps us to know whether the system helps you to get 
better with reading.” 

P5: “But I don’t want to.” 

P5: “I want to build the words I know.” 

Facilitator: “How about we do it after the whole instruction?” 

P5: [Thinking for a while] “Fine.” 

However, at the later stage, we realized that P5 was extremely competitive, so 

we used some strategies to motivate him. The changed strategy helped P5 to stay 

focused in the late stage of the whole instruction. Lower motivation may be related to 

inattention and may lead to lower learning gains.  

P5: “Does (P4) finish this (reading tasks)?” 

Facilitator: “Yes. If you stay focused, you can complete it really fast. Do you 
want be the fastest one? Let’s try.” 

P5: “Okay.” 
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• Learning challenges  

We did note that children's learning challenges influenced their learning 

outcomes in a certain way. For example, the teachers reported that P2 and P6 had 

learning challenges. P2 was slow for most school subjects, while P6 had difficulties in 

reading, writing, and math. We observed that P2 often had slow reactions, while P6 

sometimes had difficulties distinguishing similar sounds and pronouncing blended 

sounds during the instruction. The results of post- and follow-up tests also confirmed that 

P2 achieved below the average improvement for almost all sub-tests in the post- and 

follow-up tests (Table 5-13). P6 was the only one who could not hear the two blended 

sounds in the post- and follow-up tests.  

• Visual-spatial ability  

We also found that the children who were reported to have strong visual and 

spatial abilities tended to notice more details and develop more strategies during the 

learning process. For example, P3—who was described as "artistic" (i.e., strong in arts 

such as drawing) by his teacher—liked to manage the words in the history bar. He 

always liked to drag the recent learned/generated words to the top of the bar so that he 

could see them well. P6, who was described as liking playing Lego, could immediately 

notice colour changes. He also liked to try out the tangible letters in different positions to 

view the change of colours. P8, who was also described as "artistic", liked to sort the 

tangible letters during the learning. In conclusion, it is possible that children with strong 

visual-spatial skills may develop unique ways to interact with the PhonoBlocks system.  

5.4.2 Influence of Individual Characteristics in Preferences and Other 

Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

• Temperament 

The teachers reported that P2 was introverted, and P3 and P8 were mixed while 

the rest of the children were extroverted. We also observed that P2 were silent and shy 

during the whole instruction, P3 followed and responded to instructions well, while P8 did 

not talk very much and sometimes lost attention due to attentional issues. The rest of the 

children, particularly P1, P5, and P6, talked a lot during the instruction. They liked to 
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express themselves and often had small chats about their daily life with the research 

facilitators during the transportation. 

The questionnaire results showed that the children who were described as 

extroverted tended to rate higher scores for their preferences on 3D tangible letters. We 

also noticed that the children who were described as extroverted liked to ask questions 

related to the 3D tangible letters. For example, P5 asked, “Is there any lights inside the 

letters?” and P6 asked, “How does the letter connect to the computer?” The results of 

the questionnaire also showed that the children who were described as extroverted liked 

the 3D tangible letter more than the children who were described as introverted. 

• Competitive personality 

Three children (P1, P3, and P5) were described as competitive. We noticed that 

these three children enjoyed the child mode of the system. They cared more about the 

rewarding feedback of the system (audio and stars). P3 always showed smiles when he 

submitted a correct answer on the first try (in this way he could earn a visual star). P1 

even stood up, made the “victory” gesture (i.e., arm in air), and said “Yeah!” when he 

was correct. P5, who showed impatience in learning, was engaged when playing with 

the system. It may suggest that children with competitive personalities may enjoy playing 

with the child mode.  

5.5 Key Beneficial Design Factors 

5.5.1 Dynamic Colour Cues 

• Attraction to and engagement with the flashing dynamic colour cues 

Most participants were attracted to and engaged with the flashing dynamic colour 

cues. We saw this when children (1) asked questions about the meaning of the colours; 

(2) wanted to try out other words to see if the colours would stay or change; (3) asked 

about what colours would appear in new lessons; and/or (4) made comments about the 

colour cues after the colour change flashed.  
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For example, when P1 first used the blending/decoding function, he showed an 

excited face and exclaimed, “Now it’s all purple! Why it’s all purple?” P1 also tried to see 

the potential change of the colour cue when adding the fourth letter at the end of the 

CVC word and saying, “What if I put the letter here… [at the end of the word]?” In the 

consonant diagraph session, P6 wanted to know what would happen if he switched the 

two consonant letters in the consonant digraph sh, saying, “I am wondering what will 

happen if I switch them (sh) around. Is it still green?” P6 was curious why the pa part in 

the word path was not green, asking, “Why it's (pa) not green?" P6 often asked how the 

dynamic colour cue would work in the next session with questions such as “What’s the 

colour for the magic-e?” or comments including “You should change this (the blended 

colour) to blue.” and “It’s cool!” P1 also said, “I like purple!” I interpreted our observations 

as suggesting that the children’s attention and interest were drawn to the dynamic colour 

cues.  

• Ability to quickly learn or understand what the dynamic colour cues 
represented 

The participants were able to quickly learn what the dynamic colour cues 

represented for each lesson, once taught. For example, in the second CVC lesson, 

when asked about the meaning of the three colours, P1, P2, and P4 pointed out the 

letters and said “[the blue means] the first sound, [the yellow means] the middle sound 

and [the green means] the last/end sound.” In the consonant blend lesson, when the 

facilitator asked, “How come it (st) was supposed to be green?” P1 and P2 answered, 

“They make a blended sound.” In the consonant digraph activity, P3 and P7 said that 

green letters meant the two letters were working together. In the magic-e activity when 

the facilitator asked, “What does the red mean?” P2 said, “The magic e makes the 

[vowel] letter to say its name [pointing to the vowel letter].” Then the facilitator said, “If I 

take out the letter e, what colour of a will be?” P2 said, “yellow.” In the vowel team 

lesson, when the facilitator asked:” what does the red mean?” P1 said, “It made one 

sound, the first vowel’s name.” while P8 said, “Two vowels work together and they make 

one sound.” In the last r-controlled vowel lesson, the participants understood that the 

vowel and r letters changing to red meant they were working together.  

Some children noticed colour change patterns without being asked by the 

facilitator. For example, in the r-controlled vowel lesson, when making the word car and 
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seeing that the ar pair changed red together, P8 guessed and said, “The red colour 

means they [the a and r letters] together,” even before the facilitator explained the 

meaning of the colour. She automatically focused on the red ar pair rather than the letter 

c [which was in white]. For the magic-e rule P1, P5, and P6 all spontaneously described 

the colour change when the trailing e was added. P5 said, “Oh, it’s a pattern, blue [blue-

ish-white], red, blue, red.” P6 pointed at each letter and and said, “ … white, red, white, 

red.” These verbalizations provide evidence that most children understood how the letter 

colours and sounds changed for each rule. 

It was interesting to note that P1 still remembered the rule and colour cues, and 

actively used them without any prompts after a few days. In the 3rd sessional test, when 

asked to read the word bet word in PPT (black prints), P1 said “the first letter should be 

blue, the second is yellow, and the last one is green”.  

• The colour flash drew attention to the moment when placing a letter(s) 
changes a sound (s). 

The colour flash is also important because it draws attention to the moment when 

placing a letter(s) changes a sound(s). For example, we observed that the yellow and 

red vowel flashes encouraged the children to notice the vowel sound changes from short 

to long when an e was added in the magic-e rule.  

• Noticed “unexpected” changes in colours and used them to detect spelling 
errors 

The participants noticed “unexpected” changes in colours and used them to 

detect spelling errors. For example, in the consonant blend activity, when doing the task 

drop, P1 placed the br onto the platform, pointed at them and said “Turn green!” 

However, when he found br was not turning to green, he said, “It’s not green. Why is it 

not green?” The facilitator said, "Did you notice something wrong with the consonant 

blends?” P1 nodded his head. The facilitator then asked, “So what’s this letter [pointing 

to b] and what’s its letter sound?” P1 said, “It’s /b/.”. The facilitator asked, “What do we 

need? We need /dr/.” P1 then replaced the b with d. Similarly, P2, P4, P6, and P8 also 

realized their mistakes when noticing the consonant blends did not turn green when 

making the words drop and skip. 
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In the magic-e activity, P2 misspelled the word late as latb. She noticed that the 

expected colour change pattern did not happen (white-red-white-red). She tried placing 

the same letters again, realized her mistake and changed the letter from b to e. When 

asked how she knew she had made a mistake, she explained, “Because it [the vowel 

letter] wasn’t turning the red.” In the vowel team lesson, when the facilitator asked P1 to 

make the word heat, P1 placed the letters ie and said, “They are not red.” He then 

changed the vowel letters to the correct ones (ea), which turned red. 

5.5.2 3D Tangible Letters  

• Simultaneously used multiple senses to associate letters and sounds  

Tangible letters enable the simultaneous use of multiple senses in learning to 

read. All the participants liked to see and point to the tangible letters while saying the 

letter sounds. For example, P6 was seeing and pointing to each letter, and saying the 

individual letter sound for the word tin and bin following the system. P4 was seeing and 

pointing to each letter, and hearing the individual letter sound from the system for the 

words hit and web. 

We also observed that many participants (P4, P5, P6, and P8) actively used 

multiple senses to help them solve the spelling tasks during the practice. First, when 

asked to make words, the participants often kept sounding out the individual sounds 

while selecting and picking up the tangible letters. For example, when P6 was asked to 

make the word wet, he sounded out the /e/ sounds twice when looking for the letter e. 

Second, the participants also used hand gestures to confirm that two letters were 

grouped. For instance, P8 looked at the word toad and tapped each grapheme (t, oa, d) 

to confirm the oa pair was grouped. These behaviours may offload their minds and help 

them to easily complete the tasks (Figure 5-6).  

It is worth noting that P1 also attempted to find out the letters only through 

touching, feeling, and tracing (not visual). We noticed such actions several times during 

the instruction. For example, P1 said, “which is the letter p, let me find out.” P1 then 

closed his eyes and started to trace the letters on the desk. P1 then said, “I can feel it’s 

letter i.” when making the word side. 
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Figure 5–6. P4 was seeing, hearing, and pointing to each individual sound of the 

word hit (left); P8 was tapping the oa pair together when making the 

word toad (right). 

• Used the physical constraints to determine correct letter orientation  

The participants used the physical constraints (notch) to determine correct letter 

orientation. For example, many participants (P2, P3, P6, P7, and P8) looked at the 

bottom of the tangible letters where the notch was to determine the correct orientation of 

the letters. Some participants (P4 and P5) tried out the tangible letters with the system to 

see whether they could be fitted or not.  

The participants also realized that the orientation mattered for some letters more 

than the others. For example, P6 said, “The o can be put in this way or that way.” and 

“[The] t can go any way, and u can go any way too.” In the CVC lesson, P4 was asked to 

make the word bad. He picked up the letter d and placed it onto the first slot on the 

platform. He then stared at the letter d and said to himself “Is it the other way around?” 

After thinking for a while, he switched the orientation but found it did not match to the 

opening for the notch in the slot. Eventually, he put d down and picked up the letter b 

and put it onto the first slot of the platform correctly.  

• Promoted associated word-building activities  

3D tangible letters embedded with dynamic colour cues allowed for easy 

movement and placement in space, which promoted hand-on actions and encouraged 

the participants to try out new words. We observed that several participants (P4, P5, and 

P6) often wanted to make associated words based on the learned word with the tangible 

letters (Figure 5-7). For example, after making the word bin, P6 said, “May I try bit?” He 
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then correctly built up the word bit. After the facilitator demonstrated the word hit, he 

picked the letter p and said, “Can I spell the word hip? Just change the t to p.” When the 

facilitator taught the word thin, P4 used the tangible letters to make the word this. 

Here, we found that the participants really liked to use 3D tangible letters to build 

up the words. We observed that P4, P5, and P6 sometimes even tried to build new 

words with tangible letters on the desk when they were not allowed to try out the words 

on the system. One possible reason could be the stand-alone 3D letters per se are easy 

for children to pick up, move in space, and demonstrate to others, which may encourage 

word-building activities for those who are in favour of hands-on actions.  

 

Figure 5–7. P4 planned to make the word this after learning the word thin (left); 
P6 made the word the after learning the word thin (right). 

• Compared mirrored letter shapes side-by-side to determine correct letter 
orientation 

Many participants (P1, P2, P4, P5, P6, and P8) had difficulty distinguishing 

mirrored letter shapes. The tangible letters allowed the participants to easily compare 

mirror letter shapes side-by-side to determine correct letter orientation. Several 

participants (P2, P6, and P8) made comparisons by physically holding the two similar 

tangible letters side-by-side when making the words that contained the mirrored letters 

b/d (Figure 5-8).  

For example, in the CVC lesson, when the facilitator asked P2 to make the word 

bad, P2 was not sure about b/d, so she held the letter d in her hand and compared it 

with the letter b on the platform. After she confirmed that the letter in her hand was d, 

she placed it onto the platform. The 3D tangible letter forms enable children to easily 

compare mirrored letter shapes by seeing, touching or even tracing these letters. We 
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also observed similar actions in P6 and P8. When making the word load, P6 first held 

the letter d in his left hand and the letter b in his right hand for comparison. He then 

placed the letter d on the platform. P8 also held and compared b/d letters six times 

during the word-building tasks.  

Comparing and rotating physical letters is a form of complementary action, which 

may simplify the task by shifting a mental task to a visual-physical task (i.e., cognitive 

offloading) (Antle, 2013a). This strategy may explain why many participants’ spelling 

accuracy on words with b/d letters on paper were worse in the post- and follow-up tests 

compared to that during the practice with the system. Practicing spelling with 3D tangible 

letters enables strategies that simplify determining the correct orientation of mirrored 

letters. This may enable a child to attend to the rules of spelling rather than focusing on 

writing a letter in the correct orientation.  

 

Figure 5–8. P2, P6, and P8 compared b and d letters. 

• Developed spatial organization strategies to simplify spelling tasks 

Many participants developed spatial organization strategies to simplify spelling 

tasks. Children used space to organize the physical letters in three ways. First, some 

participants (P1, P4, P5, and P6) placed the tangible letters in a line, which appeared to 

help them visually and physically find certain letters. P1, P4, and P5 often lined them up 

in alphabetic order so that they could quickly find the letters they needed (Figure 5-9).  

Second, several participants (P4, P5, and P8) picked up tangible letters that they 

were going to use later and held them or placed them aside (Figure 5-10). For example, 

when making the word trip, P5 first picked up all four letters, held them in his hands, and 
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then placed them one by one onto the platform. When building the word bet, P8 first 

selected all the letters she needed to use, placed them in front of herself, and then put 

them onto the platform. Similarly, P4 and P8 often picked up letters and placed them on 

the desk first. P5 often held letters in her hands before placement.  

 

Figure 5–9. P5 and P4 placed the tangible letters in a line. 

Third, P8 developed strategies to manage the letters differently for each learning 

activity. In the CVC activity, she placed all the vowel letters to one side. In the vowel 

team activity, she placed all the vowel letters on the right side and all the consonant 

letters on the left side. In the r-controlled vowel lesson she changed her strategy and put 

the vowel letters a, u and o together with the letter r (Figure 5-11). Our design enabled 

children to organize tangible letters on the desk space to make their tasks easier to 

solve later (called epistemic actions (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994)).  

 

Figure 5–10. P5 was holding the letters in flop in his hands (left); P8 placed the 

letters for bet in front of herself (right). 
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Figure 5–11. P8 placed all the vowel letters on the right side and all the 

consonant letters on the left side in the vowel team lesson (up); she 

placed all the vowel letters together followed by the r letter in the r-

controlled vowel lesson (down). 

• Single or two-hands interaction mirrored children’s understanding of sound 
structures 

Participants’ hand actions mirrored their understanding of how letters make 

sounds. We noticed that some participants placed letters one by one when they were 

learning a rule, but then later placed pairs of letters with two hands (e.g., for blends) 

once they understood the rule. Most participants (P2, P4, P5, P6, and P8) switched from 

this kind of one- to two-handed interaction as they learned rules. For example, when P4 

was asked to make the word chin, he first placed the letter h in the second slot, thought 

for a while, and then placed the letter t in the first slot (th not ch). This suggested that he 

was confused about the ch and th sounds and used a single hand to place each letter of 

the consonant digraph. However, when he made the sh pair in the word shop, he picked 

up the letters s and h simultaneously using two hands, showing his understanding of 

their blended sound (Figure 5-12). We noticed this pattern frequently with P2, P4, P5, 

P6, and P8 when they were making words that contained consonant blends, consonant 

digraph, vowel team, and r-controlled vowel pairs. For example, after instruction, P5, P6, 

and P8 used two hands to simultaneously pick up and place the consonant blends (e.g., 

dr, cr); P2, P4, P5, P6 and P8 used this two-handed strategy for consonant digraphs 

(e.g., sh, th); P2, P5 and P8 often used two hands to make vowel team pairs (e.g., ea, 
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ai); P4, P5, P6 and P8 also used two-handed actions for the r-controlled vowel pairs 

(e.g., ar, ir). These two-handed actions may reflect that children have learned the sound 

structure made by groups of letters.  

We also noticed that participants (P4, P5, and P8) sometimes crossed their 

hands to place the tangible letter pairs when they were extremely sure about their 

answers (Figure 5-13). For example, P4’s verbalizations showed that he quickly 

remembered the sh pair. P4 said, “I can memorize the word shop, I need s and h.”). In 

this case, since the letters were on the desk in reverse order, P4 picked them up by 

crossing his arms and hands to put the letters into the correct order to make the sh in the 

word shop. P5 did the same thing to make the ea pair for the word beat. P8 also used 

this crossed action when making the oa pair for the word coat. It seems that as children 

become more certain of the rules, they organize the letters in the correct order as they 

move them into place, rather than organizing them first on the desk then placing them in 

slots.  

 

Figure 5–12. When P4 understood the sh pair in the word shop, he picked up the 

letters s and h simultaneously using two hands (left); when he was 

not sure about the ch pair, he placed the two (wrong) letters t and h 

separately (middle and right). 
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Figure 5–13. P4, P6, and P8 crossed their arm and hands to quickly make the 

consonant digraph (sh) and vowel teams (ea and oa) 

• Switch of letter placement order reflected children’s understanding of the 
learned knowledge  

The switch order of letter placement reflected how well the children understand 

the learned knowledge, which enabled observers such the tutors to better help the 

children. Sometimes the participants switched the order placement and showed that they 

understood the rule. For example, in the magic-e lesson, when asked to change the 

word from site to wipe, P1, P2, P4, and P6 took the s and t letters off the platform, and 

then put the letters w and p onto it. Similarly, when asked to make the magic-e word, P4 

always put the consonant letters first and then the [vowel+e]. Their motor actions 

suggested that they understood the magic-e rule well.  

Several participants (P2, P4, P5, and P6) switched the order of letter placement 

when they were unsure of their answers. Such motor actions allowed the observers to 

know the children’s challenges. We noticed that when the participants were not confident 

with their answers, they tended to place the letters they knew first and the unsure ones 

followed. For example, in the CVC session, P6 was confused about the u and e sounds 

during the practice (he made mistakes with those two sounds before). When asked to 

make the word pup, P6 placed the two ps first, thought for a while, and then placed the u 

last. This did not happen when he was making the word hit. He placed the three letters 

h-i-t in order. Similarly, P5 had difficulty hearing the two blended sounds during the 

training process. In the practice, when asked to make the words with consonant blends 
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(e.g. flop and step), P5 always picked up all the CVC letters first. When he realized there 

was still one letter missing, he started to think about the missing consonant. This 

showed that he had difficulty figuring out the other consonant letter.  

Sometimes how the participants selected the letters also reflected their thinking 

process. For example, when P2 was asked to make the word ted, she was not sure 

about the last letter d. She picked up the letter n first and then selected the letter d, but 

still hesitated to place it onto the platform. It showed a strong sign that P2 was confused 

about the /d/ and /n/ sounds. The facilitator then jumped in and asked P2 to sound out 

the individual letter sounds for the word ted. Then P2 was confident to place the letter d 

onto the platform. 

5.5.3 Other Design Features  

• Pictures associated with the words 

The pictures associated with words aroused the participants’ interest in learning 

with the system and may have promoted associative learning. The video and 

observational data showed that the participants always checked the picture for each 

word. They smiled or made comments about the pictures. For example, P8 smiled when 

she saw the picture of the word pup and said, “It’s so cute!” P1 and P7 said, “It’s fun.” 

When asked why they liked the pictures, P2 explained: “It showed the meaning of the 

word.” P3 said, “It’s cool.” The pictures also allowed the participants to associate 

different but related words with the one depicted in the picture. For example, when P1 

saw the picture of the word jar, he said: “Its jelly jar! Delicious!” and “Both the words jelly 

and jar start with the same letter j.” 

• Child mode  

The participants enjoyed playing on their own in child mode. For example, during 

the instruction, P1 always asked “Can I do the challenges (child mode) now?”  P6 asked, 

“When can I play the game?” Our video data also showed that the participants were so 

excited to hear the rewarding sounds and pictures when successfully completing the 

tasks. P1 made a victorious gesture and said, “Yeah!” when he correctly completed the 

spelling tasks. P3, P6, and P8 smiled when they heard the rewarding sounds.   
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• Word history bar  

Many participants (P1, P3, P4, P5, P7, and P8) often used the word history list. 

The word history list contained all the words the children had made. They could touch a 

word to trigger its sound or visually compare common patterns between the words. For 

example, when making the new vowel team words (beat, load), P4 and P5 checked the 

words they already had in the word history list (eat, boat) and compared the common 

vowel team patterns.  

• Blending/decoding function  

The blending/decoding function was frequently used during the instruction and 

practice parts of sessions. We observed that all the participants clicked the button to 

listen to the individual letter sounds (letters are coloured based on their sounds) and the 

blended word sound (when letters are all coloured purple). When the letters were all 

purple in the blending mode, the children tended to focus on the whole word by sounding 

out the whole word. However, when the letters were in various colours in the decoding 

mode, the children tended to focus on the different coloured parts by sounding out the 

individual phonemes. We observed that P1, P3, P4, P6, P7, and P8 often used this 

function after they created a word—they listened to the blended sound of the whole word 

when the colours changed to purple. They then clicked the button again to hear the 

individual letter sounds and to see the colours change back. After instruction in the tutor 

mode, most of the participants practiced the blending/decoding function on their own. 

We could see them attend to the whole word and individual letter sounds when using 

this function.  

Some participants (P2, P4, P7, and P8) also used this function to check if they 

had spelled a word correctly before submitting it. When P2, P7, and P8 expressed 

doubt about their spelling, they often clicked the button to check the individual sounds 

before submitting their answers to the system. 

5.6 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter, I described the results of the case study with eight at-risk 

monolingual English-speaking children learning to read and spell entry-level knowledge 
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of grapheme-phoneme correspondences with PhonoBlocks. The results of the paired 

sample t-tests showed that compared to their baseline performance, the children made 

progress in reading and spelling trained words in the post-test, could transfer part of the 

learned knowledge to the untrained words, and successfully maintained such progress 

one month later. The results of learning trajectories also showed that spelling was harder 

than reading, and the children needed more practice to master certain rules (e.g., r-

controlled vowel, magic-e, vowel team lessons). In addition, the confusion of vowel 

sounds and the mirrored letter problem impacted some children's word reading and 

spelling performances although they had already understood the rules. 

The children really liked the system, thought the system was very easy to use, 

and said they would like to continue using the system. All the children liked the dynamic 

colour cues and believed they were really helpful in supporting learning to read and spell 

while most of the children liked 3D tangible letters and believed they were really helpful 

in learning. In addition, several children mentioned that they liked the child mode and 

word history bar features.  

Children's personal characteristics influenced their learning gains and 

preferences concerning the system. Children's attentional challenges, motivation, 

learning challenges, and visual-spatial skills influenced their learning gains. We also 

found that extroverted (active) children liked the 3D tangible letters more, and 

competitive children enjoyed the child mode.  

Two core design features—the dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters— 

and a set of other design features were suggested to benefit children in learning to read 

and spell. First, the dynamic colour cues attracted children's attention and engaged them 

during the learning process. The children could quickly learn and understand what the 

dynamic colour cues represented for grapheme-phoneme correspondences, and 

intentionally used the cues to detect spelling errors.  

Second, the 3D tangible letters allowed the children to (1) simultaneously use 

multiple senses to learn grapheme-phoneme correspondences; (2) promote them to 

build associated words; (3) compare mirrored letter shapes side-by-side to determine 

correct letter orientation; (4) use the physical constraints to determine correct orientation; 
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and (5) develop spatial organization strategies to simplify spelling tasks. We also found 

that the children (6) used either single or two-handed interaction that mirrored their 

understanding of the sound structures and (7) sometimes switched the letter placement 

order, reflecting their understanding of the learned knowledge, both of which enabled a 

facilitator to see learning happening in real time, and provide appropriate feedback.  

Third, we also observed that the children frequently used the picture cue, word 

history bar, and blending/decoding functions. The picture cue showed them the word 

meaning and encouraged assistive learning. The word history bar allowed the children to 

visually compare common patterns between the words. The blending/decoding function 

helped children practice their PA and decoding skills by seeing the colour changes and 

sounding out with the computer system. In addition, we also noticed that some children 

really engaged with the child mode, which motivated them to learn with PhonoBlocks.  
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6. Results of Case Study Two 

In this section I describe my analysis of quantitative and qualitative results of the 

second case study involving 10 Chinese Mandarin-speaking EFL children learning to 

read and spell entry-level knowledge of grapheme-phoneme correspondences with 

PhonoBlocks. The Mandarin-speaking EFL children received eight 20-minute training 

sessions with PhonoBlocks. Most of the learning tasks were the same as those in the 

first case study. However, the r-controlled vowel lesson was replaced with the syllable 

division lesson based on the suggestion of the educational psychologist. 

I divide this section into five sub-sections based on the five research questions, 

with each section focused on each RQ. Section 6.1 presents the quantitative results of 

EFL children's learning gains in reading and spelling accuracies on trained and untrained 

words (and for each learning activity) from the pre-test to the post-test(RQ1). Section 6.2 

presents the quantitative results of the children's overall reading and spelling trajectories 

and the qualitative results of their learning trajectories for each learning activity (RQ2). 

Section 6.3 presents the quantitative and qualitative results of the children's preferences 

and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks (RQ3). Section 6.4 presents the qualitative results 

of the influences of individual characteristics on the children's learning gains, 

preferences, and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks (RQ4). Finally, Section 6.5 describes 

the qualitative results concerning the key beneficial design factors in supporting the 

children learning to read and spell (RQ5).  
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6.1 Reading and Spelling Accuracies 

6.2.1 Baseline Assessments 

Table 6–1. Percentages of word reading accuracy in each activity in pre-test. 
 
Activities 

 
Participants 

Percentages of word reading accuracy in each activity ((raw scores/ full scores)%) 

CVC  Consonant 
blends 

Consonant 
digraph 

Magic-e 
rule 

Vowel  
team 

Syllable  
division 

P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P4 33.3 33.3 0 0 33.3 33.3 
P5 33.3 0 33.3 0 0 0 
P6 16.7 0 33.3 0 0 0 
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P8 16.7 0 33.3 0 0 0 
P9 16.7 0 0 0 0 0 
P10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 6–2. Percentages of word spelling accuracy in each activity in pre-test 
 
Activities 

 
Participants 

Percentages of word spelling accuracy in each activity ((raw scores/ full scores)%) 
CVC  Consonant 

blends 
Consonant 
digraph 

Magic-e 
rule 

Vowel  
team 

Syllable  
division 

P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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6.2.2 Reading Accuracy on Trained and Untrained Words 

The participants made large improvements in reading accuracy on trained words 

from the pre-test to the post-test. Paired sample t-test results showed that there was a 

statistically significant increase at the p<0.001 level in participants’ raw accuracy scores 

on trained word reading accuracy between the pre- and post-tests, increasing from 

1.3±1.7 words to 22.5±1.3 words out of 24 trained words in total (t (9) = 

38.283, p <0.0005, d=12.1).  

The participants transferred their new reading knowledge to the untrained words. 

Results showed that there was no statistically significant difference in participants’ raw 

accuracy scores on the post-test reading improvement between the trained and 

untrained words (t (9) =1.000, p=0.343). The mean of children’s raw scores for the 

trained and untrained words were 22.5±1.3 and 22±2.1 (out of 24 trained and 24 

untrained words) respectively in the post-test. 

6.2.3 Spelling Accuracy on Trained and Untrained Words  

The participants also improved on the spelling accuracy of trained words. Results 

showed a statistically significant increase at the p<0.001 level in participants’ scores on 

trained word spelling between the pre- and post-tests, increased from 0 word to 3.5±1.8 

words out of 7 trained words in total (t (9) =6.220, p<0.005, d=2.0). 

The participants transferred some of their new spelling knowledge to the 

untrained words. Results showed a statistically significant increase at the p<0.001 level 

in participants’ scores between the pre-test trained words and the post-test (new) 

untrained words (t (9) =4.636, p<0.005, d=1.5). The mean of raw scores increased from 

0 word to 1.7±1.2 words out of 7 trained/untrained words. Results also showed a 

statistically significant difference at the p<0.001 level on the post-test spelling 

improvement between the trained and untrained words (t (9) =4.630, p<0.005, d=1.5).  
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6.2.4 Reading Accuracy on Trained and Untrained Words in Each 
Learning Activity  

Table 6–3. Reading accuracy on trained words between pre- and post-tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of words in 
total) 

Trained word 
reading raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Trained word 
reading raw 
score in post-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Differences between 
pre-and post-tests 
(statistical results) 

CVC (6) 
 

0.7±0.8 
(median 0.5) 

5.9±0.3 
(median 6) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

Consonant blends (3) 0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

3.0±0.0 
(median 3) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

Consonant digraph (3) 0.3±0.5 
(median 0) 

3.0±0.0  
(median 3) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

Magic-e rule (6) 0.0±0.0 
(median 0) 

5.9 ±0.3 
(median 6) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

Vowel team (3) 0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

2.7±0.5 
(median 3) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

 
Syllable division (3) 

0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

2.1±1.1 
(median 2.5) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.667, p=0.004) 

The nonparametric test (when the data was not normally distributed) results 

showed that the participants achieved significant improvements in trained word reading 

for each learning activity (Table 6-3).  

Table 6–4. Reading accuracy on untrained words between pre- and post-tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of words in 
total) 

Trained word 
reading raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Untrained word 
reading raw 
score in post-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical results) 

 
CVC (6) 

0.7±0.8 
(median 0.5) 

5.8±0.6 
(median 6) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

 
Consonant blends (3) 

0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

3.0±0.0  
(median 3) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

 
Consonant digraph (3) 

0.3±0.5 
(median 0) 

2.7±0.7 
(median 3) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

 
Magic-e rule (6) 

0.0±0.0 
(median 0) 

5.6±0.5  
(median 6) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

 
Vowel team (3) 

0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

3.0±0.0 
(median 3) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.846, p=0.002) 

 
Syllable division (3) 

0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

1.8±1.3 
(median 2) 

*p<0.05 
(z=-2.268, p=0.016) 

The results showed that the participants transferred the learned knowledge from 

trained word reading to the untrained word reading for each learning activity. The 
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participants made smaller improvements in reading the untrained syllable division words 

than reading the other untrained words (Table 6-4).  

6.2.5 Spelling Accuracy on Trained and Untrained Words in Each 
Learning Activity  

Table 6–5. Spelling accuracy on trained words between pre- and post-tests. 

 
Activities 
(number of words in 
total) 

Trained word 
spelling raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Trained word 
spelling raw score 
in post-test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical 
results) 

CVC (6) 0.0±0.0 
(median 0) 

0.8±0.8 
(median 1) 

*p<0.05 
(z=-2.041, 
p=0.031) 

Consonant blends (3) 0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.2±0.4 
(median 0) 

p>0.05 
(z=-0.707, 
p=0.500) 

Consonant digraph (3) 0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.8±0.4 
(median 1) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.475, 
p=0.008) 

Magic-e rule (6) 0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.3±0.5 
(median 0) 

p>0.05 
(z=-1.155, 
p=0.250) 

Vowel team (3) 0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.5±0.5 
(median 0.5) 

p>0.05 
(z=-1.789, 
p=0.062) 

 
Syllable division (3) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.7±0.5 
(median 1) 

*p<0.05 
 (z=-2.268, 
p=0.016) 

The results showed that the participants only achieved significant improvements 

in trained word spelling in the CVC, consonant digraph, and syllable division activities 

(Table 6-5). 
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Table 6–6. Spelling accuracy on untrained words between pre- and post-tests. 

 
Activities  
(number of words in 
total) 

Trained word 
spelling raw 
scores in pre-
test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Untrained word 
spelling raw score 
in post-test 
(mean +s.d.) 

Differences 
between pre-and 
post-tests 
(statistical 
results) 

 
CVC (6) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.9±0.6 
(median 1) 

**p<0.01 
(z=-2.475, 
p=0.008) 

 
Consonant blends (3) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.1±0.3 
(median 0) 

p>0.05 
(z<0.0001, p>0.99) 

 
Consonant digraph (3) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.6±0.5 
(median 1) 

*p<0.05 
(z=-2.041, 
p=0.031) 

 
Magic-e rule (6) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.3±0.5 
(median 0) 

p>0.05 
(z=-1.155, 
p=0.250) 

 
Vowel team (3) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

p>0.05 
(z<0.0001, p>0.99) 

 
Syllable division (3) 

0.0±0.0 
(median 0) 

0.0±0.0  
(median 0) 

p>0.05 
(z<0.0001, p>0.99) 

The results showed that the participants transferred the learned spelling skills 

from trained word to untrained words only in the CVC and consonant digraph activities 

(Table 6-6). 

6.2 Reading and Spelling Trajectories 

6.2.1 Pre-knowledge of Letter Names/Sounds 

The results of the pre-test about the pre-knowledge showed that all the 

participants knew the names of all 26 letters of the English alphabet (100%), but they did 

not know the concepts of letter sounds or letter names at all. When asked for the sound 

of the letter a, they always said the sound in the Chinese alphabetic language (which is 

/a:/). However, they did know that the letter a is sounded as the short vowel /a/ in the 

word apple.  

In terms of spelling, the participants spelling accuracy percentage was 

(88.9±13.9) %. The results showed that some participants (P1, P2, and P7) had 
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relatively poor skills in alphabetic writing. P1 could not write letters in order and just 

randomly wrote a few letters (e.g., a, o, n, g h……p f q x). P2 and P7 were familiar with 

the a-g group. However, they could not remember the rest and started to randomly write 

the letters they knew (e.g., P2: x, z t, m, n, o… v, u, k; P7: k, m, n, o…w, x, z). P8, P9, 

and P10 could write 24 letters while P3, P4, P5 and P6 could write all 26 letters.  

6.2.2 Reading Trajectory 

Figure 6-1 shows that the participants slightly and evenly increased their raw 

reading accuracy scores on trained words during the training sessions.  

 

Figure 6–1. Participants’ trained word reading trajectory (out of 24). 
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• CVC  

The pre-test result showed that all participants had different levels of difficulty 

with the CVC lesson. Several participants (P4, P5, and P6) could only read a few words 

they had learned at school (e.g., dad, hit). However, they just memorized the sound of 

the words. None of the participants could use the phonetic rule to decode or read the 

words.  

Most participants could correctly read the trained CVC words in the sessional 

tests right after the training sessions (2nd and 3rd sessional tests). Several participants 

(P1, P2, P7, and P10) however, had difficulty sounding out the /e/ sound (which does not 

exist in Chinese phonemes). However, their rapid improvements during the sessional 

tests were not consistent with their reading and spelling performance during the training 

sessions. I observed that many participants still could not remember vowel sounds well 

during the first few training sessions. One possible explanation could be that most of the 

participants practiced the trained words a lot at home, so they could remember the 

sounds of the whole words.  

The post-test result showed that most participants (except P8) were able to read 

both trained and untrained CVC words, although many (P1, P2, P7, P8, P9, and P10) 

were still slow in reading and had to spell each sound one by one to read the whole 

words, particularly for the untrained words. It suggested that considerable practice with 

vowel sounds might help the participants to use the phonetic approach to sound out the 

words. However, P8 was an exceptional case. He appeared to use the whole-word 

approach rather than the phonetic approach to sounding out certain words (e.g., he 

could read the word pup correctly but not the word cup and he said he forgot the /u/ 

sound).  

• Consonant blends  

The pre-test result showed all participants had difficulties with the consonant 

blends lesson. Only P4 knew how to read the word stop. None of them could read any of 

the words with consonant blends.  
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The result of the 4th sessional test showed that most participants could correctly 

read the three trained words. However, several participants (P1, P2, P3, and P10) could 

not read the word crab. I assumed that it might because they could not remember that 

the letter c represents the /k/ sound in English since it is also very different from how c is 

sounded in the Chinese alphabetic language.  

The result of the post-test indicated that almost all participants were able to read 

the trained and untrained consonant blends words although P1, P2, and P7 were slow in 

reading. 

• Consonant digraph  

The pre-test result showed all participants had difficulties with the consonant 

digraph lesson. Only P5 and P8 knew the word thin and P6 knew the word shop.  

After the training session, almost all participants quickly learned to read the three 

trained words consonant digraphs. It may be because both the sh and ch sounds in 

Chinese alphabetic language are similar to those in English. However, I observed that 

the two Grade-2 participants had greater problems with the sh and ch pairs. P1 could not 

read chip and P2 could not read shop. Compared to Grade-3 children who usually 

master Chinese alphabetic language very well, the children in Grade 2 are still learning 

it, which may lead to their difficulties in remembering the two pairs.  

The post-test result showed that almost all participants (except P8) were able to 

read both the trained and untrained words with consonant digraphs. P8 read the 

untrained word chop as choap. Despite the mistake, his problem was in the vowel sound 

rather than the consonant digraph. However, P2 had difficulty reading the th sound in the 

untrained word thug.  

• Magic-e rule  

The result of the pre-test showed that all participants had difficulty with the 

magic-e lesson. None of them could read any of the six magic-e words.  

The results of the sessional tests showed that the participants immediately 

understood the magic-e rule after the two training sessions (Session 5 and 6), but some 
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of them (P1, P5, P8, and P9) had difficulties detecting the magic-e words when there 

were no cues. This was very similar to what we observed in the Anglophone children in 

the first study.  

The result of the post-test showed that most of the participants (P1, P4, P5, P6, 

P7, P9, and P10) could read both the trained and untrained magic-e words. P8 read the 

trained word side as sid, while P2, P3, and P8 could not read the untrained word name. 

They seemed to have problems with the first /n/ sound and did not know how to blend 

these sounds together.  

• Vowel team  

The pre-test result showed all participants had difficulty with the vowel team 

lesson. Only P4 knew how to read the word eat. 

Most participants (except P4 and P8) were able to read the vowel team words 

after the training session (Session 7), but they were slow in reading those words. 

Similarly to the magic-e words, some participants could not immediately detect the vowel 

team words when there were no cues. They understood the rules and could read the 

words correctly when given prompts (e.g., the facilitator pointed out the two vowel letters 

for them) or with additional cues (e.g., with PhonoBlocks).  

The post-test result showed that almost all participants could read the trained 

and untrained vowel team words, although most of them (P1, P5, and P7) could not 

detect the vowel team words at first sight. For example, P1 did not notice the ai group so 

she could not read the trained word paid. However, after the facilitator intentionally 

pointed out the ai group, she immediately realized it and could read it. 

• Syllable division  

The pre-test result showed that all participants had difficulty with the syllable 

division lesson. Only P4 knew how to read the word over. 

The results of sessional tests showed that the participants had difficulties 

blending the sounds together. They understood that there should be two parts, but failed 

to sound out the two parts together. The result of the post-test showed that many 
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participants were not able to read the words in the syllable division lesson, particularly 

the untrained words.  

Two reasons may lead to such results: (1) reading the multi-syllable words 

requires the application of more than one rule, which increases the difficulty level. For 

example, to read the untrained word sleepy, the participant had to know how to read the 

consonant blends sl, the vowel team rule of ee, the py sound, and finally sound the two 

syllables together; and (2) many participants did not know how to sound out the two 

syllables together, such as which syllable the stress should fall on. 

6.2.3 Spelling Trajectory 

 

Figure 6–2. Participants’ trained word spelling trajectory (out of 7). 

Figure 6-2 shows that the participants significantly increased their raw spelling 

accuracy scores on trained words between the pre- and post-test.  
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Figure 6–3. Numbers of wrong tries the participants submitted for the three word 
building tasks in the child mode recorded in system logs. 

Figure 6-3 depicts the participants’ trained word-building performance with 

PhonoBlocks right after the instruction in each lesson. The results showed that the 

participants had more difficulty spelling the CVC (Session 1 and 2) and vowel team 

(Session 7) words compared to consonant blends, consonant digraph, magic-e, and 

syllable division words. It was consistent with my observations that most participants 

could not remember the English vowel sounds right after the first few training sessions. 

They often confused vowel sounds in Chinese alphabetic language and English.  
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Figure 6–4. Numbers of hints the participants requested for the three word 
building tasks in the child mode recorded in system logs. 

Figure 6-4 reflects how many times the participants asked for help from 

PhonoBlocks when doing the three word-building tasks in each learning activity. The 

results showed that they usually requested hints in the CVC activity in which they 

submitted more wrong answers and the last syllable division activity in which they had to 

spell all the letters of a word (i.e., the system did not show partial letters of a word).  

• CVC  

In the pre-test, none of the participants could spell any of the trained CVC words. 

In the post-test, P3, P4, and P9 could correctly spell the two trained words while P2, P5, 

P8, and P10 could correctly spell one trained word. P4 was the only one who could spell 

the two untrained words while P1, P3, P5, and P6 could spell one untrained word sit. P1 

and P6 could not spell the word hit but could spell the similar word sit; this might 

because they had learned the untrained word sit at the school (Table 6-7). 
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The results showed that most participants had a severe problem with the vowel 

sounds, particularly in distinguishing /e/ and /a/ sounds. Six out of 10 participants spelled 

pet as pat. In addition, many of them also had difficulty with the /i/ sound. Four out of 10 

could not spell the /i/ sound in the word hit. 

Table 6–7. Participants’ CVC spelling performance in the post-test. 

 
Participants 

Post-test 

Participants 

Post-test 

bet hit *pet *sit bet hit *pet *sit 

P1 bat heit pat sit P6  be _ _ _t pat sit 
P2 bet h_t pat set P7 bat _ _t pet s_t 
P3 bet hit pat sit P8 bet _ _t _ _t _ _t 
P4 bet hit pet sit P9 bet hit pat sat 
P5 bet heite put sit P10 biat hit pat sat 

• Consonant blends  

In the pre-test, none of the participants could spell any of the trained consonant 

blends words. In the post-test, P3 could correctly spell both the trained and untrained 

words while P4 could spell the trained word. P5, P6 and P10 knew there were two 

blended sounds, but they misspelled st as sd. However, many participants could not 

write down the consonant blends. They could only write the initial and last consonant 

letters (Table 6-8). 

In conclusion, the results showed that although a few participants improved in the 

consonant blends lesson, most of them still could not spell the blended pairs.  

Table 6–8. Participants’ consonant blends spelling performance in the post-
test. 

 
Participants 

Post-test  
Participants 

Post-test 
stop *step stop *step 

P1 s_ _ p s_ _ p P6 sdp s_ _p 
P2 s_ _p sup P7 s_ _p s_ _p 
P3 stop step P8 s_ _ _ s_ _p 
P4 stop sdeq P9 s_ _ _ spet 
P5 sdop sdap P10 sdoup sdip 

• Consonant digraph  

In the pre-test, none of the participants could spell any of the trained consonant 

digraph words. In the post-test, almost all the participants (except P2) could correctly 
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spell the sh pair, and most of them (P1, P4, P5, P6, and P9) could correctly spell both 

the trained and untrained words (Table 6-9).  

In conclusion, the results showed that most participants improved significantly in 

the consonant digraph lesson. It is interesting to note that the participants’ spelling 

improvement on the consonant digraphs was much better than on the consonant blends. 

It may because the sh sound in English is very similar to that of Chinese alphabetic 

language. 

Table 6–9. Participants’ consonant diagraph spelling performance in post-test. 

 
Participants 

Post-test  
Participants 

Post-test 
shop *ship shop *ship 

P1 shop ship P6 shop ship 
P2 sop sep P7 shop shap 
P3 shop ship P8 sh_p sh_p 
P4 shop shep P9 shop ship 
P5 shop ship P10 shoup ship 

• Magic-e rule  

In the pre-test, none of the participants could spell any of the trained magic-e 

words. In the post-test, P4 could spell both the trained and untrained words while P1 and 

P10 could spell the trained word game, and P5 and P6 could spell the untrained word 

name. P5 appeared to confuse the vowel team rule and the magic-e rule so she spelled 

the vowel a as the vowel team ae. However, the general pattern [CVC+e] was correct. 

P6 could not spell the word game but could spell the word name, which might suggest 

that she had learned the word name before (Table 6-10)  

In conclusion, the results showed that most participants did not fully acquire the 

magic-e rule in spelling. P3, P9, and P10 seemed to confuse the magic-e and CVC rules 

while P2, P6, P7, and P8 did not remember the magic-e pattern. 

Table 6–10. Participants’ magic-e rule spelling performance in post-test. 

 
Participants 

Post-test  
Participants 

Post-test 
game *name game *name 

P1 game n_ _ _ P6 x name 
P2 x n_m_ P7 _ _ _m x 
P3 gam nam_ P8 g _ _m _ _ _m 
P4 game name P9 gam _ _ _m 
P5 gaeme name P10 game nam 
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• Vowel team  

In the pre-test, none of the participants could spell any of the trained vowel team 

words. In the post-test, P3, P4, P5, and P6 could spell the trained word eat. However, 

none of the participants could spell the untrained word tea (Table 6-11).  

The results showed that most participants did not remember the vowel teams for 

spelling. Most of them could only spell the consonant letter t but not the vowel 

combination. Spelling was harder than reading for this rule because the participants had 

to remember both vowel letters in the spelling. 

Table 6–11. Participants’ vowel team spelling performance in post-test. 

 
Participants 

Post-test  
Participants 

Post-test 
eat *tea eat *tea 

P1 yit tin P6 _ _t t_ _ 
P2 x x P7 eat t_ _ 
P3 eat t_ _ P8 _ _t t_ _ 
P4 eat ti P9 _ _t tin 
P5 eat ti P10 eit tei 

• Syllable division  

In the pre-test, none of the participants could spell any of the trained syllable 

division words. In the post-test, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, and P8 could spell the trained 

word over. P5 and P10 spelled the untrained word under as ander while P3, P4, and P7 

could spell parts of the word under correctly (Table 6-12). 

In conclusion, most participants could spell the trained word over but could not 

transfer it to the untrained word. In fact, during the training session, I found that most 

participants knew the word over. After the facilitator taught them this word, they seemed 

to think about they had learned it at the school (e.g., P3 and P10 said, “Oh, I 

remembered, I learned this word at school!”). However, none of the participants could 

spell it in the pre-test. This may because they were not trained to write and spell the 

word during class.  

Table 6–12. Participants’ syllable division spelling performance in post-test. 

 
Participants 

Post-test  
Participants 

Post-test 
over *under over *under 

P1 oer x P6 over x 
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P2 over x P7 over der 
P3 over u_ _d_ _ P8 o_ _ _ x 
P4 over un_ _ _ P9 o_ _ _ x 
P5 over ander P10 over ander 

6.3 Children’s Preferences and Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

6.3.1 Children’s Preferences on PhonoBlocks  

The results of the preference ratings (1-4 scale) showed that all participants 

really liked PhonoBlocks (mean=4.0±0.0), thought the system was easy to use 

(mean=4.0±0.0), and said they would like to continue using the system (mean=4.0±0.9). 

I interpret this cautiously due to the novelty effect and researcher-child power difference. 

It was particularly obvious in China since there are limited computer-based language 

learning tools for children. After the study, many Chinese parents and children asked 

where they could purchase commercial tangible reading products such as PhonoBlocks.  

The participants were also asked how much they liked the dynamic colour cue 

feature. The results showed that most participants really liked this feature 

(mean=3.5±1.0). This was also consistent with our observations. Participants showed 

interest and curiosity through the questions they asked (reported in section 6.5.1 as 

below).  I asked children who selected the “Some” (P2 and P6) and “Not at all” (P4) 

options for their reasons. P2 mentioned that he liked the dynamic colour cue, but he just 

did not like the specific colours that the system used and said. “I don’t like the pink 

colour at all. I want to change it for other colours, like the blue.” P6 also expressed 

similar thoughts, saying, “I like the shiny letters that can change colours, but there are 

just a few colour patterns. I prefer to see more colours.” P4 who selected “Not at all” 

mentioned that the lights were too bright which made her eyes a little bit uncomfortable. 

She said, “I hope I could control the brightness of the system.” During the post-interview, 

P4’s mother also confirmed that P4’s eyes were a little bit sensitive to lights compared to 

other children. When asked how much they liked the 3D tangible letters, results showed 

that most of the children really liked them (mean=3.8±0.4). Many children mentioned the 

tangible letters were not easy to break and fun to play with. 
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The participants were asked what other features of PhonoBlocks they liked or 

disliked and the reason why. Most participants (7 out of 10) mentioned that they liked 

word pictures displayed on the screen. They thought the pictures looked nice and helped 

them to know the word meanings. Most participants (7 out of 10) also mentioned that 

they really liked that the system could play the sounds of the word. They thought it was 

useful that the system could play the sound when they manipulated the letters onto the 

platform. Half of the participants (5 out of 10) said they liked playing with the child mode. 

They mentioned that it was encouraging to hear the rewarding sounds in the game. 

Some participants (3 out of 10) mentioned that they liked the word history bar. They 

explained that the word history bar helped to review the learned words and allowed them 

to hear the letter sounds. 

In the questionnaire, two participants (P4 and P6) expressed that they did not like 

the strong lights and the slow reaction of the system. P4 complained, “The lights of the 

tangible letters are too strong. It sometimes makes my eyes uncomfortable.” P6 said, 

“The reaction of the light sometimes is too slow.” I also observed the similar issues as 

seen among Anglophone children. We observed that the children sometimes stood up to 

press the buttons because the tangible letters blocked them; they often spent time 

looking for letters; and they always looked at the notch on the letter bottom to decide 

which was the frontal side of the tangible letters.  

6.3.2 Children’s Other Thoughts on PhonoBlocks 

The participants were asked how well the system supported them learning to 

read and spell. The results showed that most participants believed that the system was 

helpful (mean=3.7±0.7). Eight out of 10 participants believed that the system was very 

helpful, and one girl (P4) believed that it was helpful, while one boy (P2) thought it was a 

little helpful. It is interesting to note that both P4 and P2 expressed that they did not like 

the brightness of the letter colours.  

The participants were asked how well the embedded dynamic colour cues 

supported them in learning to read and spell. The results showed that most participants 

believed that the dynamic colour cue was helpful (mean=3.7±0.5). Seven out of 10 
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participants thought the dynamic colour cue was really helpful while the remaining three 

thought it was helpful.  

The participants were asked how well the 3D tangible letters supported them in 

learning to read and spell. Almost all the participants (9 out of 10) believed that 3D 

tangible letters were really helpful while one (P2) thought it was helpful (mean=3.9±0.3). 

Many participants (P1, P2, P3, P8, and P10) pointed out that it was extremely useful that 

the system could light up the colour within the letters and play the sound at the same 

time when placing the tangible letters onto the platform. It might partially explain why the 

participants tended to believe that the 3D tangible letters (mean=3.9±0.3) were more 

effective in supporting learning compared the dynamic colour cues (mean=3.7±0.5)—

they might perceive the colour cue and tangible letters as a whole design (tangible 

letters embedded with colour cues) of the tangible letters.  

6.4 Influences of Individual Characteristics  

6.4.1 Influence of Individual Characteristics in Learning Gains 

• Grade level (Grade 2- Grade 3) 

Two children (P1 and P2) were in Grade 2 while the rest of the children were in 

Grade 3. P1 and P2 achieved below the average learning gains in most of the reading 

and spelling test (Table 6-13). Based on my observations, two participants in Grade 2 

(P1 and P2) would also more often confuse the sounds in Chinese alphabetic language 

and in English compared to those in Grade 3. For example, P2 often read the word dad 

as /da:d/ because in the Chinese alphabetic language the letter sound of a is sounded 

as /a:/. Such challenges also influenced their reading fluency. I observed that P1 and P2 

were slow in the reading tasks. Most of the time, they had to spell out the individual letter 

sounds and then blend them together to read the whole word.  

Table 6–13. Participants' reading and spelling gains ((post-test score – pre-test 
score) / (full score-pre-test score)). 

Participants Trained word 
reading learning 
gain in post-test 
(%) 

Untrained word 
reading learning 
gain in post-test 
(%) 

Trained word 
spelling learning 
gain in post-test 
(%) 

Untrained word 
spelling 
learning gain in 
post-test (%) 
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P1 83.3 87.5 14.3 14.3 
P2 87.5 83.3 21.4 0 
P3 91.7 83.3 42.9 21.4 
P4 94.7 94.7 50.0 21.4 
P5 95.2 100.0 28.6 21.4 
P6 100.0 100.0 21.4 14.3 
P7 95.8 95.8 21.4 14.3 
P8 90.9 72.7 7.1 0 
P9 95.7 100.0 21.4 7.1 
P10 100.0 95.8 21.4 7.1 
Mean± s.d. 94.5±5.3 91.3±9.2 25.0±12.7 12.1±8.3 

• Parental supports at home 

Seven participants' parents (P2, P4, P5, P6, P7, P9, and P10) reported that they 

helped their children to practice the learned words at home while the rest (P1, P3, and 

P8) did not. It appeared that parental supports at home influenced children's reading and 

spelling gains (Table 6-13). I also observed that the participants who practiced the 

learned words at home performed better in the sessional tests in terms of reading 

accuracy and fluency. They might gradually turn these words into sight words after 

considerable practice.  

In China, most parents attach great importance to children’s English learning. 

Most participants' parents would spend some time each day to help the children go 

through the learned knowledge during the study, although I did not ask the parents to do 

so. Although the parents’ helps may influence the effectiveness of the PhonoBlocks 

instruction of this study, it suggested that short-time PhonoBlocks instruction combined 

with the after-school practice worked well in the real-life context.  

• Pre-alphabetic knowledge in spelling 

Based on the pre-test result, I assigned 1-3 to represent the low, mediate and 

high levels of the participant’s pre-alphabetic knowledge in spelling. Here, the low level-1 

meant that the participant only knew a few alphabet letters (N<=20), and the mediate 

level-2 meant that the participant could spell most of the letters but with some mistakes 

(20<N<26), while the high level-3 meant that the participant could spell all 26 letters 

correctly. According to it, P1, P2 and P7 were in level-1, and P8, P9 and P10 were in 

level-2, while P3, P4, P5, and P6 were in level-3. The children who had a higher level 

achieved larger spelling learning gains (Table 6-13). I also observed that the children 
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who were familiar with the alphabet letters were more confident in word spelling, 

particularly with the untrained words.  Even if they could not write down the whole words, 

they could at least write down the partial letters they heard about.  

• Attentional and learning challenges and motivation 

The parents reported that all participants in this study do not have any attentional 

problems or learning challenges.   This was also confirmed by the teachers during the 

recruitment. I also observed that the children were very focused during the training 

session, which made their learning process very productive. In addition, all participants 

in this study had motivation in learning with PhonoBlocks and some had greater 

motivation than the others. I did notice that the motivation helped them to stay focused 

during the training sessions. Most of the children with greater motivation followed and 

responded to the instruction well. They liked to ask questions and were more actively 

involved.   

6.4.2 Influence of Individual Characteristics in Preferences and Other 
Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

• Temperament  

The parents reported that P1, P2, P5, P6, P8, P9, and P10 were extroverted, 

while P3, P4, and P7 were introverted. I also observed that P3, P4, and P7 were 

relatively quite compared to the rest of the children during the training process.  

The questionnaire results showed that the children who were described as 

extroverted tended to rate higher scores for their preferences on 3D tangible letters. I 

also observed that children who were described as extroverted liked the 3D tangible 

letters more. They liked to ask questions about the letters (e.g., P2 and P5), quickly 

figured out the orientation and placement of the letters (e.g., P1, P2, and P3), developed 

their strategies to manage the letters off the desk (e.g., P7) or manipulate the letters 

during the word-building activities (e.g., P5 and P10 switched the order of placement; 

P2, P6, P7, P9, and P10 used one or two hands to place the letters onto the platform in 

different contexts). 

• Competitive personality 
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Four children (P1, P5, P7, and P10) were described as competitive. I noticed that 

these children enjoyed the child mode of the system. They cared more about the 

rewarding feedback of the system (audio and stars). P1, P7, and P10 always showed 

smiles when they could make the correct answer with the first try (in this way, they could 

earn a visual star). P5 and P10 often said they wanted to play more games. These 

observations may suggest that children with competitive personalities may enjoy playing 

with the child mode.  

6.5 Key Beneficial Design Factors  

6.5.1 Dynamic Colour Cues 

• Attraction to and engagement with the flashing dynamic colour cues 

Several participants (P1, P2, P3, and P10), particularly P2, showed great interest 

in the dynamic colour cues. For example, in the CVC lesson, P2 asked,  

“What the colour will be in the fourth slot?” When he first saw the colour change in the 

magic-e activity, he said, “Wow!” and showed a puzzled face. Similarly, P1, P3, and P10 

also showed an excited face when they saw colour changes.  

• Ability to quickly learn what the dynamic colour cues represented 

The participants were able to quickly learn what the dynamic colour cues 

represented. For example, in the CVC lesson, when asked what the three colours 

represented, P1, P2, and P3 said there are three sounds. In the consonant blends 

lesson, after being told the green colour meant the two consonant sounds were blended 

together, I observed that many participants (P3, P6, P7, P9, and P10) were intentionally 

sounding out the pairs together (e.g., /fl/, /cr/) when seeing the letters change to green. 

Similar actions were also observed in the consonant digraphs and vowel team activities. 

In the magic-e activity, when the participants were asked what the red colour and yellow 

colour stood for, P1 said, “The red colour means letter name, and the yellow colour 

means letter sound.” The other participants (P2, P3, P5, P6, P7, and P8) also had 

similar answers.  In the syllable division lesson, when asked what the two colours meant, 

the participants said that two colours (blue and green) meant the two parts of the word.  
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It is worth noting that many participants still remembered the colours used in 

each lesson after the training session. For example, when asked to rate their 

preferences of the dynamic colour cues during the post-questionnaire, many participants 

(P1, P3, P5, P7, and P8) self-reported that they really liked the colour cues, particularly 

the yellow and red colours in the magic-e lesson and they could clearly tell what the 

dynamic colour cues represented.  

• The colour flash drew attention to the moment when placing a letter(s) 
changes a sound (s) 

The colour flash is also important because it draws attention to the moment when 

placing a letter(s) changes a sound(s). For example, I observed that the yellow and red 

vowel flashes encouraged the children to notice the vowel sound changes from short to 

long when an e was added in the magic-e rule.  

• Noticed “unexpected” changes in colours and used them to detect spelling 
errors 

I only observed once that a participant (P9) used the dynamic colour cues to 

detect spelling error. When P9 spelled the word chip, she first placed the letter pair cb 

onto the platform. She noticed that the colour did not change to green. She then thought 

for a while and changed the cb to ch. After seeing the colour change to green, she 

started to place the rest of the letters to spell the word.  
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6.5.2 3D Tangible Letters  

• Simultaneously used multiple senses to associate letters and sounds 

I observed that the participants were seeing and placing the tangible letters onto 

the platform while saying the letter sounds. For example, P6 was placing each letter on 

to the and saying its individual letter sound for the word flag (fl-a-g). P9 performed 

similar actions for the word shop (sh-o-p). 

I also noticed that most participants (P1, P3, P4, P7, P9, and P10) actively used 

multiple senses to help them solve the tasks during the practice. When asked to make a 

word, the participants often kept sounding out the individual sounds while selecting and 

picking up the tangible letters. For example, when P1 was asked to make the word hit, 

she was often kept sounding out the /i/ sounds when looking for the letter i.   

• Used the physical constraints to determine correct letter orientation 

The participants quickly learned to use the physical constraints (notch) to 

determine correct letter orientation. For example, many participants (P1, P2, P3, P5, P9, 

and P10) looked at the bottom of the tangible letters to determine the correct letter 

orientation (Figure 6-5). Some participants (P4 and P7) tried out the tangible letters with 

the system to see whether they could be fitted or not.  

The participants also realized that the orientation matters more for several letters 

than for the others. For example, when P2 found that the letter w could not fit into the 

slot, he said, “I put the w backwards.” Then he switched its direction and placed it into 

the slot. Similarly, P3 did this for the letter i. However, the orientations of the mirrored 

letters were different. In the consonant blends lesson, when asked to make the letter 

crab, P5 picked up the letter d and placed it onto the platform. She checked the system's 

feedback and it showed the answer was wrong. After thinking for a while, she seemed to 

realize the mistake and started to switch the orientation but found it did not match to the 

slot. Eventually she took off the letter d, selected the letter b, and put it onto the platform. 
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Figure 6–5. P1 and P2 looked at the bottom of the letter to figure out its 
orientation. 

• Traced letters or compared mirrored letter shapes side-by-side to determine 
correct letter orientation 

Most participants (P2, P4, P5, P6, P8, and P9) had difficulty distinguishing 

mirrored letter shapes. Here, the tangible letters allowed the participants to easily trace 

or compare the similar letter shapes during the spelling process. During the instruction, 

when the participants were confused about the mirrored letter shapes, the facilitator 

asked them to trace the letters. In the later instruction, P5 actively traced the letters 

herself every time she felt confused, without being asked to (Figure 6-6). 

 

Figure 6–6. P5, P6, and P8 traced the tangible letters during the instruction. 

I observed that two participants (P1 and P5) tended to make the comparisons by 

holding the two similar tangible letters when making the words that contain mirrored 

letters such as b/d. For example, in the CVC lesson, when asked to make the word crab, 

P5 was not sure about b/d, so she held the letters b and d in each hand and compared 

them (Figure 6-7).  
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Figure 6–7. P5 compared b and d letters. 

• Developed spatial organization strategies to simplify spelling tasks 

Several children (P2, P7, and P10) developed ways to organize tangible letters in 

space to make their tasks easier to solve. The spatial organization of tangible letters 

could be summarized in two ways. First, some participants (P2 and P10) placed the 

tangible letters in a line, which appeared to help them to visually and physically find 

certain letters. Second, P7 liked to pick up the tangible letters that he was going to use 

later and place them aside. For example, when making the word shop, P7 first selected 

the four letters he needed to use, placed them in front of him, and then put them onto the 

platform. He repeated such actions when building the word chip (Figure 6-8).  

 

Figure 6–8. P7 selected all the letters he needed to use and placed them front of 
him when making the words chip and shop. 

• Single or two-hands interaction mirrored children’s understanding of sound 
structure 

I noticed that some participants placed letters one by one when they were 

learning a rule, but then later placed pairs of letters with two hands once they 
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understood the rule. Most participants (P3, P7, P9, and P10) switched from this kind of 

one-handed to two-handed interaction as they learned rules. For example, when P3 was 

asked to make the word flag, he simultaneously picked up the letters f and l using two 

hands. However, when asked to make the word stop, he first placed the letter s in the 

second slot, thought for a while, and then placed the letter t in the first slot (Figure 6-9). I 

noticed such patterns (two hands for known pairs and single hand for unknown pairs) 

frequently with P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P9, and P10 when they were making words that 

contain consonant blends, consonant digraphs, and vowel teams (Figure 6-10). For 

example, after instruction, P3, P6, P7, P9, and P10 used two hands to simultaneously 

pick up and place the consonant blends (e.g., fl, cr); P1, P7 and P9 used this two-

handed strategy for consonant digraphs (e.g., sh, th); P2 and P7 also used two hands to 

make vowel team pairs (e.g., ea, ai). 

 

Figure 6–9. When P3 understood the fl pair in the word flag, he picked up the 
letters f and l simultaneously using two hands (left); when he was 
not sure about the st pair, he placed the t and s separately (middle 
and right). 

 

Figure 6–10. P2, P5, and P7 used two hands to place the vowel team (ea) and 
consonant digraph (th). 
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• Switch of letter placement order reflected children’s understanding of the 
learned knowledge  

I observed that sometimes the participants switched the order of letter 

placement, which might reflect how they understood the rules. For example, in the 

magic-e lesson, P4 always put the consonant letters first and then the [vowel+e] pair. 

These motor actions suggested that she understood the magic-e rule well. This was also 

consistent with the result of the post-test in which P4 was the only one who could 

correctly spell both the trained and untrained magic-e words. 

Several participants (P2, P5, and P8) switched the order of letter placement 

when they were not sure of their answers, which made the learning visible. I noticed that 

when the participants were not confident of their answers, they tended to place the 

letters they knew first and then the uncertain ones. For example, in the CVC lesson, 

when P2 was asked to make the word bet, he was not sure about the middle vowel 

letter. He placed the letters b and t onto the platform. He paused for a while and then 

placed the letter a onto the platform. This showed a strong sign that P2 was confused 

about the /e/ and /a/ sounds. The facilitator then asked P2 to sound out the individual 

letter sounds for the word bet. Then P2 replaced the letter a with the letter e. Similarly, 

when P5 was not sure about the vowel for the word pup, she placed the two p letters 

onto the platform and then place the wrong letter a. However, when she could correctly 

spell the word hit, she placed the letters in order as h-i-t. 

6.5.3 Other Design Features  

• Pictures associated with the words 

The video and observational data showed that the participants always checked 

the picture for each word. They wanted to know the meaning of the word by checking its 

picture. For example, P5 smiled when she saw the picture for pup. P1, P2, P5, and P10 

always guessed what the learned words meant based on the pictures. For example, 

when P2 saw the picture of the word game, he smiled and said, “Computer game.” 

When he saw the picture of the word late (i.e., a clock shows a man running late), he 

asked, “Does it mean clock?”  After the facilitator explained, he smiled and understood it. 

The pictures also allowed the participants to associate different but related words with 
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the one depicted in the picture. For example, when P2 saw the picture of the word pup, 

he asked, “why did my school teacher say the word dog has this meaning?”. When P3 

learned and saw the picture of the word over, he said, “I remembered, I learned this 

word at school.” When P5 learned and saw the picture of the word late, she said, “Oh, I 

remember that my teacher said don’t be late before.”  

• Child mode  

The participants enjoyed playing on their own in child mode. For example, during 

the instruction, P2, P5, and P10 said that they would like to play more with the games. 

The participants were so excited to hear the rewarding sounds and pictures when 

successfully completing the tasks. P1, P3, P7, and P10 always smiled when they heard 

the rewarding sounds.  

• Word history bar  

During the instruction, the participants rarely actively interacted with the word 

history bar (e.g., clicking the word to listen to its sound or dragging the words to re-

arrange them). However, many participants (P1, P3, P5, P7, P9, and P10) often looked 

at the words they already learned when making new words. The word history bar served 

as an additional hint for them when doing the spelling tasks.  

6.6 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter, I described the results of the case study with 10 Mandarin-

speaking EFL children learning to read and spell entry-level knowledge of grapheme-

phoneme correspondences with PhonoBlocks. The results of the paired sample t-tests 

showed that the children made large progress in reading and spelling trained and 

untrained words in the post-test. The results of learning trajectories also showed that 

spelling was harder than reading, and the children needed more practice to master 

certain rules (e.g., magic-e, vowel team, and syllable division). In addition, the confusion 

of vowel sounds impacted some children's word reading and spelling performances 

although they had already understood the rules. 
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The children really liked the system, thought the system was easy to use, and 

said they would like to continue using the system. Most children liked the dynamic colour 

cues and 3D tangible letters, and believed the colour cues and tangible letters were 

really helpful in supporting learning to read and spell. In addition, several children 

mentioned that they liked the features of pictures, child mode, and word history bar.  

Children's personal characteristics influenced their learning gains and 

preferences about the system. Children's grade level, parental support at home, pre-

alphabetic knowledge in spelling, and other characteristics such as motivation and 

attention seemed to influence their learning gains. I also found that extroverted (active) 

children liked the 3D tangible letters and competitive children enjoyed the child mode.  

Two core design features—the dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters –and 

a set of other design features were suggested to benefit children in learning to read and 

spell. First, the dynamic colour cues attracted children's attention and engaged them 

during the learning process. The children could quickly learn what the dynamic colour 

cues represented for grapheme-phoneme correspondences. I also noticed that one child 

(P9) intentionally used the cues to detect spelling errors.  

Second, the 3D tangible letters allowed the children to (1) simultaneously use 

multiple senses to learn grapheme-phoneme correspondences; (2) trace letters or 

compare mirrored letter shapes side-by-side to determine correct letter orientation; (3) 

use the physical constraints to determine correct orientation; and (4) develop spatial 

organization strategies to simplify spelling tasks. I also found that the children (5) used 

either single or two-handed interaction that mirrored their understanding of the sound 

structures and (6) sometimes switched the letter placement order that reflected their 

understanding of the learned knowledge, both of which enabled a facilitator to see 

learning happening in real time, and provide appropriate feedback.  

Third, I also observed that the children frequently used the picture cue and word 

history bar functions. The picture cue showed them the word meaning and encouraged 

assistive learning. The word history bar allowed the children to visually compare 

common patterns between the words. In addition, I also noticed that some children really 

engaged with the child mode, which motivated them to learn with PhonoBlocks.  
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7. Discussion of Two Case Studies 

The results of the two case studies suggested that scripted instruction with 

PhonoBlocks was effective in supporting both the at-risk monolingual English-speaking 

children and the Mandarin-speaking EFL children in learning to read and spell the 

alphabetic rules. In this chapter, I first discuss the potential design factors that account 

for the successes of each study. Specific design recommendations are also suggested. I 

then compare the similarities and differences of the results between the two studies, 

based on which I propose design considerations for designing tangible reading systems 

for at-risk monolingual English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking EFL children 

respectively. 

7.1 Discussion of Case Study One  

In this section, I discuss the important design factors that may have contributed 

to the positive results of the first case study. Specific design recommendations are also 

presented.  

7.1.1 Use Embedded Dynamic Colour Cues to Draw Attention to 
Grapheme-phoneme Correspondences 

At-risk children who have poor phonological awareness have great challenges in 

decoding (Vellutino et al., 2004) and learning the various relationships between 

graphemes and phonemes in the "opaque" orthography of English (Dehaene, 2009; 

Snowling & Stackhouse, 2006). Using dynamic colour cues, which use a flash to draw 

attention to the moment when letters’ sounds change, appears more effective than using 

static letter colours, as seen in other reading acquisition systems (e.g., (Berninger et al., 

1999; Hines, 2009)). Our results showed that flashing of a colour within a letter(s) helped 

children notice that something had happened. They either immediately understood the 
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meaning, asked about it or expressed understanding when it was explained. Some 

changes were easier to understand (e.g., adding e in the magic-e rule) than others 

(blends). When expected colour changes did not happen, children used this information 

to correct errors during their practice sessions.  

Many reading systems use different colours for each letter or for vowels and 

consonants (e.g., Tiggly and Osmo). In our approach, we used embedded dynamic 

colour cues with small number of colours to highlight parts of words (groups of letters), 

which may help draw attention to the letters that are important in each rule. This design 

approach helped the children to focus on the part of the word relevant to the rules rather 

than on the whole word or individual letters. Specifically, we recommend using limited 

colours to represent key elements of the rules and using white to represent the other 

parts of the word. We also recommend using flashing colours to highlight the moment 

where one letter changes the whole sound of the words.  

It is noteworthy that we not only provide embedded dynamic colour cues in 

tangible letters, but also have the associated coloured 2D letters on the display. 

Although in the current study we did not separate those two design elements and 

specifically examine their potential benefits in learning, we did notice that the at-risk 

children frequently switched their attention between the coloured 3D tangible letters and 

the coloured 2D letters on the display. The children looked at the coloured 3D tangible 

letters first, and then started to look at the display and touch the screen to interact with 

the (3D and 2D) letters. This suggests that the dynamic colour cues might support help 

with attentional focus. Future research is warranted to investigate the specific role of the 

dynamic colour cues in the regard. 

7.1.2 Choose 3D Tangible Letters Forms and Workspace to Enable 
Epistemic Actions, Which Simplify Spelling and Reading Tasks 

Epistemic actions are those actions used to change the world in order to simplify 

problem-solving tasks (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). Previous research suggested that TUIs 

encourage more epistemic actions compared to GUIs (Antle, 2013a). The study results 

showed that our 3D tangible letters enabled many types of epistemic actions: the 

children could organize the letters differently in space to make their tasks easier; they 
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could compare the mirrored letters side-by-side; and they could leverage the use of the 

physical constraints to figure out the orientation of the tangible letters; they could even 

look for letters through touching and feeling. These epistemic actions helped the children 

to shift a mental task to a visual-physical task (i.e., cognitive offloading) and enabled 

them to solve the spelling tasks more easily (Antle, 2013a). 

In order to support children’s epistemic actions in learning to read and spell, the 

following design elements of 3D tangible letters need to be considered: (1) they should 

be hand-sized and crafted with light and safe material so that children can easily pick up 

or hold them in their hands; (2) letters are able to stand up on their own so that the 

children can easily organize them in space; (3) there should be enough space on the 

table to place all the letters; and (4) they should have both physical constraints (usually 

on bottom) and visual marks (on top) which allow the children to quickly recognize and 

orient them in space.  

7.1.3 Use 3D Forms and Tasks that Enable Hands-on Interaction, 
Which Improves Attention and Makes Learning Visible 

The stand-alone letters are light and easy to move, organize, and handle. 

Providing a small subset of letters for each learning task and encouraging both tutor and 

child to handle them (e.g., place in slots) helps focus attention on the letters. The results 

of the study showed that the children liked to hold, play, and manipulate the 3D tangible 

letters all the time. During the manipulation, their attention was closely focused on the 

letters. Here, the manipulation of 3D tangible letters and the embedded colour cues 

within the letters both promoted the children’s attention. This is consistent with previous 

theories that the use of kinaesthetic/tactile modalities could improve learners’ attention 

and memory (Glenberg et al., 2007; Minogue & Jones, 2006). Because letters are light 

and robust, the letters not in use can easily be moved away with an arm swipe, which 

enables a facilitator to easily direct children’s attention. Because letters are easy to 

handle, children used single and two-handed interactions, which reflected their 

understanding of grapheme-phoneme structures. Making symbolic notation (that is 

letters) into tangible objects enabled a facilitator/tutor see visual evidence of children’s 

thinking as they practice spelling in real time and then provide appropriate feedback. 
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7.1.4 Provide Blending/decoding Function to Enable Children to 
Learn How Individual Letters Combine into Blended Sounds in 
Words.  

The blending/decoding function enabled children to construct whole words by 

hearing whole word sounds (swipe right) and then deconstruct words into individual 

letter colours and their sounds (swipe left). This function mapped the letter symbols, 

letter sounds, and colours in a congruent way; this helped children practice their PA and 

decoding skills by seeing the colour changes and sounding out with the computer 

system. We observed that most of the children in this study liked to use this function. 

The results also showed that most of the children had a good reading fluency for reading 

most of the trained words and untrained words in the post- and follow-up tests. 

7.1.5 Provide Interactions on Touch Screen to Support Attention 
Switch Between 3D Tangible Letters and the Screen 

PhonoBlocks uses the discrete design in which the digital screen and 3D tangible 

letters are separated. This features requires more attention, but may also result in 

reasoning and reflection (Price et al., 2008). Providing more multi-touch interactions on 

the touch screen encourages children to switch their attention between 3D tangible 

letters and the screen side, which ensures their attention is not only on 3D tangible 

letters. The results indicated that the blending/decoding function, word history bar, and 

associated pictures indeed supported the attention switch. After placing the tangible 

letters on the platform, all the children wanted to click the button to check the picture, 

and most of them would listen to the individual letter sounds. They also interacted with 

the 2D words generated in the word history bar. 

7.1.6 TUIs Work Best for Active Children  

Our results showed that the children’s characteristics such as attention, 

motivation, and temperament influenced their learning gains or preferences about the 

system. We saw that extroverted (and active) children liked the 3D tangible letters more. 

Our results also showed that children with attentional challenges (P1, P4, and P8) 

appeared to improve slightly less than their peers but still significantly improved. This 
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suggests that our approach might be successful for children with attentional challenges. 

Of course, our findings are severely limited by the small sample size and lack of 

statistical information. We suggest structuring the learning environment so that children 

can fidget with elements that contribute to learning or remove such elements from reach 

until they are needed.   

7.2 Discussion of Case Study Two 

In this section, I discuss the important design factors that may have contributed 

to the positive results of the second case study. The results of this study also suggest 

that (1) embedded dynamic colour cues draw attention to grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences; (2) 3D tangible letters forms and workplace enable epistemic actions; 

and (3) 3D forms and tasks enable hands-on interaction which improves attention and 

makes learning visible. These points are similar to those discussed in the first case study 

(in sections 7.1.1-7.1.3). In addition to the three aspects, I also suggest the following 

design features that are important to EFL children. 

7.2.1 Provide Associated Pictures to Enable Children Who Lack 
Background Knowledge to Learn Word Meanings  

The main learning goal of PhonoBlocks is to support children to learn the 

alphabetic principles. However, it is also very important for children to understand the 

meanings of the words they have learned so that the learning becomes meaningful for 

them (e.g., they could use the words in their daily life). Compared to at-risk monolingual 

English-speaking children, Mandarin-speaking EFL children usually have very minimal 

oral vocabularies. Therefore, they cannot automatically know the meaning of the word 

based on its pronunciation. In this case, pictures are not only fun, but also serve as a 

crucial cue for them to learn and understand word meanings.  

When designing the associated pictures, it is important to ensure that they are 

easy to understand and closely related to the core meaning of the word. Sometimes it is 

difficult to represent abstract meaning by using pictures. For example, I did see that one 

EFL child (P2) misunderstood the meaning of the word late as clock when he saw the 
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picture of a clock. In this case, designers can either use animation or complementary the 

picture with additional bilingual audio instruction to further explain the word meaning.  

7.2.2 TUIs Work Best for Children Who Appreciate Learning Through 
Hand-on Actions  

The results showed that the Mandarin-speaking EFL children really liked our 

system, and many of them even asked where they could get commercial tangible 

systems like PhonoBlocks after the study. One reason may be that children who had 

limited hand-on activities in their traditional education appreciated more the experience 

of learning through hand-on actions. Compared to the at-risk monolingual English-

speaking children who receive education in Canada, Mandarin-speaking EFL children 

usually have limited hand-on learning activities at school. The traditional English learning 

approach in most Chinese schools is rote learning by using the whole-word approach. 

There is also limited technology that can support their learning after school. Therefore, 

learning words by manipulating tangible letters were extremely appealing to them. The 

engagement appeared to significantly promote their motivation and attention during the 

whole learning process.  

7.3 Discussion of Two Case Studies 

In this section, I compare the similarities and differences of the results for each 

research question between the two case studies. Based on the implications of the 

compared results, a set of design recommendations are also proposed.  

7.3.1 Learning Gains 

• Similarities and differences of the results in RQ1 

The quantitative results showed that relative to their pre-test performances, both 

at-risk monolingual English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking EFL children 

made significant improvements in reading and spelling trained and untrained words. The 

similarities in within group pre-post learning gains suggested that both at-risk and EFL 

children who had poor phonological awareness (Dehaene, 2009; Wang, 2003) may 
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benefit from PhonoBlocks instruction. As there is no comparison group in this study, it is 

important to note that these reading improvements could be representative of a 

maturation effect, and are not related to the use of PhonoBlocks. However, analysis of 

children’s responsiveness to the PhonoBlocks suggests that this educational tool has 

great promise to support reading development. 

Here we found that relative to their pre-test performance, the EFL children made 

significant improvements in reading both trained and untrained words in almost all the 

lessons while the at-risk children made significant improvements in reading trained 

words and parts of the untrained words. In terms of spelling, each group achieved 

significant gains in certain lessons. Admittedly, because we only tested a small number 

of spelling words for each learning activity, the small sample size made it difficult to 

make strong claims about their differences quantitatively. Therefore, I will compensate 

with the comparison and discussion of the specific qualitative results of the children's 

spelling performance in the next subsection—learning trajectories (RQ2).  

The quantitative results based on the analysis of each learning activity also 

showed that the at-risk and EFL children made larger improvements in certain lessons 

over others, despite the differences of the specific lessons in the two studies. 

Specifically, the at-risk children made larger improvements in reading the trained CVC 

and magic-e words and the untrained magic-e words, while the EFL children made 

larger improvements in reading all the trained and untrained words except the untrained 

syllable division words. In terms of spelling, the at-risk children made larger 

improvements in spelling the trained consonant digraph, vowel team and r-controlled 

vowel words, and the untrained vowel team words while the EFL children made larger 

improvements in spelling the trained consonant digraph, CVC and syllable division 

words, and untrained consonant digraph and CVC words.  

Lastly, it was interesting to note that in both groups, the children's reading 

improvements were better than the spelling improvements, which was extremely obvious 

in the EFL children who made tremendous progress in reading but limited progress in 

spelling. When learning with PhonoBlocks, we saw that most children were able to build 

up new words with tangible letters by themselves. However, when tested on paper, 

children’s spelling accuracies were significantly reduced. Two main reasons may 
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account for the results. Second, PhonoBlocks may have provided the children with 

scaffolds during the spelling tasks. Spelling with PhonoBlocks does not require any 

handwriting skills, which might make the spelling tasks easier for children, particularly for 

the EFL children who had poor pre-alphabetic spelling knowledge. The tangible letters 

also allowed the children to easily discriminate the mirrored letter shapes such as b/d 

side-by-side, which reduces the cognitive demands associated with distinguishing similar 

letter shapes when spelling words. The dynamic colour cues can help children to notice 

spelling patterns or detect spelling mistakes. One obvious example is that when the 

children spelled the magic-e words with PhonoBlocks, none of them omitted the letter e 

or misspelled the [CVC+e] pattern since it was so obvious to see the colour pattern 

[white+red+white+red] embedded within the tangible letters and shown on the touch-

based screen. However, when spelling on paper, many children either omitted the letter 

e (e.g., game->gam) or misspelled the [CVC+e] pattern (e.g., game->gaimi) when the 

colour cues were absent. The could mean that some children did not generalize the rule 

they learned in PhonoBlocks to a new context where the cognitive and physiological 

demands to recall the letters is greater. 
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Table 7–1. Comparison of the results between Case One and Case Two in 
learning gains (RQ1)1. 

Research 
Question 

Similarities Differences 

Case One Case Two 

RQ1 
(learning 
gains) 

1) The children in both 
groups achieved 
significant gains in 
reading and spelling 
trained and untrained 
words. 
 

2) The children in both 
groups made larger 
improvements in certain 
lessons than that of the 
others. 

 

3) Reading improvements 
of the children in both 
groups were better than 
spelling improvements, 
particularly for the 
untrained words.  

The at-risk monolingual 
English-speaking children 
achieved significant gains 
in reading trained and 
untrained words for all 
the lessons except the r-
controlled vowel one. 

The Mandarin-
speaking EFL 
children achieved 
significant gains in 
reading trained and 
untrained words for 
all the lessons. 

The at-risk children made 
larger improvements in 
reading the trained CVC 
and magic-e words and 
the untrained magic-e 
words. 

The EFL children 
achieved less gains 
in reading the 
untrained syllable 
division words.  

The at-risk children 
achieved significant gains 
in spelling trained 
consonant digraph, vowel 
team, and r-controlled 
vowel words. 

The EFL children 
achieved significant 
gains in spelling 
trained consonant 
digraph, CVC, and 
syllable division 
words. 

The at-risk children 
achieved significant gains 
in spelling untrained 
vowel team words. 
 

The EFL children 
achieved significant 
gains in spelling 
untrained consonant 
digraph and CVC 
words. 

• Design guidelines #1, #2, and #3 

The results that the children appear to have made larger improvements in certain 

lessons compared to other lessons suggested that PhonoBlocks may be better for 

explicating certain rules over others. First, it might be advantageous to use the dynamic 

colour flash of PhonoBlocks to explicate rules that contain grapheme-phoneme changes. 

We noted that both at-risk monolingual English-speaking and Mandarin-speaking EFL 
 

1 The significant gains in spelling and reading performance were made relative to within-group 
baseline performance. 
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children made larger improvements in reading trained and untrained magic-e words, 

which may suggest that the design of dynamic colour cues with colour flash for this 

particular rule better attracted children's attention and was easy for them to understand. 

This was consistent with our observations that all the children quickly understood the 

dynamic colour cues of magic-e rule once taught, and some of them even noticed colour 

change patterns without being taught by the facilitator. Given that we only incorporated 

colour flash in the magic-e rule, we assumed that colour flash might draw attention and 

explain grapheme-phoneme relations particularly when sound changes are involved.  

Second, PhonoBlocks may also be advantageous to emphasize the rules that 

contain "grouped" letter pairs, particularly when leveraging the use of children's two-

handed interaction. The results also showed that both at-risk and EFL children made 

larger improvements in spelling trained consonant digraph words compared to untrained 

consonant digraph words. During the both studies, we observed that the children 

frequently used two hands to manipulate the tangible letters of consonant digraph pairs 

with PhonoBlocks. Simultaneous letter manipulation may consolidate children's memory 

of the consonant digraph pairs. Therefore, encouraging children to use two-handed 

actions to interact with letter pairs could be an effective strategy in learning rules that 

contain consonant or vowel digraphs.  

The fact that many children failed to transfer their learned spelling knowledge 

from PhonoBlocks to the pencil and paper spelling task suggested that the design of 

tangible reading systems with additional cues could provide different versions to 

gradually enable tutors/users to minimize use of the additional supports during the 

training process. For instance, an activity of training the handwriting skills (e.g., showing 

letter writing animation on a touch-based display and asking a child to write letters by 

following the animation on the display) could also be integrated as a separate module of 

the system. In this way, the tutors could use different versions to best satisfy their 

training needs for different stages.  

In summary, three design guidelines are proposed based on the compared 

results of the studies. 
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1. Tangible reading systems that contain a dynamic colour flash embedded with 
tangible letters draw children's attention and explicitly illustrate the alphabetic 
rules that represent grapheme-phoneme changes. 

2. Tangible reading systems emphasize the alphabetic rules that contain pairs of 
letters, particularly when leveraging the use of children's two-handed interaction. 

3. Tangible reading systems with cues could provide various versions to gradually 
enable tutors/users to minimize the use of additional supports during the training 
process. A handwriting training function could also be integrated into the system 
design to facilitate children transferring the learned knowledge to the traditional 
pencil and paper approach.  

7.3.2 Learning Trajectories  

• Similarities and differences of the results in RQ2 

There were two similarities in the results between the two case studies in terms 

of reading and spelling trajectories. First, the quantitative results showed that relative to 

their pre-test performance, both at-risk monolingual English-speaking children and 

Mandarin-speaking EFL children gradually improved their word reading and spelling 

accuracies. Second, the qualitative results showed that both groups of children were 

often confused about vowel sounds throughout the training process, and this problem 

then impacted their reading and spelling performances for other related rules.  

However, the system logs and observations indicated that the at-risk and EFL 

children had unique challenges in reading and spelling when learning the alphabetic 

rules. First, most EFL children did not have solid pre-alphabetic knowledge of letter 

names/sounds, which significantly influenced their overall spelling performance. In 

comparison, the at-risk children had better pre-alphabetic knowledge of letter 

names/sounds, although some of them easily confused mirrored letter shapes.  

Second, although both at-risk monolingual English-speaking and Mandarin-

speaking EFL children had the vowel sound problem, it was more severe in the EFL 

children. The system logs indicated that the EFL children made more mistakes in 

spelling vowel sounds in the CVC learning activity. This was consistent with my 

observations that several EFL children had particular challenges in distinguishing similar 

vowel sounds such as /e/ and /a/, and /e/ and /i/ during the training process and the 
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reading and spelling tests. In the Chinese language, there are no phonetic sounds such 

as /e/, /a/, and /i/. It is particularly difficult for them to pronounce these sounds and 

distinguish their differences.  

Third, most EFL children had the problem of blending sounds together in the 

consonant blends activity, while only one at-risk child (P6) had such difficulty. Most 

Mandarin-speaking EFL children had to sound out the individual sounds one by one and 

then blend them together. However, the at-risk children were much better in directly 

sounding out the blended sounds. In terms of spelling, half of the EFL children (5 out of 

10) could not spell the two consonant letters while most of the at-risk children (5 out of 6) 

could at least hear that there were two sounds although they made mistakes and some 

of them easily confused the /tr/ and /ch/ pairs.  

The difference may be due to the language difference between Chinese and 

English. English is a non-transparent alphabetic language in which letters represent a 

sequence of sounds made in spoken language. However, Chinese is a morphosyllabic 

language in which each Chinese character represents a morpheme and a syllable 

(McBride-Chang & Suk-Han Ho, 2005). Mandarin-speaking EFL children thus may rely 

less on phonological information and more on orthographic information in identifying 

English words. The major approach for most EFL children to practice and develop their 

phonological awareness is through learning the Chinese alphabetic language Pinyin, a 

system that contains 21 consonants and 24 vowels (including single vowels such as a, 

o, e, i, u and v and compound vowels such as ai, in, and ang) and uses the simple 

sound structure (C+V) to represent a word (e.g., min, tai, zhang) (Dehaene, 2009). 

Because there is only one consonant sound in Pinyin, it is probably difficult for EFL 

children to sound out words that contain two consecutive consonant sounds (CCVC). 

However, when it came to the consonant digraph lesson (CCVC), the Chinese EFL 

children’s reading and spelling performances were better because the two consonant 

digraphs have similar sounds in Pinyin an English. 

Lastly, during the sessional tests, when at-risk children did not remember how to 

read a word, they started to guess similar words they knew in their memory (by shapes) 

(e.g., tape -> tap, tape -> table, and part -> pattern) while the Mandarin-speaking EFL 
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children did not. This may be because compared to at-risk children, EFL children had 

limited vocabulary knowledge.  

Table 7–2. Comparison of the results between Case One and Case Two in 
learning trajectories (RQ2). 

Research 
Question 

Similarities Differences 

Case One Case Two 

RQ2 
(learning 
trajectories) 

1) The children in both 
groups gradually 
improved their word 
reading and spelling 
accuracies during the 
training process. 
  

2) The children in both 
groups were confused 
about vowel sounds, 
which impacted their 
reading and spelling 
performance for other 
related rules.  

 

 

The at-risk monolingual 
English-speaking 
children had more solid 
pre-alphabetic 
knowledge, although 
some children were 
easily confused by 
mirrored letter shapes.  

The Mandarin-
speaking EFL 
children had poor 
pre-alphabetic 
knowledge in letter 
names/sounds. 

The at-risk children also 
had the vowel sound 
problem, but not as 
severely as the EFL 
children. 

The EFL children 
had more severe 
problems in 
distinguishing vowel 
sounds.  

The at-risk children 
were better in hearing 
and pronouncing 
blended sounds. 

Many EFL children 
had problems 
hearing and 
pronouncing blended 
sounds. 

  Several at-risk children 
often associated the 
learned words to other 
similar words they knew. 

The EFL children 
rarely associated the 
learned words to 
others. 

• Design guidelines #4, #5, and #6 

I suggest that tangible reading systems designed for EFL children should 

consider their unique requirements. Specifically, a feature that helps children to 

distinguish and pronounce similar letter sounds could be added. For example, animation 

that explicitly illustrates the mouth position of sounds could be added (e.g., Lindamood) 

or other vibrate-haptic devices could be integrated to illustrate the sound differences. In 

addition, designers should also consider incorporating a separate pre-knowledge 

learning module that specifically teaches the grapheme-phoneme correspondences of 

26 letters, which allows teachers/students to easily switch between alphabetic rule and 

letter knowledge modules as needed. For example, we once reported a tangible reading 
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system called Tactile Letters which uses the texture cue to teach children at-risk for 

dyslexia to learn letter(s)-sound(s) correspondences (a-/a/, oo-/oo/) (Fan & Antle, 2015). 

Compared to the EFL children, the at-risk children often liked to associate other 

related words during learning. Therefore, tangible reading systems designed for them 

could incorporate more associated words/pictures to help children compare their 

similarities and differences.  

In summary, three design guidelines are proposed based on the compared 

results of learning trajectories:  

4. Tangible reading systems designed for EFL children could use animation or other 
methods to explicitly demonstrate the differences of similar sounds and how to 
pronounce the sounds. 

5. Tangible reading systems designed for EFL children could incorporate a 
separate pre-knowledge learning module that specifically teaches the grapheme-
phoneme correspondences of 26 letters. 

6. Tangible reading systems designed for at-risk children could incorporate more 
associated words/pictures and support associative learning.  

7.3.3 Children's Preferences and Other Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

• Similarities and differences of the results in RQ3 

The results showed that both at-risk monolingual English-speaking and 

Mandarin-speaking EFL children liked the system (3.8±0.7 vs. 4.0±0.0), thought it was 

easy to use (3.8±0.5 vs. 4.0±0.0), and would like to continue using it in the future 

(2.9±1.4 vs. 4.0±0.0), although the EFL children had higher rating scores than the at-risk 

children. Similarly, both groups liked the dynamic colour cue and 3D tangible letters and 

believed these two features contributed to their learning gains. This was consistent with 

previous research which suggested that the TUIs were playful and engaging for children 

(Price et al., 2003). The children also mentioned that they liked the additional features of 

PhonoBlocks including pictures, child mode, and word history bar, and thought they 

were helpful in supporting learning to read and spell.  
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Several children provided further suggestions for the design of colour cues. 

Several at-risk monolingual English-speaking and Mandarin-speaking EFL children 

mentioned that they would like to select their favorite colour themes, while one EFL girl 

complained that the colour lights were too bright. We also observed that several children 

in both studies often stood up to press buttons because they were blocked by the letters 

on tangible platform. Moreover, they often spent time looking for letters and always 

looked at the notch on the letter bottom to decide which was the frontal side of the 

tangible letters. 

However, it is interesting to note that the at-risk monolingual English-speaking 

children liked the dynamic colour cues more (colour vs. tangible letters = 4.0±0.0 vs. 

3.8±0.5) and believed the dynamic colour cue was more efficient in helping them learn to 

read and spell (colour vs. tangible letters = 4.0±0.0 vs. 3.6±0.7), while the Mandarin-

speaking EFL children liked the 3D tangible letters (colour vs. tangible letters = 3.5±1.0 

vs. 3.8±0.4) and thought the 3D tangible letters were more helpful (colour vs. tangible 

letters = 3.7±0.5 vs. 3.9±0.3).  

I infer that two reasons might account for the different preferences and attitudes 

about features of PhonoBlocks. First, the at-risk monolingual English-speaking children 

took full advantage of the dynamic colour cues compared to Mandarin-speaking EFL 

children in the second study. I saw many of the at-risk children frequently use the 

blending/decoding function to check sound/colour changes, and they often actively used 

colour cues to detect spelling errors. However, the Mandarin-speaking EFL children 

made limited use of the blending/decoding function and I only observed one child (P9) 

using the dynamic colour cues to detect spelling errors once (the underlying possible 

reasons are discussed in RQ5).  

Second, the Mandarin-speaking EFL children –who had limited hand-on activities 

in their traditional education—may appreciate more learning through hand-on actions. 

Therefore, learning words by manipulating tangible letters were more appealing to the 

EFL children.  
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Table 7–3. Comparison of the results between Case One and Case Two in 
preferences and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks (RQ3). 

Research 
Question 

Similarities Differences 

Case One Case Two 

RQ3 
(Preferences 
and other 
thoughts on 
PhonoBlocks) 

1) The children in both 
groups liked the 
system, thought it 
was easy to use, and 
would like to 
continue using it in 
the future. 

2) The children in both 
groups liked the 
dynamic colour cues 
3D tangible letters, 
and additional 
design features 
including pictures, 
child mode and word 
history bar, and 
thought they were 
effective in 
supporting learning 
to read and spell. 

3) The children in both 
groups liked to 
customize the colour 
cues.  

4) The children in both 
groups often stood 
up to press the 
button on the display 
due to the block of 
letters on the 
tangible platform. 

5) The children in both 
groups often spent 
time looking for 
tangible letters in 
space.  

The at-risk monolingual 
English-speaking 
children liked the 
dynamic colour cues 
more and thought they 
were more effective in 
supporting learning than 
3D tangible letters.  

The Mandarin-
speaking EFL 
children liked 3D 
tangible letters more 
and thought they 
were more effective 
in supporting 
learning than 
dynamic colour cues.  

The at-risk children 
frequently used the 
blending/decoding 
function.  

The EFL children 
rarely used the 
blending/decoding 
function. 

The at-risk children 
frequently used the 
dynamic colour cues to 
detect spelling errors.  

Only one EFL child 
used the dynamic 
colour cues to detect 
a spelling error once. 

• Design guidelines #7, #8, and #9 

The children in both studies expressed the expectations of customizing the 

dynamic colour cues. Although we cannot allow children to design the dynamic colour 

cues as they wish for learning purposes, we can offer them a certain level of freedom in 

selecting their favourite colour themes. For instance, children could select a “warm” 

theme (e.g., flag, flag) or a “cold” theme (e.g., flag, flag); they could select a particular 
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colour (rather than the default pink one, e.g., flag) to light up the blended words; they 

could also adjust the colour brightness according to the environment that works best for 

their eyes.  

The fact that many children stood up to press the buttons on the display 

suggested that designers should consider how different components of TUIs should 

influence each other in space and how children’s actions would interact with each one. 

Specifically, compared to GUIs that only contains a computer system (or laptop, touch-

based surface), TUIs usually incorporate different components (e.g., a computer system, 

many tangible assets, and/or a hardware device), which increases the challenges of 

designing and managing all the components in space, in order to provide a better 

learning experience for children. In our case, the button position in the UI should be 

moved to the upper part of the screen to better facilitate children's actions. When 

designing tangible reading systems for children, I suggest designers envision such a 

problem in advance.  

The fact that many children in both studies spent time looking for tangible letters 

in space suggested that designers should think about how to best facilitate the quick 

search of physical assets. For example, visual marks with a certain colour coding system 

could be an approach. In our case, the tangible letters could be grouped as different 

teams (a-g, h-n, o-t, u-z) according to the alphabetic order convention, letters in each 

team can be attached with a coloured visual mark on top of the bases.  

In summary, three design guidelines are proposed based on the compared 

results of children's preferences and attitudes on PhonoBlocks:  

7. Tangible reading systems with dynamic colour cues should allow children to 
customize the colour palettes or brightness.  

8. Designers of tangible reading systems should envision how different components 
of TUIs influence each other in space and how children’s actions would interact 
with each one. 

9. Designers need to think about how to best facilitate he quick search of physical 
assets through design. For example, visual marks with a certain colour coding 
system could be an approach. 
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7.3.4 Influences of Individual Characterises in Learning and 
Preferences 

• Similarities and differences of the results in RQ4 

The results of both studies suggested that the children's personal characteristics 

influenced their learning gains and their preferences about PhonoBlocks. There were 

three similarities between the two results. First, attention and motivation were important 

factors that influenced participants’ learning gains. Close attention helped the children to 

stay focused during the training process and strong motivation also improved the 

children's attention based on our observations. Second, temperament might also 

influence learning gains. It may be because extroverted children were more confident in 

speaking their minds, asking questions, and trying to pronounce the words even if they 

were not quite sure (Zafar & Meenakshi, 2011). It was easy for the facilitator to know 

what they thought about, what their problems were, and whether they had followed the 

instruction. These advantages may be more obvious in such research-based contexts 

where the facilitator and the child did not know each other quite well. Third, pre-

knowledge in letter names/sounds also influenced the children’s learning gains. Most at-

risk monolingual English-speaking children had a relatively solid foundation of letter 

name/sound knowledge compared to Mandarin-speaking EFL children, which led them 

to better spelling performance in general. Lastly, both studies showed that the 

extroverted children liked the 3D tangible letters more and the competitive children 

enjoyed the child mode more.  

However, there were some differences between the results of the two studies. 

First, the variation of grade levels influenced the learning gains of the Mandarin-

speaking EFL children considerably, which was not identified in the at-risk monolingual 

English-speaking children. I assumed that it may be due to the influence of the Chinese 

alphabetic language Pinyin. As is known, most of the consonant sounds of Pinyin are 

similar to those of English, while most of the vowel sounds are quite different. In China, 

students in Grade 2 are still learning Pinyin, so it is easy for them to confuse the two 

languages. However, students in Grade 3 have already passed such a stage and they 

can master Pinyin, so it will be easier for them to learn English. In addition, parental 

support at home influenced Mandarin-speaking EFL children's learning gains. Although I 

did not ask the parents to do so, most Chinese parents cared too much about their 
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children’s learning scores and they insisted on helping their children to practice and 

review the learned knowledge at home. The considerable reading practice could lead to 

huge improvements in the short-term. Admittedly, the additional help from the parents 

led to differences in the results, but it also suggested that PhonoBlocks instruction with 

after school practice worked well in the real-life context.  

Table 7–4. Comparison of the results between Case One and Case Two in 
Influences of individual characteristics in learning gains, 
preferences, and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks (RQ4). 

Research 
Question 

Similarities Differences 

Case One Case Two 

RQ4 
(Influences of 
individual 
characteristics) 

1) The children's 
individual 
characteristics such 
as attention, 
motivation, 
temperament, and 
pre-alphabetic 
knowledge influenced 
their learning gains.  
  

2) The more extroverted 
children liked 3D 
tangible letter more. 
 

3) The competitive 
children enjoyed the 
child mode. 

While Grade 2 at-risk 
monolingual English-
speaking children had 
better pre-test scores, 
there was no obvious 
influences of grade 
level during instruction.  

The Mandarin-
speaking EFL 
children's grade 
level significantly 
influenced their 
learning due to the 
influence of Pinyin 
instruction in 
different grades.   

The at-risk children did 
not receive much extra 
help with the learning 
tasks at home. 

The EFL children's 
practice at home 
supported by their 
parents influenced 
their learning gains.  

• Design guidelines #10, #11, and #12 

The results suggest that designers of tangible reading systems may need to 

consider their targeted users' personal characteristics during the design process, and 

provide features that promote motivation and attention during learning. For example, in 

both studies, the children—particularly those with competitive personalities—liked the 

child mode. The game mode of PhonoBlocks promotes children’s motivation, which then 

opens up more opportunities for learning.  

In addition, our results also showed that all the children, even those with 

attentional issues, made significant gains with PhonoBlocks instruction, which may 

suggest that the design features such as dynamic colour cues (light flash and change), 
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3D tangible letters, and multimedia (audio, pictures, animation) could help to improve 

children's attention during learning.  

To avoid some super active children playing with the letters during the process, 

some constraints should be designed. The multiple access points of TUIs support 

collaborative activity, but sometimes it can also distract from the structured learning 

process (since they could easily ignore the tutor's instruction and pick up other pieces to 

play with). For example, I noticed that several active at-risk children sometimes played 

with 3D tangible letters (e.g., stacking and swinging them) during the learning process. 

Some children always wanted to try other slots during learning. Designers, therefore, 

need to consider how to design certain constraints to easily "limit" children's actions. In 

our case, we designed a storage box to store all the letters that are not used for the 

current lesson. We also used small covers (which can be easily removed) to block 

“unused” slots during the training session. These designs allow us to easily adjust the 

scalability of the system. 

In summary, three design guidelines are proposed based on the compared 

results of the influences of children's characteristics:  

10. Game mechanism promotes (competitive) children’s motivation, which may open 
up more opportunities for learning. 

11.  The design features such as embedded dynamic colour cues (with a small 
number of colours, and light flash and change), 3D tangible letter forms, and 
multimedia (audio, pictures, animation) may help to improve children's attention 
and their understanding of the alphabetic principle, even for children with 
attentional issues.  

12. 3D tangible letter forms and workspace enable epistemic actions which simplify 
spelling and reading tasks. However, they may also distract from the structured 
learning process. Certain design constraints should be provided to limit (active) 
children playing with the extra tangible assets during the learning process.  

7.3.5 Key Beneficial Design Factors  

• Similarities and differences of the results in RQ5 

The results of both studies showed that the dynamic colour cues, 3D tangible 

letters, and other features (such as pictures, mode, and word history bar) were used by 
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the children as they learned to read and spell. Both at-risk monolingual English-speaking 

and Mandarin-speaking EFL children were engaged with the dynamic colour cues and 

were able to quickly learn what the colours represented. In addition, both groups of 

children (1) simultaneously used multiple senses during learning; (2) used the physical 

constraints to determine the correct letter orientation; (3) compared the mirrored letter 

shapes side-by-side; (4) organized tangible letters in space; (5) had single or two-

handed interactions that mirrored the sound structures; and (6) switched the letter 

placement order when they felt uncertain.  

However, it was obvious that the at-risk monolingual English-speaking children 

took more advantage of the colour cues to detect spelling errors, while Mandarin-

speaking EFL children rarely did. It may be because most of the Mandarin-speaking EFL 

children’s errors could not be detected through the dynamic colour cues. Specifically, the 

results of the reading and spelling tests, system logs, and my observations showed that 

the Mandarin-speaking EFL children made more errors in spelling vowel sounds, not 

only in the CVC lesson, but also in all other lessons that contained vowel sounds. In 

PhonoBlocks, we used the “coarse” colour-coding strategy (e.g. bet, dad) to highlight 

that there are three sounds within a CVC word. It works well to help children understand 

the rule, but it seems inefficient to help them to distinguish similar sounds since all the 

vowels in this case are the same colour (i.e., yellow). This may partially explain why the 

Mandarin-speaking EFL children thought the dynamic colour cues were less efficient in 

helping them in learning to read and spell (3.7±0.5) compared to the at-risk monolingual 

English-speaking children (4.0±0.0) discussed in RQ3. 

In addition, the at-risk monolingual English-speaking children were more active in 

interacting with functions on the display and tangible letters. For example, the at-risk 

children frequently used the blending/decoding function and interacted with the words in 

the word history bar on the display. They also developed more strategies to organize 

letters in space and used the letters to build up associated words. The Mandarin-

speaking EFL children, however, were inclined to follow the facilitator's instruction due to 

the Chinese learning philosophy which usually requires children to "stay quiet" and "only 

act when teachers ask you to". 
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Table 7–5. Comparison of the results between Case One and Case Two in key 
beneficial design factors (RQ5). 

Research 
Question 

Similarities Differences 

Case One Case Two 

RQ5 
(Key beneficial 
design factors) 

1) The children in both 
groups were engaged 
with the dynamic 
colour cues and were 
able to quickly learn 
what the colours 
represented. 
 

2) The children in both 
groups used 3D 
tangible letters to 
facilitate their 
learning.  

 

3) The children in both 
groups used the 
features including 
pictures, child mode, 
and word history bar 
during their learning.  

The at-risk monolingual 
English-speaking 
children took more 
advantage of the colour 
cues. 

The Mandarin-
speaking EFL 
children rarely used 
the dynamic colour 
cues to detect 
spelling errors.  

The at-risk children 
were more active in 
interacting with 
functions on the display 
and tangible letters. 

The EFL children 
rarely used the 
functions on the 
display and had 
limited actions with 
tangible letters.  

• Design guidelines #13, #14, and #15 

The compared results suggested that the embedded dynamic colour cues and 

3D tangible letter forms have potential to improve children's attention and their 

understanding of the alphabetic principle. The blending/decoding function also allowed 

the children to learn and practice how individual letters combine into blended sounds. 

Other features on the touch-based display such as pictures and word history bar 

supported the children switching their attention between the 3D tangible letters and the 

display in the tangible system that contains the discrete physical-digital mapping strategy 

(Price et al., 2008).  

I also suggest that designers consider using both “coarse” and “fine” colour-

coding strategies to adapt to children’s different needs in different learning stages. For 

example, when teaching children, a certain rule, the “coarse” colour strategy (e.g., bet, 

hit) can be applied to highlight the rule in general. Once children understand the rule, the 

system then switches to the “fine” colour strategy (e.g., bet, hit) to better distinguish the 
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sound differences in details. However, the trade-off is that it may increase confusion or 

overwhelm children when two completely different colour-coding systems are 

simultaneously involved. Future studies should be conducted to investigate whether this 

design strategy is efficient to help children to learn in different learning stages. 

In summary, three design guidelines are proposed based on the compared 

results of the key beneficial design factors in supporting learning to read and spell:  

13. The blending/decoding function should be provided to allow children to learn and 
practice how individual letters combine into blended sounds. 

14.  When designing tangible reading systems that incorporate the discrete physical-
digital mapping strategy, more interactions should be provided on the display to 
enable attention switching.  

15. The “coarse” colour strategy (e.g. bet, hit) can be designed to highlight the rule in 
general, while the “fine” colour strategy (e.g. bet, hit) can be designed to better 
distinguish the sound differences in detail. 

7.4 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter, I first suggest the important design features that might benefit at-

risk monolingual English-speaking and Mandarin-speaking EFL children in learning to 

read and spell respectively. Based on the results of the first case study, I suggest that 

the following design features are important for at-risk children: (1) using embedded 

dynamic colour cues to draw attention to grapheme-phoneme correspondences; (2) 

choosing 3D tangible letters' forms and workspace to enable epistemic actions; (3) using 

3D forms and tasks that enable hand-on interaction; (4) providing a blending/decoding 

function to enable children to learn to how individual letters combine into blended sounds 

in words; (5) providing interactions on the touch screen to support attention switching 

between 3D tangible letters and the screen; and (6) TUIs work best for active children. 

Based on the results of the second study, I also proposed two important design features 

for EFL children: (1) providing associated pictures to enable children to learn the word 

meanings; and (2) TUIs work best for children who appreciate learning through hands-on 

actions.  
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I then compared the results for each question between the two case studies and 

proposed 15 specific design recommendations based on the compared results. These 

considerations are related to the following six aspects: (1) leveraging the use of dynamic 

colour cues, 3D tangible letters, and other design features (i.e., discrete design and 

bending/decoding function) to draw children attention and illustrate certain alphabetic 

rules (#1, #2, #11, #13, and #14); (2) providing both “coarse” and “fine” colour-coding 

strategies to adapt to children’s different learning needs (#15); (3) creating an integrated, 

easy to use, and scalable tangible learning space (#8, #9, and #12); (4) providing 

additional features based on the unique learning challenges of at-risk and EFL children 

(#4, #5, and #6); (5) allowing for system customization (#3 and #7); and (6) considering 

personal characteristics and leveraging the use of game mode and discrete design to 

promote motivation and encourage interactions (#10 and #14). 
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8. Conclusions  

In this dissertation, I first reviewed the theoretical work on the causes of dyslexia 

and the challenges of children with or at-risk for dyslexia and EFL children in learning to 

read. I then reviewed the practice-based knowledge about the reading interventions 

designed for those children. I also took a look at research on TUIs, discussing the 

potential characteristics of TUIs in supporting learning to read for children, and analyzing 

the current tangible reading systems designed to support reading acquisition for children 

with or at-risk for dyslexia and EFL children.  

Building on the understanding of the theories of the causes and intervention for 

dyslexia and EFL, best practices for reading interventions in contexts for those children, 

and the existing research on TUIs, we presented the design of PhonoBlocks, a tangible 

reading system to support the learning of grapheme-phoneme correspondences of 

English for children aged around 7-8 years old. Our system is the first to leverage 

tangible features of embedded dynamic colour cues in hands-on 3D tangible letters, 

alongside features shown to be important in other reading systems (e.g., linked 

representations, blending/decoding function). Our system focuses on early readers who 

are challenged to master phonological awareness and the alphabetic principle because 

without mastering these skills, all reading and writing will be delayed. 

I then conducted two studies to investigate the use of PhonoBlocks with two 

groups of readers: at-risk monolingual English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking 

EFL children respectively in learning to read and spell six alphabetic rules. I investigated 

whether at-risk children improved word reading and spelling accuracies after instruction 

with PhonoBlocks on trained words, new (untrained) words, and on both after one month 

relative to their baseline performance (RQ1). The results of our case studies show that 

both at-risk and EFL children achieved significant gains in reading and spelling on 

trained and untrained words after instruction with our system, and the at-risk children 

also maintained their learning progress one month later.  
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I also explored the children’s reading and spelling trajectories with PhonoBlocks 

instruction across time (RQ2). The results showed that both at-risk and EFL children 

gradually improved their word reading and spelling accuracies although they had 

different reading and spelling challenges. Several at-risk children were easily confused 

by mirrored letters and took more time to master the magic-e and vowel team rules, 

while several EFL children had more challenges in pronouncing and distinguishing vowel 

sounds and consonant blended pairs throughout the training process.  

I further examined the children's preferences and other thoughts on PhonoBlocks 

(RQ3). The questionnaires and observations showed that both groups of children liked 

the PhonoBlocks system and its core design features, and believed that the system (and 

the core design features) could help them in learning to read.  However, at-risk children 

liked dynamic colour cues more, while EFL children liked 3D tangible letters more. Both 

groups of children also mentioned that they liked the additional features (e.g., pictures, 

child mode, word history bar) and thought they were helpful in supporting learning to 

read. In terms of dislikes, they all complained about the slow reaction of the coloured 

lights when initializing the child mode. We also observed that children spent time looking 

for tangible letters and stood up to press the buttons because the tangible letters 

blocked them. 

I next asked whether children’s individual characteristics influenced their learning 

performance, behaviours, likes/dislikes, and/or other thoughts on PhonoBlocks 

instruction (RQ4). The results showed that at-risk and EFL children’s individual 

characteristics such as motivation, attentional issues, and learning challenges, and 

visual-spatial ability influenced their learning gain, while their temperament and 

competitive personality influenced their preferences about the 3D tangible letters; these 

factors should be considered in future designs. In addition, the EFL children’s grade 

level, pre-alphabetic knowledge in spelling, and parental supports also influenced their 

learning gains due to the influence of Pinyin instruction at Chinese schools and the 

unique influence of Chinese learning culture.  

Finally, I identified the key design factors of PhonoBlocks that might benefit 

children in learning to read and spell (RQ5). These results combined with our qualitative 

analysis of the ways the children interacted with the system suggest that the core design 
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features of dynamic colour cues and 3D tangible letters along with the additional 

features positively impacted learning (RQ5). 

In the discussion sections 7.1 and 7.2, I discussed the important design features 

that contributed to the learning gains for each study. I suggested that the following 

design features are important for at-risk children: (1) using embedded dynamic colour 

cues to draw attention to grapheme-phoneme correspondences; (2) choosing 3D 

tangible letters' forms and workspace to enable epistemic actions; (3) using 3D forms 

and tasks that enable hands-on interaction; (4) providing blending/decoding function to 

enable children to learn how individual letters combine into blended sounds in words; (5) 

providing interactions on the touch screen to support attention switching between 3D 

tangible letters and the screen; and (6) TUIs work best for active children. Based on the 

results of the second study, I also proposed two important design features for EFL 

children: (1) providing associated pictures to enable children to learn the word meanings; 

and (2) TUIs work best for children who appreciate learning through hands-on actions. 

I also compared the similarities and differences of the results and based on their 

implications, I presented 15 specific design recommendations for designing tangible 

reading systems for at-risk and EFL children. These considerations are related to the 

following six aspects: (1) leveraging the use of dynamic colour cues, 3D tangible letters, 

and other design features (i.e., discrete design and bending/decoding function) to draw 

children’s attention and illustrate certain alphabetic rules; (2) providing both “coarse” and 

“fine” colour-coding strategies to adapt to children’s different learning needs; (3) creating 

an integrated, easy-to-use, and scalable tangible learning space; (4) providing additional 

features based on the unique learning challenges of at-risk and EFL children; (5) 

allowing for system customization; and (6) considering the individual characteristics and 

leveraging the use of game mode and discrete design to promote motivation and 

encourage interactions. 

My work suggests that tangibility matters because reading is, in part, spatial. 

Letters can be represented as objects that have spatial-visual properties. Words are 

linear sequences of letters. The position of letters within words dictates word sounds. 

Tangible letters make it easy for children to position the letters and hear associated 

sound changes. Because computation can be embedded in these tangible letters, they 
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can also change colour in response to their position within a word, drawing a child's 

attention to the moment where one letter changes the sound of the rest of the word. 

Tangibility also matters because the physicality of tangible letters means that children 

can use epistemic strategies, such as pairing and ordering, to make the task of spelling 

words easier than if they were printing words on paper. The act of spelling is separated 

from the act of printing. Taken together, embeddedness and physicality mean that 

children's letter manipulation, attentional focus and use of epidemic strategies makes the 

task of learning basic spelling rules easier. Over time, children will learn and memorize 

these foundational spelling rules and the tangible system will no longer be necessary.  

8.1 Limitations  

8.1.1 Technical Limitations  

Although we iteratively designed and revised PhonoBlocks, the system still has a 

few technical issues. First, it takes some time for the system to initiate the child mode. 

The children sometimes completed the first spelling task and clicked the check button, 

but the system had not detected the tangible letters so it showed the wrong feedback. 

This confused and annoyed the children. I minimized this effect by orally telling the 

participant that they were correct for the tasks. We will fix this problem by optimizing the 

programming codes in Unity in the next version. 

Second, the facilitator also asked children to build several variation of words 

based on the learned ones (e.g., bet->pet). However, the system did not include the 

pictures and sounds for these new words. In this case, the facilitator sounded out the 

words for the participants or asked them to sound out for practice.  

Thirdly, in the child mode, sometimes when the children made spelling errors, the 

colour cues stayed the same. For example, a participant spelled boat as beat and both 

pairs (oa and ea) showed red. Such problems that confused the children needs to be 

fixed in the next version.  
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Lastly, we only made one PhonoBlocks system due to the considerable time of 

hand-crafting tangible letters. It therefore limited the number of participants we could 

accept. However, we used the case study approach which could best fit this situation.  

8.1.2 Methodological Limitations 

I am aware of some of the limitations of my studies. The main limitation is the 

case study design with a small sample size and no control group. The small size makes 

it difficult to generalize results. The lack of control group makes it difficult to know the 

effectiveness of our system. We don’t know if the learning gains were because of the 

PhonoBlocks instruction or other factors such as maturation. 

There are also other limitations. First, bias comes from the selection of 

participants. The at-risk children were not clinically identified as children with dyslexia 

nor were they necessarily at-risk for dyslexia, but they definitely were struggling readers. 

This means that while PhonoBlocks may have supported learning gains in these 

children, I cannot assume that this is true for children clinically diagnosed with dyslexia. 

Second, the interpretation of video and observational data was subjective. I was the only 

video coder in the video coding process so my interpretation could be biased. Third, I 

only examined several words and rules. It remains unknown if the results can be 

generalized to other words or rules. Fourth, information about the children's personal 

characteristics relied mainly on the teacher/parent's reports. Although we did supplement 

this with observational data, it still may not be a reliable measure. Lastly, we missed one 

participant's data in the maintenance test in the first day, which may impact the results.  

8.2 Contributions and Generalizability   

8.2.1 Contributions 

There are three main contributions of my work. First, the design and 

implementation of the tangible reading system contributed to the design knowledge. The 

hybrid situation and concept-driven design methods I used to iteratively revise my 

prototype design, the specific design knowledge generated during each iterative stage 
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(e.g., design of learning activities, core features, technical solution, etc.), as well as the 

final output of the prototype, all contribute to the tangible design community. The design 

methods would guide other researchers and designers who face the same challenge of 

designing tangible learning prototypes intended for use in a real context, while the 

specific design knowledge would provide some initial standards for other designers who 

intend to incorporate similar learning activities, design features or technical solutions in 

their designs.  

The second contribution of my work is the identification and demonstration of 

tangible reading systems, particularly the dynamic colour cue and 3D tangible letters, as 

a possible means of helping at-risk and EFL children to understand alphabetic rules. The 

empirical evidence helps other researchers and designers to better understand the 

advantages of tangibility in supporting children learning to read and spell. The results of 

my exploratory study also provide the foundation for other researchers or designers to 

continue researching this topic in the future.  

The final contribution of my work is a set of design recommendations and 

guidelines for designing tangible reading systems for at-risk and EFL children. Other 

designers could use the design implications to guide their work when designing tangible 

reading systems for at-risk and EFL children, or continue to explore whether these 

principles could be generalized to other populations such as children with dyslexia, 

children who learn English in English-speaking countries (ELL) or even typical children 

without reading difficulties.  

8.2.2 Generalizability 

Although my research targeted at-risk and EFL children who had poor 

phonological awareness, the proposed design recommendations and guidelines may be 

applied to other populations, such as young children diagnosed with dyslexia, ELL 

children, or typical children, since all English-speaking children need to learn and master 

the alphabetic principle. In addition, my studies explored children's use of PhonoBlocks 

in an one-to-one "pull out" instruction at an elementary school, but the findings might 

also be generalized to small group-based interventions conducted by one tutor with a 

few children.  
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My studies only incorporated seven rule-based learning activities, but the results 

may be generalized to other rules that share the similarities with the rules I used. For 

example, we recommend using colour flashing to draw attention to the moment where 

one letter changes the sound of the rest of the word. This design recommendation 

generated from the magic-e rule may also be applied to the open/closed syllable rule 

wherein one consonant letter added at the end of (CV) word changes the vowel sound 

from long to short (e.g., go->got), and the double consonant-le rule wherein the number 

of media consonant letters changes the vowel sound (e.g., bogle->boggle). In addition, 

the results on the rules that contain stable letter pairs such as consonant digraphs and 

vowel teams may also be generalized to other rules that include stable patterns such as 

stable syllables (e.g., -tle), morphemes (e.g., -tion), and prefixes/suffixes (e.g., un-, -ish). 

My work proposed a set of design recommendations and guidelines for designing 

tangible reading systems for children. However, some of the recommendations and 

guidelines might also be generalized to other technologies such as GUIs, virtual reality 

(VR), and augmented reality (AR) technologies. For example, the design 

recommendations regarding the dynamic colour cue might also be applied to 

applications with other technologies. Although based on the current study design, it is 

hard to tell whether the dynamic colour cue per se or the embedded colour cue within 3D 

tangible letters help with attention. I did notice that during the instruction both groups of 

children's attention frequently switched between the coloured 3D tangible letters and the 

coloured 2D letters shown on the display. The evidence might suggest that the dynamic 

colour cue per se, even in GUIs, help to draw children's attention. However, in order to 

clearly understand the effects of the separated design elements, further studies are 

required (see details in the section of Future Research Work). 

8.3 Future Work  

8.3.1 Future Design Ideas  

Although my research focused on exploring the design space of tangible reading 

systems, the results suggest a wealth of interesting design ideas that we could explore 

in the future. 
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My studies focused on exploring the potential advantages of TUIs in supporting 

learning the alphabetic principle at the level of PhonoBlocks, and the results indeed 

suggest the benefits of tangibility in supporting children learning to read and spell. 

However, I acknowledged that in practical terms, it may be expensive to manufacture 

and distribute tangible letters to each child. Therefore, it would be valuable and 

interesting to explore how to apply our design considerations to other technologies/ user 

interfaces that are more accessible for a large number of children.  

Compared to tangible systems, mobile phones or Pads have become ubiquitous 

nowadays, and the applications on this platform are more accessible for children. Mobile 

phones with built-in camera or additional headsets (e.g., Google Cardboard) can support 

VR-, AR-, or GUI-based applications. For example, a child could "manipulate" virtual 3D 

coloured letters to learn the alphabetic principle in VR. An AR-based mobile application 

can promote casual learning. The child can scan the texts/words they find in their daily 

life, and the system will provide an overlaying dynamic colour cue to help learn how to 

decode words. A modified GUI could also be developed so that the children can play the 

activities with or without 3D tangible letters. This approach makes it more feasible for the 

system to be used by a large numbers of students in a regular classroom setting.  

Here, I want to discuss the particular design challenges for making the system to 

be used in a classroom setting. First, since classroom instruction includes typical and at-

risk children, the system should satisfy the needs of both. One possible design solution, 

for example, could be to make the system automatically adapt to the reading level of the 

child. In this way, the system will not provide the next lesson until the child has mastered 

the current one. Or it will generate particular tasks based on the child's responses, so 

that the chid can only practice the rules they have problems with. Another challenge 

would be how to support the teacher's instruction and guidance in the classroom. This 

may involve re-designing both the system and the teaching protocol. For example, the 

teacher could use PhonoBlocks to demonstrate the rules first, and then ask the child to 

practice the learned rules on their own, either with (probable for at-risk children) or 

without (probable for typical children) 3D tangible letters. The teacher who facilitates the 

practice session may also be able to "monitor" the children's learning performance 

through looking at log data in a remote-controlled computer. The child who needs extra 

help could also ask for support from the teacher by simply clicking a certain button on 
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their application. By doing so, the system may allow one teacher to facilitate instruction 

of multiple students.  

In addition to various types of user interfaces, another interesting design idea 

would be to integrate several features for the digital letters to draw children's attention to 

the decoding process, either in tangible reading systems such as PhonoBlocks, or in the 

other potential GUI, VR or AR systems discussed above. For example, animation could 

be used to illustrate the blending/decoding process. We saw evidence that the children 

used two-hand actions to pick up pairs of letters or tapped pairs of letters together to 

confirm they were grouped. In the future, we could use animation to express the 

"bonding" (e.g., pairs of letters move together and visually connect) and "separating" 

(e.g., pairs of letters move away and visually disconnect) concepts for digital letters 

shown on the screen. In addition, we could create an animated reading book, in which a 

child could "zoom out" a particular word into a full screen when they want to learn its 

dynamic colour cues and associated sound, picture and meaning, and then "zoom in" 

the word to the original size and continue their reading when they have understood the 

rules. 

8.2.3 Future Research Work 

My research work is a part of a larger project that explores if and how tangibility 

may support young children learning to read and spell. My work informs future work in 

the project.  

One potential direction we could explore is to research the feasibility and 

accessibility of tangible reading systems in supporting learning to read in a regular 

classroom setting. That is, how to deploy a revised version of PhonoBlocks into a regular 

classroom context to support both at-risk and typical children in learning to read and 

spell. In my first study, I only included at-risk children "pulled out" from regular classroom 

instruction to receive one-to-one intervention. Because every (at-risk and typical) child 

needs to learn the alphabetic principle, it is worthy designing PhonoBlocks to be used by 

a large number of children in the regular classroom context.  
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Although my studies suggest the advantages of tangibility in supporting learning 

to read and spell, I cannot separate the two design elements – embedded dynamic 

colour cues and 3D tangible letters. This is because in the current design the embedded 

colour cues are part of tangibility. Therefore, a future study that separates the design 

elements and explores their respective roles in learning to read is warranted.  

My case studies focus on exploring if and how the tangibility of PhonoBlocks may 

support learning to read. Despite the significant learning gains observed, I cannot make 

claims about the effectiveness of PhonoBlocks instruction without a control group. 

Therefore, in the future, a wide-scaled controlled experiment may help to understand 

whether PhonoBlocks is effective in supporting learning to read. However, it is important 

to note that conducting such an experiment may require intensive resources.  

My studies explored the uses of PhonoBlocks with two groups of readers: at-risk 

monolingual English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking EFL children. In the 

future, we could also look at how children with dyslexia, ELL children, or typical children 

use PhonoBlocks.  

My results also showed very small negative effects of the computer-based 

instructions. For example, we saw that the children sometimes built letter stacks, swung 

the letters, or peeked at the word history bar to look for the words/graphemes they 

already built. This is a challenge that we need to address in future projects. 
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Appendix A.  

Word List 

Part 1 

Trained words 

(Pre-test, instruction, 

post-test & follow-up test) 

            Untrained words 

            (Post-test & fellow-up 

test) 

Session 1 (CVC_1)  

bet (s) pet (s) 

dad  had  

tin  win 

Session 2 (CVC _2) 

pup  cup 

hit (s) sit (s) 

web deb 

Session 3 (Consonant blends _1� 

flag  flat 

skin skip 

stop (s) step (s) 

Session 4 (Consonant blends_2� 

trip (s) trap (s) 

drop drip 

crab crag 

Session 5 (Consonant digraph_1) 

thin  thug 

shop (s) ship (s) 

chip chop 

Session 6 (Consonant digraph_2) 

path (s) math (s) 

wish fish 

lunch bunch 
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Session 7 (Magic e rule_1) 

game (s) name (s) 

tape cape 

cake lake 

Session 8 (Magic e rule_2) 

side  hide 

wide tide 

late (s) date (s) 

Session 9 (Vowel team_1) 

eat (S) tea (s) 

boat toad 

paid raid 

Session 10 (Vowel team_2) 

seat leaf 

coat (s) soap (s) 

bait mail 

Session 11 (R-controlled vowel_1) 

car   star 

jar (s) bar (s) 

fir sir 

Session 12 (R-controlled vowel_2) 

hurt (s) burn (s) 

horn short 

part Cart 
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Part 2  

Trained words  

(Pre-test, instruction, & post-

test) 

Untrained words 

(Pre-test and post-test) 

Session 1 (CVC_1) 

bet (s) pet (s) 

dad  had 

tin  win 

Session 2 (CVC_2)  

pup  cup 

hit (s) sit (s) 

web deb 

Session 3 (Consonant blends)  

flag flat 

crab crag 

stop (s) step (s) 

Session 4 (Consonant digraph)  

thin thug 

shop (s) ship (s) 

chip chop 

Session 5 (Magic e rule_1)  

game (s) name (s) 

tape cape 

cake lake 

Session 6 (Magic e rule_2)  

side  hide 

wide tide 

late date 

Session 7 (Vowel team)  

eat (s) tea (s) 

boat toad 

paid raid 

Session 8 (Syllable division)  
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over (s) under (s) 

water river 

creepy sleepy 

  

The word with (s) was for the spelling task. 
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Appendix B.  
Instructional Script 

o Introduction 

“Hello, my name is Min. (His name is Brendan). We are researchers from the 

Simon Fraser University. We’re doing some work —called a study — to learn more 

about how to design computer systems that can help children like you learn to read and 

spell more easily. May I know your name?” (Alice.)  

“Nice to meet you, (Alice)! Thank you for being in our study. We will be working 

with a system we designed to help children learn to read and spell – its call called 

PhonoBlocks. Its got these letters than can change colour and this touch screen.  

But we have to do a few things first before we get to work with it. Your work with 

us in this study may help you learn to spell more easily, and it will help us see if 

PhonoBlocks can help you, and if not, you can help us make PhonoBlocks better. 

Without your help, we can improve PhonoBlocks, which may help hundreds of other 

children learn to read and spell more easily.” 

 

o Assent  

“Let me briefly tell you what will happen in this study. There is nothing dangerous 

or that might hurt you in this study. And if at any time you decide that you don’t want to 

use our system or answer our questions then you don’t have to. You can quit anytime 

you like if you want.”  

“Over the next one month, we will work together and you will do some reading 

and spelling activities with PhonoBlocks. At the beginning and twice at the end of the 

study, we will also ask you to read and spell a few words using paper and pencil. This 

helps us see if PhonoBlocks helps you get better or not – our study is not about how well 

you read or spell. If you could read and spell all our words perfectly, we wouldn’t be able 

to see if PhonoBlocks helps. How you do won’t affect your school marks and we won’t 

even write your name on the results.” 
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“When we’re all done our study we may write some of our ideas down – these 

might get published in a book so that other researchers like us can read about it and use 

our work to help other children. If it’s ok with you and your parents we will record video of 

our sessions so we can focus on working with you, and look at things after to fix our 

system. If it’s ok with you (and your parents) we might include some video or pictures of 

you when we publish papers or present our work to others — but your face would be 

blurred and we’ll never give out your name or address to anyone. We will keep any 

photographs and video in a secure location.” 

“Would you like to participate in the study? [record answer] 

Would using photographs with your face blurred be OK with you? [record answer] 

Would using video be OK with you?” [record answer] 

 

o Pre-test 

“The first thing is to we’ll do is that I’ll ask you read and spell some letters and 

words without our system. It is a “test” – we need to see the places where our system 

might help you. I know some of the words may not that easy, so if you don’t know the 

answers, it’s totally fine. That will tell us where we need to start.” 

Letter names /sounds (3min) 

“Are you ready?” “Let’s start with the first one. Now I will show you some letters, 

and could you please tell me their name and sound?” “What’s the letter name and letter 

sound for this letter?” 

a, e, i o, u, b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, w (5s for each) 

*** if the child knows little, just show three at one time*** 

“I know it’s difficult. Could you please point out among these three, which one do 

you know?” 
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Pre-reading tasks (5min)  

“Now let’s do the reading one. The computer will display some words and could 

you please try your best to read them? This is different than that a test at school 

because we want to see what words you know and what words are hard for you so we 

can see if working with PhonoBlocks makes it easier in the next weeks.”  

(Show 36 words on the computer screen, with each lasting 8 seconds)  

Pre-spelling tasks (4min) 

“Now we will do some spelling. I will read 12 words one by one, and could you 

please try your best to write down them? Don’t worry if you do not know how to spell the 

word – just try your best and write down how you think it’s spelled. The words you can’t 

spell will help us learn if our system works!” 

(Read the 12 words and ask the child to spell each.) 

“bet, hit, stop, trip shop, path, game, late, eat, coat, jar, hurt” 

(In the EFL study, if the children could not spell the words, ask them to spell the 

26 alphabet letters) 

*the EFL study followed the same procedure, but with a different word list. 

 

Instructional Script for Each Lesson  

Before each session, we will ask the child to read 36 words to understand their 

reading trajectory. “Hello, before we start today’s lesson, I will ask you to read the 36 

shown on the computer as what we did last week. could you please try your best to read 

them? Again, this is different than that a test at school because we just want to see if 

working with PhonoBlocks makes it easier for you in the next weeks.”  
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Lesson 1: CVC Words  

“In today’s lesson, we will work together to learn three words. These words are 

all three-letter words. Sometimes we call these CVC words, which means the word 

contains a consonant letter such as b, p, t d, a vowel letter such as a, e, i, o, u, and 

another consonant letter.” 

“You might have seen these kinds of words before. There are many three- letter 

words in English. Learning these can help you learn to read and write.” 

[“Let’s try our system. The first word we’ll learn is called bet. It goes like /b/-/ e/- 

/t/” (Place the letter b, e and t on the PhonoBlocks platform at the same time.) There are 

three letters in “bet.” The first letter – b – is a consonant (if they cannot recall, just remind 

them consonants are any letters that are not vowels) and it’s blue because it makes its 

sound at the beginning of the word — /b/. The second letter is the vowel – e – it’s yellow. 

Yellow shows that it’s the vowel sound —/e/. The last letter – the t – is green. The green 

shows that it’s sound at the end of the word —/t/. Ok here’s the word without color — 

Slide the screen to make the word change colour from bet to bet and and now with 

colour bet – blue for beginning sound, yellow for vowel in the middle and green for end 

sound. There are three sounds and three colours. OK?   

“The word bet means risking something, usually a sum of money, against 

someone on the outcome of a future event” (Click the submit button to trigger the 

picture) 

“Now, it’s your turn. I am just going to say the word – let’s see how you can do it. 

bet!” 

“You made it!” “Please tell me which three letter sounds are included in the word 

bet.” Could you read the whole word again?] 

Then repeat the same procedure [above in square brackets] for the other words. 
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Session 1: CVC 

bet: risking something 

dad: one’s father 

tin: a metal container 

After the child has learned all the three words, we then ask his/her to do some 

practice.  

“Now let’s practice what we just learned with some new words. I am going to say 

a word and let’s see if you can make it.” 

“Can you make the word bad?” b-a-d.  

“Can you make the word bin?” b-i-n. 

“Can you make the word ted?” t-e-d.  

If they make a mistake then we can help them and explain sounds/rule and 

colours, until they get it right. 

“You did a great job! Now it’s time to try on your own without my help. Let’s see 

how it goes. PhonoBlocks will read three words to you one by one. The screen may 

already show parts of the letters within a word and your job is to spell the rest of them to 

complete the whole word. If you want to hear the word again, you can click this button 

[point to it]. If you make the mistake at the first time, a hint button will show up and you 

can click it to ask for help. Once you complete get the first word done you need to 

remove all the letters off the platform, and then the next word will show up. Don't worry. 

You can always ask me if you need help with how to use PhonoBlocks” 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: b_t (bet), d_d(dad), t_n(tin) 
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Session 2: CVC 

pup: a young dog 

hit: bring one’s hand or a tool into contact with something quickly 

web: a net of fine threads constructed y a spider 

Practice words in the tutor-driven mode (teaching mode): pub, hip, wet 

“Now it’s time to play the activities on your own. The procedure is [repeat from 

above] — it’s like what we did last session. Please complete the the words that the 

computer reads about.” 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: p_p (pup), h_t(hit), w_b(web) 

Lesson 2: Consonant Blends 

“In this lesson, we will learn three new words with consonant blends. What’s 

consonant blend? They are two sounds that blend together. You hear the first sound, 

then quickly after it the second sound.” 

“Consonant blends are very common in English. Once you know how to read 

some consonant blends, you will be able to read more words.” 

[“Now let’s start with the first word-flag. The word flag contains the /fl/ consonant 

blends. So, see I have /f/ and /l/. See how it goes together as /fl/ quickly!” (Hold the 

tangible letters of f and l. and then place the letter f and l onto the platform and say /fl/). 

When I put them together, did you notice the colour change? The colour change to 

green shows you that these two letters make a blended sound (Use hand gestures to 

emphasize the letters/sounds comes together)? Read it with me again, /fl/. Let see the 

rest of the word /flag/ (Place the rest letters onto the platform and slide the screen to 

make the word change colour from flag to flag and back to flag). So here the f changed 

the colour to green when there is l because the two letter sounds are blended together – 

the green means they make a sound together. OK?” 
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“Do you know what the word flag means? (Click the submit button to trigger the 

picture).” 

“Now, it’s your turn. I am just going to say a word – let’s see how you can do it. 

flag!”  

“You made it!” “Please point out the two letters that are read quickly. Could you 

please read the whole word again?” “The f changed to green when there is l. They are 

coloured as green to remind us that they make a blended sound together”.] 

Then repeat the same procedure [above] for the other words. 

Session 3: Consonant blends 

flag: used as symbol 

skin: the thin layer covering of the body of a person or animal 

stop: come to the end 

After the child has learned all the three words, we then ask his/her to do some 

practice.  

“Now let’s practice what we have learned before. I am going to say a word and 

let’s see if you can make it.” 

“Can you make the word flop?” 

“Can you make the word skip?” 

“Can you make the word stab?” 

If they make a mistake then we can help them and explain rule and colors, until 

they get it right. 
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“Now it’s time to play the activities on your own. The procedure is the same like 

what you did before. Please complete the the words that the computer reads about.” 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: _ _ ag (flag), _ _ in(skin), _ _ op(stop) 

Session 4: Consonant blends 

trip: travel to somewhere  

drop: make something fall 

crab: that you can find many on shores. 

Practice words in the tutor-driven mode (teaching mode): trot, drum, crib 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: _ _ ip (trip), _ _op(drop), _ _ab(crab) 

Lesson 3: Consonant Digraph 

“We will learn three new words that contain the consonant digraph in today’s 

lesson. Do you remember the consonant blends we learned? They are two sounds that 

blend together – you hear the first sound then quickly followed by the second sound. But 

consonant digraph are two letters that make only one sound.” 

“There are also lots of words with consonant digraphs. Once you know how to 

read the consonant diagraphs, you will be able to read more words.” 

[“Let’s start with /thin/ which contains the consonant digraph /th/. So, see the two 

letters t and h together make one sound /th/! (Place the letter t and h onto the platform). 

Did you notice the colour change to green? The colour change to green shows you that 

these two letters make a single sound (Use hand gestures to emphasize the two letters 

are grouped)? Read it with me again, /th/. Let see the rest part of /thin/ (Place the rest 

letters onto the platform and slide the screen to make the word change colour from thin 

to thin and back to thin). So here the th are green and they make one sound /th/” 
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“Do you know what the word thin means? (Click the submit button to trigger the 

picture).” 

“Now, it’s your turn. I am just going to say a word – let’s see how you can do it. 

thin!” 

“You made it!” “Please point out the two letters that make one sound.” “Right, 

they are coloured green.” “Could you please read the whole word again?”] 

Then repeat the same procedure [above] for the other words. 

Session 5: Consonant digraph 

thin: have a small distance between two opposite sides 

shop: stores 

chip: fried photo slice 

After the child has learned all the three words, we then ask his/her to do some 

practice.  

“Now let’s practice what we learned before. I am going to say a word and let’s 

see if you can make it.” 

“Can you make the word thud?” 

“Can you make the word shot?” 

“Can you make the word chin?” 

If they make a mistake then we can help them and explain rule and colors, until 

they get it right. 

“Now it’s time to play the activities on your own. The procedure is the same like 

what you did before. Please complete the the words that the computer reads about.” 
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Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: _ _ in (thin), _ _ op(shop), _ _ ip(chip) 

Session 6: Consonant digraph 

path: a road  

wish: hope or desire 

lunch: meal 

Practice words in the tutor-driven mode (teaching mode): bath, dish, punch 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: pa _ _ (path), wi_ _ (wish), lun_ 

_(lunch) 

Lesson 4: Magic-e Rule 

“We are halfway through the lessons. Today, we will learn a lesson called the 

Magic-e rule.  

When we add an e at the end, it makes the vowel change to say its name and 

the e doesn’t make a sound. 

After this lesson, you will be able to read lots of “magic-e” words.  

[“Look at what I am doing. First, I will make a three short word /g/-/a/-/m/->/gam/ 

(Make the CVC word on the platform). See what happens when I put the magic e. Did 

you see how the colour change when I put the magic e? The vowel changes from yellow 

to red. It means it changes from its SOUND /a/ into its NAME /ei/! So this word is read as 

/geim/. The e itself becomes silent now so it has no colour. (Slide the screen to make the 

word change colour from game to game and back to game)” 

“Let’s look at what game means (Click the submit button to trigger the picture).” 

“Now, it’s your time. I am just going to say a word – let’s see how you can do it. 

Could you please change gam to game?” 
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“You made it!” “If I take off the e, could you please tell me what’s the colour of the 

letter a? and what sound will it make? Then if I add the e, what’s the colour of the letter 

a? and what sound will it make?”] 

Then repeat the same procedure [above] for the other words. 

Session 7: Magic e rule 

game: computer game, an interesting activity.  

tape: stick things together 

cake: soft and sweet food, birthday cake 

After the child has learned all the three words, we then ask his/her to do some 

practice.  

“Now let’s practice what we learned before. I am going to say a word and let’s 

see if you can make it.” 

“Can you make the word gate?” 

“Can you make the word take?” 

“Can you make the word cade?” 

If they make a mistake then we can help them and explain rule and colors, until 

they get it right. 

“Now it’s time to play the activities on your own. The procedure is the same like 

what you did before. Please complete the the words that the computer reads about.” 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: g_m _ (game), t_ p_(tape), c_k_ 

(cake) 
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Session 8: Magic e rule 

side: a position to the left or right of an object 

wide: more than average width 

late: on time.  

Practice words in the tutor-driven mode (teaching mode): site, wipe, lame 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode:  s_ d_ (side), w_d _ (wide), l_t _(late) 

Lesson 5: Vowel Team 

“Today, we are going to learn a rule about vowel teams — that is when two 

vowels side by side make one sound – they work as a team.”  

[“The first word you’ll see is eat, a word contains the ea group. See what happen 

when I place the e and a. Did you notice that e is only lighten up to red when there is a? 

Since they are group and make one sound /i:/.” “There is a sentence you can to 

remember the rule—when two vowels go walking, the first one does the talking. It means 

when there are two vowels, it usually sounds as the name of the first vowel. This rule 

works for majority. See we get ea, so it will sound as the letter name of first vowel, /i:/. 

The whole word is read as /i:t/ (Complete the whole word and slide the screen to make 

the word change colour from eat to eat and back to eat). So here the ea are colored as 

red and they make one sound /i:/.” 

 “Now, it’s your time. I am just going to say a word – let’s see how you can do it. 

Could you please make word eat?” 

“You made it!” “Could you please tell me how the group red ea is read? How to 

read the whole word?”] 
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Then repeat the same procedure [above] for the other words. 

Session 9: Vowel team 

eat: eat food 

boat: a ship  

paid: past of pay 

After the child has learned all the three words, we then ask his/her to do some 

practice.  

“Now let’s practice what we learned before. I am going to say a word and let’s 

see if you can make it.” 

“Can you make the word beat?” 

“Can you make the word load?” 

“Can you make the word wait?” 

If they make a mistake then we can help them and explain rule and colors, until 

they get it right. 

“Now it’s time to play the activities on your own. You do it just like you did before. 

Please complete the the words that the computer reads out.” 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: _ _t (eat), b_ _t(boat), p_ _d (paid) 

Session 10: Vowel team 

seat: s piece of furniture that has been designed for someone to sit in 

coat: an outer piece of clothing 
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bait: a small amount of food on a hook 

Practice words in the tutor-driven mode (teaching mode): heat, goat, rain 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode:  s_ _ t(seat), c _ _t(coat), b_ _t(bait) 

Lesson 6: R-controlled Vowel 

“Today, we are going to learn the r-controlled vowel words — the words with a 

vowel and a r sound.”  

“You might know some of these words like car and jar. Now we will learn how to 

read and spell them.” 

[“The first word we’ll learn is car. It contains the /ar/ group. The first letter c is 

read as /k/. Look at the /a/ and /r/. When they come together, they are read as /ar/. Did 

you see the colours of two letters change to red together? The red means the now the 

two letters make the sound /ar/. Let’s read the whole word /car/ (Slide the screen to 

make the word change colour from car to car and back to car).” 

“Now, it’s your time. I am just going to say a word – let’s see how you can do it. 

Could you please make word car?” 

“You made it!” “Could you please tell how the group red ar is read? How to read 

the whole word?” “Remembering that two letters are coloured as red and is read as 

/ar/.”]  

Then repeat the same procedure [above] for the other words. 

Session 10: R-controlled vowel 

car: a road vehicle  

jar: pottery used for storing food 

fir: a kind of tree 
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After the child has learned all the three words, we then ask his/her to do some 

practice.  

“Now let’s practice what we learned before. I am going to say a word and let’s 

see if you can make it.” 

“Can you make the word far?” 

“Can you make the word art?” 

“Can you make the word firm?” 

If they make a mistake then we can help them and explain rule and colors, until 

they get it right. 

“Now it’s time to play the activities on your own. The procedure is the same like 

what you did before. Please complete the the words that the computer reads about.” 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode: c_ _ (car), j_ _(jar), f_ _ (fir) 

Session 11: R-controlled vowel 

part: a piece or a segment  

hurt: physical pain 

horn: An instrument sounding a warning or other signal 

Practice words in the tutor-driven mode (teaching mode): card, fur, corn 

Practice tasks in the student-driven mode:  p_ _t (part), h_ t (hurt), h_ _n(horn) 

Lesson 7: Syllable Division (Only for EFL Study) 

“Today, we are going to learn the syllable division — you’ll see that there are two 

sounds within one word.”  
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[“The first word we’ll learn is over. It contains two parts. (Slide the screen to make 

the word into two parts) “See, there are two parts within the word, the blue part is /o/, the 

green part is /ver/! ”.“Please follow me, /o/—/ver/.” (Clapping hand at the same time). 

“Now, it’s your time. I am just going to say a word – let’s see how you can do it. 

Could you please make word over?” 

“You made it!” “Could you please tell how the blue part is read? how about the 

green part? How to read the whole word?”  

Then repeat the same procedure [above] for the other words. 

over: above something  

water: natural source  

creepy: unpleasant feeling  

 

o Post-test Script 
 
Post-reading tasks (10 min)  

“Now you have completed all the lessons. Congratulations! Today, I will ask you 

to read and spell some words. The procedure will be like what we did before the first 

session. Don’t worry. Again. This only helps me to better understand you and 

understand how the system works. It won’t affect your school mark.” 

“Let’s do the reading one. The computer will display a few words. For some of 

words, you have learned, but there also are some words that you didn’t see before. 

These unlearned words share the same principle with the previous ones. Could you 

please try your best to read them?” Show 72 words on the computer screen, with each 

lasting 8 seconds.  
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Post-spelling tasks (6 min) 

“Great! Now I will read a few words one by one, and could you please try your 

best to write down them? Again, you might hear some words you didn’t learn but just try 

your best to write down what you have heart. Don’t worry if you cannot write down the 

whole words, you can just write down the letters you’ve heard.” 

Read the 24 words and ask the child to spell each. 

(Trained words) bet, hit, stop, trip shop, path, game, late, eat, coat, jar, hurt 

(Untrained words) pet, sit, step, trap, ship, math, name, date, tea, soap, bar, burn 
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Appendix C.  
Questionnaire for Children 

Demographic Information 

Name: Participant ID: 

Age: Grade: 

Gender:  

Tutor’s name:  

Questionnaire Part 1 

1 Did you have much experience with the 

touch-based user interfaces, such as the 

iPad or iPhone? 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

2 Did you have much experience with the 

tangible user interfaces, in which the physical 

objected is embedded with the digital 

information? 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

Questionnaire Part 2  

3 How do you like the system in general?  

 

(*Researcher may ask why followed by their 

answer).  

 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

4 How do you like continuing to use the system 

in the future? 

 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

5 Do you think the system is helpful for you to 

learn to read and spell? 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 
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4. Very much 

 

6 

 

 

Do you think the system is easy-to-use? 1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

7 Do you like the dynamic colour cue? 1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

8 Do you think the dynamic colour cue is 

helpful for you to learn to read and spell? 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

9 Do you like the tangible 3D letters? 1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

10 Do you think the tangible 3D letters are 

helpful for you to learn to read and spell? 

1. Not at all 

2. A little 

3. Some 

4. Very much 

 

Questionnaire Part 3 

11 What other features of the system do you like/unlike and why? 

 

 

 

12 What are your favorite courses in school and why? 
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13 What are your personal interests and hobbits? 
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Appendix D.  
Interviews with Teachers /Parents 

Interviews with Teachers in the First study 

1. What are the child’s learning challenges in learning to read and write? Does 

he/she only have problems in literacy acquisition or also in other courses? What 

are they? 

2. Does the child have the attentional challenges? Please describe specific 

examples of such challenges? 

3. What’s the child’s temperament (introvert/extrovert; curious, competitive, 

motivated) and other skills (visual-spatial)? 

4. What’s the child’s favorite subjects and personal interests (computing, game, and 

etc.)? 

5. Other things that the teachers think are important for us to know? 

 

Interviews with Parents in the Second Study 

1. What are the child’s learning challenges in learning to read and write? Does 

he/she only have problems in literacy acquisition or also in other courses? What 

are they? 

2. Does the child have the attentional challenges? Please describe specific 

examples of such challenges?  

3. What’s the child’s temperament (introvert/extrovert; competitive, motivated?) 

4. What’s the child’s favorite subjects and personal interests (computing, game, and 

etc.)? 
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5. Do you provide additional reading supports at home? 

6. Other things that the parents think are important for us to know? 
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Appendix E.  
Observational Sheet 

No. Notes 
1 What are children’s unique non-verbal behaviors on 3D tangible letters?   

 
 
 

2 What are children’s unique verbal behaviors with 3D tangible letters?  
  
 
 

3 What are children’s unique non-verbal behaviors with dynamic colour cues?  
  
 
 

4 What are children’s unique verbal behaviors with dynamic colour cues? 
 
 
 

5 Others (e.g., motivation, attention, temperament) 
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Appendix F.  

Statistical Results for RQ3 in Case One 2 

Influence of Individual Characteristics in Learning Gains 

• Attentional challenges 

The teachers reported that P1, P4, and P8 had attentional challenges during 

learning. Based on the teachers’ feedback, I assigned 1 (Yes) and -1 (No) to represent 

whether a participant had attentional deficits. The results of a point-biserial correlation 

test showed a significant correlation at the level p<0.05 between the participants’ 

attentional challenges and their learning gains ((post-test score – pre-test score) /(full 

score-pre-test score) (Menlo & Johnson, 1969)) on trained word reading (rpb (6)=0.730, 

p=0.040), with the participants without attentional challenges achieving more learning 

gains on trained word reading (1.0±0.2 versus 0.9±0.3). 

• Motivation  

Based on the teachers’ feedback and our observation, I assigned 1 (Yes) and -1 

(No) to represent whether a participant had great motivation in learning or exploring new 

things. The results of a point-biserial correlation test showed that there was a significant 

correlation at the level p<0.01 between motivation and learning gains in trained word 

spelling (rpb (6) =0.887, p=0.003), with the participants who had greater motivation 

achieving more personal learning gains in trained word spelling (0.8±0.1 versus 

0.4±0.1). 

 
2 The statistic results were limited due to a small number of participants.  
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Influence of Individual Characteristics in Preferences and 

Other Thoughts on PhonoBlocks 

• Temperament 

The results of a Spearman’s ranking-order correlation test showed a strong 

correlation at the level p<0.05 between children’s temperament (extrovert/introvert) and 

their preference concerning 3D tangible letters. The participants who were more 

extroverted liked 3D tangible letters more (rs (6) =0.800, p=0.017). We also noticed that 

more extroverted children liked to ask questions related to the 3D tangible letters more. 

For example, P5 asked, “Is there any lights insides the letters?” and P6 asked, “How 

does the letter connect to the computer?” The results of the questionnaire also showed 

that the children who were extroverted liked the 3D tangible letter more than the children 

who were introverted. 
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Appendix G.  

Statistical Results for RQ3 in Case Two  

Influence of Individual Characteristics in Learning Gains 

• Grade level (Grade 2- Grade 3) 

The results of a Spearman’s ranking-order correlation test showed a strong 

correlation at the level p<0.05 between the participants’ grade level and their learning 

gains ((post-test score – pre-test score) /(full score-pre-test score) (Menlo & Johnson, 

1969)) on trained word reading (rs(8)=0.698, p=0.025), with the participants who were in 

a higher grade (Grade 3) achieving more learning gains on trained words reading 

(1.0±0.3 versus 0.9±0.3).  

• Parental supports at home 

Based on the parents’ feedback, I assigned 1 (Yes) and -1 (No) to represent 

whether the parents helped a participant to practice the learned words at home. The 

results of a point-biserial correlation test showed a significant correlation at the level 

p<0.05 between the participants’ practice at home and their learning gains on trained 

words reading (rpb (8) = 0.637, p=0.048) and on untrained words reading (rpb (8) = 0.759, 

p=0.11), with the participants who practiced at home with parental support achieving 

more learning gains on trained (1.0±0.4 versus 0.9±0.5) and untrained words reading 

(1.0±0.6 versus 0.8±0.8). I also observed that the participants who practiced the learned 

words at home performed better in the sessional tests in terms of reading accuracy and 

fluency. They might gradually turn these words into sight words after considerable 

practice.  

• Pre-alphabetic knowledge in spelling 

Based on the pre-test result, I assigned 1-3 to represent the low, mediate and 

high levels of the participant’s pre-alphabetic knowledge in spelling. Here, the low level-1 

meant that the participant only knew a few alphabet letters (N<=20), and the mediate 
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level-2 meant that the participant could spell most of the letters but with some mistakes 

(20<N<26), while the high level-3 meant that the participant could spell all 26 letters 

correctly. The results of a Spearman’s ranking-order correlation test showed a significant 

correlation at the level p<0.05 between the participants’ pre-alphabetic knowledge and 

their learning gains on trained words spelling (rpb (8) = 0.664, p=0.036), with the children 

who had higher level pre-knowledge achieving more learning gains on trained words 

spelling (0.7±0.3 versus 0.4±0.8 versus 0.3±0.2). 

Influence of Individual Characteristics in Preferences and 

Other Thoughts on PhonoBlocks  

• Temperament  

Based on the parents’ feedback and my observation, I assigned 1 to -1 to 

represent whether a participant was extroverted (1), mixed (0) or introverted (-1). The 

results of a Spearman’s ranking-order correlation test showed that there was a 

correlation at the level p<0.05 between the children’s personality and their preferences 

towards the 3D tangible letters. The participants who were more extroverted liked the 3D 

tangible letters more (rs(8)=0.756, p=0.011).  

 




